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FOREWORD
In

1989 the lnterim Government agreed to accept a technical assistance grant from the Asian
Development Bank to support the Government's own environmental management initiatives. It
was agreed that a two year project would be developed which would prepare a National
Environment Strategy for Fiii. The technical assistance, known as the National Environment
Management Project, subsequently cornnenced in August 1990. The consultant appointed to
undertake the work in collaboration with the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development's
Environment Unit is IUCN - The World Conservation Union.

Obviously before we reach the point of being able to produce a National Strategy we must first
review our historic and existing situation with respect to environmental quality, natural resources
and the way we use them, environmental policy and law and their administration, and so on. This
review or "stocktake" is an esscntial first step in the development of the overall Srratery.
TheCovernmenthas, indirecting thepreparationof the National EnvironmentStrategy, recognised
that there is a need to convert our stated environmental policies into action. I am mindful of the fact
that Fiii's policies and proposed initiatives span at least 16 years, going back to Development Plan
7. This "State of the Environment" report certainly highlights the need to transform our past
promises into action.
The report covers all the ma jor issues which should be of concem to us. Perhaps the most important
aspect of the report is the fact that it makes us realise to what extent the environment and its
rcsources support virtually every aspect of lives. While Fiji is blessed with an abundance of natural
resources relative to many parts of the world and lacks the serious demographic, economic and
industrial pressures from which the majority of serious environmental problems originate, we
must also be aware of the physical constraints under which we are developing the country. Fiji's
small size, young landrape and evolutionary isolation make our natural resources vulnerable to
loss ordegradation. It is through understanding of these aspects that we can enhance opportunities
for development based on the sustainable utilisation of our environmental resources.

That we are currently not operating on such a sustainable basis in many areas has been brought to
light in the findings of this report. For example, our limited first class arable soils are now almost
fully utilised and the increasing use of marginal lands nas led to erosion of valuable top soil. The
associated problem of poorcatchmentmanagementhasresulted indeclining waterqualityin some
areas and increasing dredging costs to maintain our waterways. Waste disposal is a growing
problem. Development pressures are increasing on our limited coastal lands and on nearshore
marine resources. In the area of heritage conservation Fiji is sadly lagging behind many of our
neighbours and does not have an effective national parks and reserves system.
A major concern is that our present administration and legal capacities are inadequate to deal with
current environmental issues, let alone if problems should increase. It is also worrying that some
Iaws are not actually being enforced which could be, such as the regulations controlling vehicle
emissions.

Clearly, if our environment and nafural resources are to continue to sustain us then we need to
manage them efficiently and effectively. In its concluding chapter the report states that Fijian land
ownership and customary rights and their future management are central to sustainable develop
ment and sound environmental management. In the words of Professor Asesela Ravuvu, in
dirussingtheconceptof vanua: " the land isthephysical orgeographicalentityof thepeople,upon
which their survival as individuals and as a group depends. It is a major source of life, it provides
nourishment, shelter and protection ... and the material basis for belonging."
It is time that we remember that our environmental resources are not commodities to be used and
disposed of as we please. They have been passed on to us, in trust, to be managed wisely and
conservatively, so that we in turn can pass their benefits on to future generations. That we should
do this is both a responsibility and an obligation.

.
DoKrnl
Ratu
taaru Ovini
\_rvlnl Bokini
Minister For Housing and UrbanDeuelopmmt
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SUMMARY
Population and demography
Fiii's 1985 populationof 737,2ffi atadensityof 39.1 persons persquare kilometre can be considered
modest, but this figureconcealsaccentuateddensitiesin excessof lT0persquare kilometre of arable
land. Over5OTo of thepopulationresidesin ruralareas,buturbandriftissignificantand increasing.
Recent socio-political events have led to considerable emigration particularly of the Indian
component of thepopulation. Thismakesanyfuture population projectionsuncertain, nonetheless
overall growth is expected to be modest. But, there will certainly be a large increase in the potential
labour force over the next 20 years.

Nafural resource endowment
Fiji is an archipelagic nation consisting of more than 300 islands scattered over 1.3 million square
kilometres of the South Pacific Ocean. The two large, mountainous islands of Viti Levu, where the

bulk of the population resides, and Vanua Levu compri* 87Vo of the total land area. The islands
are characterised by diverse ecosystems, including significant areas of natural forest. A wide range
of coastal and marineecosystems occur, ranging from extensive areas of mangroves to various coral
formations.
The mountainous terrain limits the area of land available for extensive development to coastal
areas, and is subject to earthquakes and landslides. The larger islands have limited (197o of land
area)arable soilscapableof supportingintensiveagriculture, with a further 10.57o capableof being

productive with only minor improvements. However, nearly 70Vo requires either intensive land
management or is unsuitable for use. The geolory is highly mineralised. One gold mine is in
operation and there are good prospects for further gold and copper mining.

Fijihasamildtropicalmaritimeclimatewithplentifulrainunderprevailingconditions. However,
it is subpct to potentially catastrophic climatic events such as cyclones, flooding and multiple landslips which can have a major impact on the economy and infrastructure. The predicted climate
change and sea level rise could have profound consequences for some urban centres, agriculture
and coastal development.

On the larger islands, a relative abundance of annual rainfall, perennial rivers, good surface
drainage and numerous springs ensure that there is no fundamental problem in obtaining domestic
water supplies. On the low-lying, smaller and outer islands where there are no perennial streamt
freshwater is a much scarcer resource. In such situations shortagesare of common occurrence not
so much as a result of lack of rainfall overall but because of deficiencies in water collection. The
Govemment is then frequently called on to provide water at gteat expense.

Fiji's vegetation and wildlife are relatively small in number but are of exceptional scientific and
genetic interest because of the high proportion of endemic (unique) forms. Their heritage and
potential tourism values are greatly underrated. The floristic diversity of the forests has not been
adequately documented but it is in excess of 100 species per square kilometre. Most of the interior
forested areas have been scarcely collected while some ecosystems, such as the beach forest, have
virtuallydisappeared throughclearing.lossof forestis thesurest wayto loseFiii'sendemic wildlife
because the vast maprit5r are unable to survive outside it. The area of remaining indigenous forest
is estimated to be 750,000 ha.
The coastal zone is of

vital importance. It brings together a unique assemblage of resources such as

reefs, mangroves, water, agriculture, seafood and highqualitylandscapes. Yet it isalso the location
13

of every significant town in Fiii, most villages and the vast majority of the population together with
industry and commerce. The current estimate of mangrove forest is that approximately 42,000 ha

remain of an original resource of about 45,000 ha. Mangroves sustain marine and coastal
ecosystems which support both subsistence and a growing commercial fisheries sector. Unique
marine feafures occur, such as anchialine pools, marine lakes and caves and Iandscapes of
exceptional beauty such as those at Ogea and Vulaga.
Natural resource use and environmental issues
One of the advantages of Fiji's position as an isolated island nation is the absence of many of the
world's serious diseases. Two major ones of concern, both mosquito borne, are dengue fever and
filariasis. Mairr agricultural developments such as irrigation proiects and poor rubbish disposal,
both municipal and domestic, can provide brc.eding grounds for disease vectors.

Almost 39Vo of the population live in urban areas and the proportion and growth rate are both
increasing. Forecasts indicate that during the coming 15 years, the urban housing stock will have
to increase by nearly 19,000 houses in order to accommodate even a modest population growth.
This will place increasing pressure on services and infrastructure. Residential subdivisions in the
past have often been poorly planned and controlled. In the older towns and cities there is an
accelerating loss of heritage buildings and attractive urban landrapes.
The almost complete utilisation of first class arable land determines that the current expansion of

agricultureintomarginalhillareasandsteeplands,willcontinueandincrease. Consequently,even
a small increasein thepopulationcanbeexpected todramaticallyexpandlocalisedland degradation.
Someagricultural practices, such assteepland sugarcaneand ginger productionarenot sustainable,
they dramatically increase natural erosion rates which are already high. This results in loss of
topsoil and sedimentation of rivers and streams. The lack of security of tenure for many farmers
whomustleaseland doesnotencouragecareful husbandryof soilresources, whiletheGovernment's
institutional land conservation measureshavebeen ineffective. Thedrive for increased agricultural
production has led, in the past, to extensive reclamation of mangroves. The practice has proven to
be economically unviable and resulted in considerable national financial losses.
Deforestation in Fiii is moderate but continuing. Since the mid 1960's, an estimated 90-140,000 ha
(71-76Vo) of the nation's forests have been converted to non-forest land use. These figures are not
so severe as to cause immediate concern about the disappearance of the forests of Fiji. However,
there is a severe imbalance in the distribution of forest with the drier parts of the larger islands and
manyofthesmallerislandshavingsufferedseveredeforestation.
Fiiihasembarkedonsomehighly
successful plantation establishment programmes. The softwood (pine) plantations total over
43,000 ha and are established primarily in the dry zones, as reforestation of degraded lands. In
contrast, the hardwoods, principally introduced mahogany have been established with great
success, within existing native forests, with some potentially adverse environmental implications.
Current logging practices cause a great deal of avoidable environmental damage. The adoption of
a National Code of togg.g Practice is a welcome move, but it is only as good as its enforcement.
The only significant long-term fisheries development prospects for Fiji (in terms of volume) are
likely to be in the offshore areas, particularly pelagrc. The inshore fishery is of vital importance to
the maprity of the population who are coastal dwellers. While it appears in good shape at the
moment, management measures must be improved if this fishery is to be maintained. Traditional
fishing rights owners can be a potent force for fisheries conservation, since the owners of each
qoliqoli presumably have a paramount interest in protecting the resource for their own future
benefit. But increasingly, owners of qoliqoli are becoming involved in business and, in certain
cases, consider the qoliqoli simply a source of disposable income.

Inmost areas freshwaterisnot regarded by thepublicasa rarceresourceand wasteiscommonplace.
Even in areas subiect to frequent shortages, water conservation is sometimeslacking. Supply and
14

quality of water to urban centres is of good standard, although Ba town is a recent exception due
to poor watershed rnanagement. Supply and quality in rural areas is less satisfactory.
Tourism was Fiji's biggest foreign exchange earner in 1990 and is therefore a maitr contributor to
the national economy. Although responsible for some avoidable environmental impacts, tourism
offersconsiderableopportunitiesforsustainabledevelopment throughenhanced linkageswith the
environment. Developing landowner tourism ventures based on 'non€tandard' tourism resources
are encouraging indicators of the potential that exists.

Mining, both existing and potential, offers major economic benefits. However, it needs to be
carefully planned, evaluated and monitored if the harsh environmental and social lessons of other
countries, notably Papua-New Guinea in this region, are to be avoided.
Fiji has benefited greatly from the commissioning of the hydro-electricity from Monasavu Dam.
Industrial diesel oil imports dropped by two thirds, saving $170 million between 1983 - 1990. The
countrymakesrelativelygooduseofbiomassenerry. Thelargestproducersof waste,theFijiSugar
Corporation and Tropik Woods, both use waste to produce power. However, in other areas waste
accumulates and disposal methods leave much to be desired. Fiii also has responsibilities to reduce
emissions of 'greenhouse gases'.
Patterns of economic development

The Interim Covernment has introduced new directions in economic development to achieve
improved standards of living. It is deregulating the economy with an emphasis on an export-led
glowth strategy and economic diversification. Nonetheless, from an environrr,cntal perspective,
the fundamental basis of national development, remains the same. That is, significant elements of
the national economy (agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining and to a large degree tourism)
depend on exploitation of the natural resource base. Production from this sector accounted for
almost 60Vo of domestic exports in 1990. This implies that planning for economic development
cannot ignore the need to conserve and manage those resources in a sustainable rnnner.

The Fiji economy is heavily dependent upon international trade and finance. Imports are
dominated by food, energy, manufactured goods and chemicals. Importation of automotive fuels
is high. Development assistance only represents about 37o of gross domestic product. Income
distribution in the community is uneven, with an acknowledged level of poverty.
The current push for a larger manufacturing sector will further encouragc cxpansion

of urban

populations. It is unlikely that tigh pollution risk' industries will be greatly attracted to Fiii.
However, the diversity of industry will expand, further taxing currently inadequate pollution
controls. New industries will require new industrial complexesand the current steady erosion of
prime agricultural land to other uses may be accelerated.

Industrial activities in Fiji are varied and quite robust for a small country in an isolated location.
Because of the absence of direct regulations controlling water or air pollution and the consequent
lack of monitoring, there is a serious lack of data on the types and extent of pollution present,
particularly industrial pollution and hazardous waste. Refuse disposal and management of
garbage dumps is a national dilemma which requires a firm Government initiative. The
implementation of the Anti-Litter Decree is a welcome attention to this conspicuous problem.
Environmental policy in national development and internationd relations
Environmental policiesand obiectives, toa lesserorgreaterextent, havebeenpresented in national
development plans since 1971. However, their implementation through practice and resource/
funding allocation has been minimal. Unfortunately, environmental concerns, throughout
Government, have been effectively sectoralised rather than being coordinated in an 'across the

board'approach.
15

The Government has become party to a number of international conventions and treaties. In the
last three years it has acceded to or ratified several significant conventions which place increased

responsibilitieson theGovernmentatnationalandinternationallevelswithregard toenvironmental
issues. The Government is also participating actively in international discussions on such issues as
climate change.

Environmental laws and administration
Fiji's environmental laws are many and varied, a relic of the colonial period when environmental
problems were limited and clearly sectoral. At least 25 Acts have some important role in what is
today perceived as environmental management, and they are administered by at least 14 different
ministries, statutory bodies or other agencies. Most of the laws are old and ineffective in a modern
environmental management context or suffer from lack of enforcement of regulations through
inadequate staffinp lack of technical resources and funding, or through administrative failures.
Development of a specific environmental planning function has taken place within the Ministry of
Housingand Urban Development. An inter-ministerial Environmental Management Committee
hasbeenoperatingsince 1980. However,a'higherlevel' Governmental coordinating body is now
required to control the numerous ad hoc environment related activities taking place. Since 1989 a
small, under resourced Environment Unit withoneprofessional specialisthasbeen operatingin the

Ministry.
Protected areas and national parks

Although neighbouring Pacific nations have internationally recognised national parks, Fiji has
none. The reason for this lack of national parks or equivalent areas is not due to a lack of sites - the
country has outstanding potential. The Cabinet-designated Sigatoka Sand Dunes National Park,
a site of international significance, will not be recognised internationally, until it is effectively
managed. Unless a system of protected areas is set up quickly, valuable aspects of Fiiian heritage,
both natural and cultural, will be lost.
The state of the environment
Fiii hasmanypositivephysical and cultural athibutes whichitcandraw uponona sustainablebasis
for its ongoing development. It also has significant environmental constraints which are currently

compounded by inadequate environmental management,legislation and administration.
Fiii lacks the serious demographic, economlc and industrial pressures from which the majority of
serious environmental problems originate in other countries. But conversely, ihs small size, young
landrape and evolutionary isolation make its natural resources vulnerable to Ioss or degradation.

In addition, the vast majority of the population, industry, important infrastructure and economic
activity is located in the coastal zone, which is an ecologically complex area highly susceptible to
both national hazards and human violation. This zone will receive the most conspicuous impacts
of global warming.
Fijian landownership and customary rights and their future management are central to sustainable
development and sound environmental management. Three approaches need to be undertaken:
a
a
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identify all elements of the natural heritage
preparation of a national land use plan derived through both technical land-capability
assessment and consensus, based on full community participation
a major effort to provide a special form of community education to give traditional
community decision-makers the technical and other knowledge they would need to
manage the environment and resources in a modern development context.
a natural resource survey to accurately

1 POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHY
1.1

HISTORICAL POPULATION CHANGES

1874, the year of Cession, the Fifian population of about 135,000 was
declining as a result of devastating diseases which came with European
contact,-notable among these was the infamous measles epidemic of 1875Af ter proper procd ures were established, the first census of April 1 881 gave

ln

an officiai figure of 127,486,of which 714,746 were indigenous Fijians. In
subsequent iensuses, the Fiiian population continued to decline until 1921,
when ihey reached a low figure of uA75 in a population totalling 157,zf:r!.,
which by then also included ffi,6Y Indians, (indentured labourers brought
by the tititistt to work in sugar cane plantations). The indentured labour
system was Practicd from 1879 to 1915.

The Indian comPonent continued to increase to outnumber indigenous
Fiiians by 1946, owing to higher growth rates. By 7955,however, this trend
t&et*d, Sving Fiiians a higher growth rate. One of the factors involved
was a decline in Indian fertilitY.

POPULATION OF FIJI 1921-1986
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1.1

1.2 RECENT POPULATION CHANGES

Lz.l

Fertility and fanily planning

The period 79(j/!i79ffi saw significant demographic.changes_in the Fiii
popuiation, with a decline in fertility alongst both Indians and Fiiians. The
aeiUte in Total Fertility Rate (TFR) has been dramatic for the Indian
component in particular, with the TFR declining from 5.51 to 2.77 children
17

per wonnn, a decrease of 507o. The TFR among Fiiians declined by 267o avet
the same period, from 5.58 children per woman in 1966 to 4.14 in 1986.

Although the Indian fertility decline started well before 196d and before the
advent of official family planning campaigns in 1962, the establishment of
a very active Family Planning Association of Fiji in 1963 helped greatly.
Family planning acceptance obviously appealed to a higher proportion of
Indians than Fijians, evident from numbers visiting the clinics. The Ministry
of Health figures show family planning acceptance rates amongst Fijians
was\8.7Vo in 1986, whilst amongst Indians it was nearly twice as high at
35.6To.

The impact of the family planning campaign has waned in recent years.
Ministry of Health figures (1989) show that birth rate among Fiiians has
remained stagnant at about 30 per thousand while Indian numbers suggest

further decline.

1.3 FUTURE CHANGES

13.1

Migration, predominantly of Indians following the political upheavals of
1987, has had a major impact on future population projections.
The total population of Fiii has been projected up to the year 2011 taking the
age structure of the 1986 population as a base for all components.

POPULATION TRENDS
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I

Actual migration numbers, forall ethnic groups, havebeen accounted for up
to theend of 1990(about 1Q000annually), thereaftera fixed rateisassigned
at 507o of the 7989 / 90 average (which amounts to 5300 annually); a declining
rate of fertility is assumed for all, Fiiians more gradually to reach a TFR of
2.5 a t the end of the period while Indians TFR is assumed to reach 2.0 by then;

slow improvement in mortality has also been assumed. This projection
showed that the total proiected population up to the end of August 1991,
coinciding with the fifth year after the last census of 1985, will total 737,200.
This will consist of 365,400 Fijians (49.6Vo) and 339,000 Indians (46.lVo), and
32,200 others (4.4Vo). Towards the end of the period in 201 1, if movement

in

the fertility, mortality and migration rates remain at the assumed level the
total population would increase to 874,000 persons of which 499500 or
57 .27o are expectd to be ethnic Fi jians, and 349,600 or 39.97o will be Indians.

13.2

Labour Force

Because of the massi ve mi gra tion numbers (nearly seven per cent of the 1 986

total population would have emigrated by the end of August. 1991), the
average growth rate over the next 20 years is likely to be less than 1 per cent,
halving the rate between 19767986. In spite of this there is likely to be a
mapr increase in the population aged between 15 and 64, because of the
compounding effect of even small increases over time.
Demographically, the labour force (here used interchangeably with the
economically active population) is that category of the population whose
function is to produce goods and services needed to satisfy the requirement
of the whole population. The size of the labour force is, therefore, some
proportion of this population catego{f (the 15-64 age group). ln primitive
economies work is only constrained by health, family size, sex-roles and the
need for money. But when agriculture is commercialised and non-agricultural employment increases to make wage labour dominant, other economic factors start to play a greater part in the level and pattern of labour
force participation. Therefore, entrants in the labour force are likely to be
affected not only by the size or the 15{4 age group but also by the increasing
proportions who participate, especially women. In Fiji information col18

lected from surveys are notorious for understating women's participation
in economic activitv.

LABOUR FORCE
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The labour market will experience a flood of numbers as large cohorts of
currently younger population move into the 15-64 age groups towards the
end of the proiected period. Numbering 418,600 during 1986, this group is
projected to increase by 40Vo to 585,900 in 2011.. At the other end of the
spectrum, if fertility gradually declines among Fijians, as assumed, the
younger population (those below age 15) will stabilise and begin to decline
toward 2011 to number 237,ffi0 from a total of 2735W in 1986, easing
demand on classrooms and teachers.

During 1985, among Fiiians the proportions of the economically active
populati on was 85.67o for males an d 27 .87o for females and 86.27o
respectively for Indian males and females.

an

d

77 .9 Vo

Table 1.1 Population of Fiii 1921-1986 (in thousands)
Census
Year

Fiiians

Indians

Other

Total Growth

To

To

To

To

1,921,

61(39Vol

7946

84(54Tol
98 (50Vo)
778 (4s%)

72
15
22

1956

148 (43Vo)

1966

202(421o)

r976

260 (44Vo)
329 (46To)

19%

1986

85 @3%)
720 (45Vo)
169 (497o1
241 (51Vo)

293(ffiVo)
349 Q9Vo)

($Vo)
(8Vo)
(8Vo)

28 (8To\

ll

757 +1.2Vo
798 +l.6Vo

260 +2.7To
345 +2.9To

(7Vo)

477

35 {6Vol
37 (SVol

58

+3.3To
+2.1Vo

715 +2.07o

Source: Bureau of Statistics,Suva.

Dependency burdens reduce in such

a

situation, where nearly two-thirds of

the population are in the 1 $64 age group. This, however, is a transi tory stage

when hgeing' is occurring and if mortality conditions improve further,
larger numbers of the population will survive into older age.
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Figure 1.5 shows the changingagecomposition of Fiji'spopulation based on
the assumptions used in the projection for 1991 and 201 1. The steeper sides
of the population pyramid are due to the stabilised size of the birth cohorts.
If this continues for a life spary a population will have nearly equal
proportions in most age groups.
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1.4

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

Viti Levu, Fiji's largest island, is where 75Vo of the 715,000 population live.
The second largest island of Vanua Levu, only half the area, has 18%. Only
a third of the islands are populated. Figure 1.5 illustrates the population
distribution.

FIJI POPULATION BY ISLAND GROUP
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Figure 1.7 shows the very uneven population densities amongst the
provinces. There were 39.1 persons per km 2 during 1986 when averaged
over total land area of Fiii, an increase of nearly 14 persons per km 2 over the
preceeding 20 years. The density increases are particularly high in those

provinces which include urban centres and/or are sugar-cane farming
areas. Suva City now has 750 more persons per km 2 than in 1966. Similarly,
owing to increased migration into the urban corridor between Suva and
Nausori, Rewa and Naitasiri provinces also show a marked increase in
density. Ba and Macuata both contain urban centres as well as cane20

Srowing areas and thus show increases. on the other hand the densities of
outer island Provinces such as [au and Kadavu remain relatively unk.:= gf .nanle nroving to Viti Levu. This is most signi?icant
:!"g-{
trom
Rotuma. with the forecast population increase, the average nimber of
p"lk- 2 in Fiii- is exp€ctd to increase to 45 persons u/zoot and 4fi
rlTf
by 201 1. while these changes may appear sma[, their impact'on resources
could be significant because as mere averages they do t ot r,lgt tigt prest

sures on specific areas.
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If densities are calculated per km 2 of arable land population pressure on
land would certainly appear accentuated at densitleJir. e*cesi of lz0 per
km

2.

In Fiii little has been done to identify environmental degradation vis-a-vis
qgpulation pressure. However, with the almost compleie u til isation of first
class arable land, the current expansion of agriculture into marginal hill
areas and steep lands will continue to increase. In such a situation even
srnall population increases may dramatically expand localised land degradation.

This will be accentuated in the proximity of fast growing urban areas,
particularly suva. urban growth will tend to generate its own pace of
hinterland agricultural expansion, irrespective of the land capabiliiy.

l.s coNclusroNs
Fiji has a modest population size and growth rate. But, local population
movements, in particular urban drift and the small area and uneven
distribrrtio_n of good agricultural land is ornently and wilt increasingly
causelocalised demographic imbalances with potentially serious impliiations for the environment
f.ryent-socio-political events have led to considerabre emigration, particularly of the Indian component of the population. This will have a significant
impact on the_former population trends, and also makes future proiections
uncertain. Nonetheless, there will certainly be a large increase in the
potential labour force (those aged between 15{4) over the next 20 years.
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2 CLIMATE, GLOBAL WARMING
AND NATURALEVENTS
2.l CLIMATE
Fiii enioys a hopical maritime climate wi thout great extremes of hea t or cold.

2.lJ

Winds

At all seasons thepredominant windsoverFiii are thetrade winds from the

Viti L.evu and Vanua
the
coasts with great
levu, however, day-time sea breezes blow in across
the most
or
moderate,
light
regularity. In general the winds over Fiii are
uncolrllnon,
are
strong
winrls
persistentUeing in the period July - Decemhr;
with the exceptional cyclones which generally occur in the period of November - April, (2.2).

east or sou theast. On the western and northern sides of

21..2

Temperatures

Tempera tures at lower alti tudes around Fiii are generally uni form. [n the lee
of thl mountains, however, on the western and northern sides of the main
islands (Viti Levu, Vanua Levu and Taveuni) day-time temperatures are
above those on the windward sides or on the smaller islands,
often 1-2
while humidity on the lee side tends to be somewhat lower'

€

seasonal temperature changes are
qC
be_tween the
relatively srnall. Average temPeratures vary only abut 3-4
(January-February).
coldest part of the year (July-August) and the wannest
Higher humiditieiin the warmer season (December - March) make conditions noticeably less comfortable.

with a maritime climate, diurnal and

2J,3

Rainlall

Although rainfall is highly variable, the average rainfall increases steadily
inland irom coastal areas. It usually increases plentifully between December-April, especially over the larger islandg but in May€ctober it is often
deficient, particulaily in the'dry ione' on the western and northern sides of
the main islands.

I}IE OISTRIEI,TION OF AVERAG€
ANNUAL FAIIIFALL OI{ VITI LEVU

Fllurt
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In the drier period, the heaviest rainfalls occur on the wind ward (southeast)
sides of the trigh'islands. on Viti Levu, the Nausori-suva-pacific Harbour

area has rain on five or six days out of ten, averaging between 1000 and
2fixlmm for the sea son. A t the same time the shel tered western and northern

sides experience much sunny weather, and often drought. places like Nadi,
lautoka, Ba, Rakiraki and Labasa have rain on only about two days out of
ten and a verage on about 300 to 500rnm of rain for the har f year. Thi smaller

islands usually receive intermediate amounts.
Al I parts of Fiii normally receive more rain in the warm season. ln the wetter
half-year (November to April) the wet side of Viti l,evu, in the Nausorisuva-Pacific Harbour area, may experience rain on seven or eight days out
of ten, with a seasonal rainfall average some 1800 to 2600 mm.

The seasonal increase in rainfall is more spectacular in the'dry zone'. The
half-year totals average 1300 to 1500mm, much higher than in the 'dr5l
season but less than the'wet' side.
Because of the great variability of rainfall in the region, averages have
value as indicators of the actual rainfall regime.

2.2

little

CLIMATIC EXTREMES AND DISASTER

Atmospheric disasters are related to climatic extremes and in Fiji high
windl and storm surge are the most significant. wave damage is also of

significance and may occur without a tropical cyclone.

looding
lrfdrgfogcal event which may be aggravated by storm surge.
Flash floods that affect coastal regions are likely to occur at about the same
time as high winds and surge, resulting in particularly dangerous and
is a

On tlie avcrage about
t*'o fo four {yiones per
decade cause severe
darnage.

damaging conditions.

22.1

Cyclones

Fiji lies in the area frequently traversed by tropical cyclones. They are
mostly confined to the period November to April, with greatest frequencies
around fanuary and February.
1G15 cyclones
1E",
last
the

perdecade directly affect Fiii (52 have crossed Fiji in
42 years). some of these would have produced onry marginal giles

(sustained winds of 3440 knots) in some part of the Fiji-Group.

on

ttre

average about two to four cyclones per decade caus€ s€vere damage.
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Most parts of Fiii experience the nearby passage of a tropical cyclorre (within
Z0 k;) some iwo-or three times per decade. Not all have destructive

intensity when they pass. Individual localities are likely to be exPosed to
moderate or severe damage about once in one to two decades'
Approximately 66To of cyclones strike Fiii from the northwest quadrant
*iti., tt e remainder fromihe northeast quadrant. They tend to reach peak
intensity towards the south rather than the north of Fiii'
The Yasawas, west Viti L,evu, Kadavu and northwest Vanua Levu, Cikobia
and the Lau Group are most affected.

2.2.2

Storm surge

Storm surge accompanies most cyclones in Fiji. Table 2'1 summarises the
available informatibn on the occurrence of surge in cyclones since 1972'
Historical data on storrn surge in Fiii are not very reliable' The extreme
within the last two decades is three to four metres'

Table

2.1:

Estimates of storm surge heights since 1972

ESTIMATED

EVENT

23-25 Oct

1972Bete

1979 Meli

N.W. Viti Levu

2-3 metres

Nayau/Southern
Viti Levu

Val
5{ April 1925 BettY

'+

2 metres

Mar 1980

*

Savusavu,Vanua

3-4 metres

Nadi Bay, Momi,

[,evu

24Feb-2 Mar 1983
Oscar

14-19Ian 1985

Eric

14-21 fan 1985

Beqa
2-3 metres

Lautoka/Vuda

2 metres

Viwa Island, N.W.

1 rnetre

SouthwestVitiLevu

Nigel
10-18 March

Hina

Viwa/S.W. coastal
Viti Levu

lau GrouP

28-30 Dec l978Fay

Recent studies suggest a
large earthquake of
magnitude 7.S (Richter
scale) is likely to occur
$CIffiewhere in Fiji every
30-35 vears.

LOCATION

*

31 Jan-2 Feb 1975
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STORM

SURGE HIGHEST (M)

1985

Viti Lew

* No estimates available but surge known to have occurred.

Source: Fifi Meteorological Service

22.3

Earthquakes

The Fiii Group lies in one of the most seismically active areasof the world'
Earthquakes have been recorded from 1850 to the present and are the mairr

land-based hazard in Fiii.

several maior earthquakes have been recorded, the most significant of
which werein Kadaw (1850), Suva (1953) and Taveuni (1979), with another
eight registered since 1850. The 1953 Suva earthquake was the most destructiie in Fili'r hirtory, with accompanfng landslides and tsunami causing
24

considerable damage in the Suva, Nausori and Nawa areas.
An analysisof theearthquakes recorded in Fiji to dateindicates fluctuations
between periods of relatively low and high seismic activity. Although
estimates are based on limited information it appears that active periods of
about 10 years are followed by 20 years of inactivity.
Recent studies suggest a large earthquake of magnitude 7.0 (Richter scale)
is likely to occur somewhere in Fiii every 3G35 years.
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The northeast zoneis the most active

"r.."

Figwe 2.2

with thelargestearthquakes (Taveuni,

Rabi and eastern Vanua Levu).

including northern Vanua Levu and the Yasawas is the
second-most active. Large quakes in this zone are also frequently felt in
Nadi, lautoka and Ba and occasionally in Suva.
The northern zone,

Southeastern Viti Levu has recorded scattered minor earthquakes since the
seismograph network centred in Suva was es0ablished in 1979. Navua,
Suva and Ovalau are often shaken by minor tremors. Large earthquakes
were recorded in the zone in 1869 and 1953. Rotuma is not in a recognised

earthquake zone.

2.2.4

Tsunamis

Although tsunamis are widely known as tidal waves they have nothing to
do with tides. They are sea waves of very long period and low height. They
may follow a large earthquake under the sea and rnay also be caused by fault
movement, slumping or uplift of the sea-bed. Occasionally, they may also
result from earthquakes where the shock is cenbed on land.
Eleven tsunamis havebeen recorded in the Fiji area since 1 877. Of these, two
had their source in Chile and the remainder between Vanuatu and Tonga.
Only three produced waves of signi ficant height. notably 2.0m in 1877, 1 .8m
in 1881 and 1.8m (Suva) and 4.5m (Nakasaleka, Kadavu) in 1953. The other
eight were less than 0.5m wave height.

...with an anticipated
rise in sea-level and the
possibility af a tsunami
at hig,h tide, the anlount
of protection offered by
the reef system may
dimirtislt"
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The reef system protects most of Fiji from local and distant tsunamis and
only the 1953 tsunamis are known to have caused damage and loss of life,
However, with an anticipated rise in sea-level and the possibility of a
tsunami at high tide, the amount of protection offered by the reef system
may diminish.

During the 1953 Suva earthquake, a tsunami of 1.8m height, reached the
Suva shore, but this occurred at low tide. If the wave had occured at high
tide, it has been estimated that the wave could have been at least 2.8m high
and could have had a disasfouseffect. Nakaseleka isnot protected by a rcef
and the tsunami that reached the shore was 4.5m high.
Although there have only been three major tsunamis affecting Fiji in the last
110 years, with only one of them in the last 106 years, there is a possibility
of a maior tsunami being generated by any major local earthquake.

2.2.5

Unwise agni*ultural
ic*s, rrl#d buite! ing
1"r,r'"xct
Ic*gixlg ar":*l r:rrirring c.:n

qre.ltif ilrcrease flre
h.rzanc{ if the l.rnclslip!\ r{rn c

cli.rr.rcterist ics nf

thc tcrrain ;rre not resrrecteei,

Landslides

In Fiji's geologically young landscape, landslides are a relatively common
natural event and are the maior contributors to the high sediment loads in
the larger rivers. Unwise agricultural practices, road building, loggrng,
mining, etc., can greatly increase the hazard if the landslipprone characteristics of the terrain are not respected.
Prolonged torrential rainfall, which may or may not be associated with
cyclones, can cause multiple landslides in highly localised areas. These may
occurirrespective of landuse. In the past 15 years there have been three such
events - in the Korovisilou area in April 1980 during cyclone Walty; in the
Mt. Koroba, west Viti Levu area during cyclone Oscar in 1983 and during
April 19E6 in the upper Waimanu area, an event which was not associated

with a cyclone. This single storm initiated 620 landslides representing
570,00Om

3

of soil, or 90 tonnes/ha over the catchment as a whole.

2.3 CONSEQUENCES OF FrJI'S CLTMATE
Climate has environmental consequences which are normally overlooked.

At the regional level it largely controls the nature and distribution of

vegetation and thuq the potential for commercial crops and livestock. Its
overriding effect is on the population as a whole, for it dictates man's diet,
clothing and to a large degree habits. Culture and character are influenced,
as well as energy and efficiency. Fiji's generally benign climate punctuated
by severe, levelling ryclones, and other disasters has played a major role in
the shaping of the cultural values and attitudes of the indigenous Fiiians.
Development based on highly capitalised infrastructure whether in the
public or private s€ctors, will always be subiect to climate.induced setbacks.
Extremes of weather may cause disaster. The magnitude of most disasters
depends not on the severity of the extreme event alone but to a large
extent on the socio-economic condition of the community and the extent to
which s€vere events are anticipated and taken account of in physical,
regional and national planning. Wise planning adopts a long-term preventive approach to atmospheric and other hazards rather than relying on
costly'event-by-evenf , or'fire-fighting' mode of disaster management.

Suchmeasuresas risk-zoningbased on hazard risk assessments and disaster
vulnerablility assessments, proper land-use planning, sensible watershed
management, appropriate legislation and regulatory instruments can help
avoid disaster and serious economic setbacks.
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2.4 GLOBAL WARMTNG - TMPLTCATTONS FOR FrJI

2.4.1

Fact or fiction

?

Global warming and the associated issues of sea-level rise and the greenhouse effect are topical subierts worldwide at present. There is much
coniecture, some alarming predictions and then provocative counter<laims,
but to the layman nothing much has changed. Such topics cannot be
maintained in the public arena for long without substantial reinforcement,
and consequently it appears to be increasingly fashionable to be dismissive
of the issue.
This is folly. Global warming is an established fact, as is sea-level rise. In
general terms the implications for Fiji and south Pacific countries are now
quite well known. What is still coniertural is the magnitude and rate of
increase.
There is evidence for global warming in Fiji itself, the average temperature

at Government House has been statistically proven to have increased by
over half a degree (" F) in the last cenhrry. While high altih.rde temperatures
over Fiji have increased by 0.7 "C in the last 35 years.
South Pacific sea surface temperatures have also risen, by 0.5-1.0'C since
1972.

...it is the c*astal zone
rvhiclr rvil [ *xpericnce
the gre;ltest {h*nges and
sinc* well over tlvo*
thircls nf Fiji's poputation live in th* {oi}sta}
zone, tire majelrity of the

Fopulation will tre clirectly affected.

It is generally assumed that the current global warming is a result of rapid
industrialisation over the past 300 years in the northern hemisphere and the
resultant increase in theatmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases. But
only rarely is the comment made that climate changes have occurred
regularly in the history of the Earth. However, the current man-induced
changes may be occuring at a much faster rate than the natural climatic
changes of the past.

2,4.2

A likely scenario

Even if emissions of greenhouse gases ceased now, the warming trend
would continue fordecadesand probably increasein rate. Fiii hasabsolutely
no control of this as its emi*sions of greenhouse gases are negligible by
world standards. The widelyaccepted viewby rientists is that the sea-level
will rise 1 m by 2100.

2.5IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
The implications for Fiii of a substantial sea level rise and increase in
temperature are very varied and extend far beyond the physical effects on
the coastline. However it is the coastal zone which will experience the
greatest changes and since well over two thirds of Fiji's population live in
the coastal zone, the majority of the population will be directly affected.
There are likely to be mairr changes in weather patterns too and these will
extmd the overall effects further inland. In consequence the whole nation

will be effected.
A recent United Nations report (INEP 1990) concluded that for Fiji the
implications were:
Moderate to severe impacts will occur, locally devastating. Majorchanges
to crop production systems, demographic patterns and social in-frasbrrctures.
The mapr impacts of a general nature to be expected are presented in Table
2.2, while their impact at the community or local level is illustrated by the
likely renario at labasa, Vanua Levu, see Box 2.1.
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Table 2.2 Effecb of globd warmlng 0.JNEP 1990)

Global wanning will have an impact in the South Pacific on:
climateand water supplies
vegotation and soil
agriculture and forestry
health and disease patterns
human comfort

r
r
.
.
.

Sea level rise

r
.
.
.
.
r
.

will produce:

perrnanent coastal inundation
episodic coastal flooding
changes to coastlines
intnrsion of sea water into estuaries
rises in water tables
chinges in coastal vegetatiory animal and fish species
increased mud and sedirnent in productive waters.

Global waruring and sea levelrise will have social and economic
impacts on the South Pacific islands, such as:
from climate changes:
costly public works to handle increased rainfall in some areas
decreased agriculfural production due to drought in some areas
loss of agricultural land
changes in fishing grounds
rising power dernands for air-conditioning
domestic and industrial water supply problems
changes in the tourism potential for many island States, generally
for the worse

.
.
.
o
r
.
r
o

threats tio some entire ecosystems

from sea level rise:
saltwater contamination of drinking water
o
poorer crop piroduction from rising saline water tables
r

o

.
o
o
o

€cohomic costs for engineering structures and sewage systems

.

emigfation and resettlernent of communities
societies will lose younger and more active nrembers to migration
land rnanagement practices will have to change
local and national economies will be reshaped, particularly with
regard to marine and coastal resourceg
loss of outlying islands and control over marine resources in the

.
r

associated economic zone
loss of cultural heritage, psychologically and physically
maN)r economic and social transformations because of changed

land values.
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will

increase

Box2.7

The Labaga area" northern Vanua Levu, ahowing the 1.5m and

th€ 3.5m shorellnes.

N

Pacific Ocean

I

LABASA.-THE EEEECTS
OF SEA LEWL RISE
l-abasa is the largest town on
Vanua Levu and is important
primarilyas a service centre for
the sugar industry. Were sea
levels to rise there would be
mapr losses of prime sugar cane
land and mairr siltation of the
three river valleys, Wailevu,
Qawa and [abasa.

Much of Labasa town would be
inundated by a 1.0m rise in sea

level and would be virtually
uni nhabitable because of the increase in frequenqy and severi ty
of floods.

lowest break ol slope

3 LAND
3.1

AREA

Fiji consists of approximately300islandsexceeding onehalf hectare in area,
together comprising approximately 18,300 km 2 with many smaller islands
or islets which are little more than exposed reefs or cays. Viti Levu (10,544
km 2) and Vanua Levu (5J35 km 2) comprise 88 percent of the total land area.

3.2

GEOLOGY

Fiii's 300+ islands form part of a complex arc of volcanics, volcanicderived
sediments and reef deposits dating from the early Cenozoic (4G50 million
years ago) to the present. This structure is located in a complex convergence
plate boundary zone between the Australian and Pacific plates. In addition
to a record of volcanic, sedimentary and reef rocks, uplift and erosion have
exposed plutonic and low-grade regional melamorphic rocks of grea ter age.

3.3

TOPOGRAPHY

Physical relief is an important environmental factor for it is an important
determinant of soil resources, the conditions under which people live and
work and hence their occupations.
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Fiii's larger volcanic islands aredominated by steep, mountainous country
deeply incised by rivers and streams. The highest summit, Tomaniivi, is
1323m and there are 30 peaks over 1,000m. On the four major islands.6T%
of Viti \*vu,72Vo of Vanua Levr,49Vo of Taveuni and781o of Kadavu is
steepland (slopes greater than 18"). Thus much of the surface runoff
following heavy rain will be over steep slopes with the eroding capacity of
the water being markedly increased. The steep slopes also lead to frequent
landslides following heavy rain (see 2.2.5).

3.4

SOILS

The general pattern of soils is best described by separating the soils into
three topographic groups and superimposlngon this a subdivision based on
altihrde and climate.
The topographic separation shows:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

soils developed on the relatively flat areas derived from river or
marine deposition - approximately 75To of the land surface.
soils developed on rolling to hilly land -approximately 20Vo of the
land surface.
soils developed on steep slopes of hills and mountains - approximately 557o of the land surface.

Fiii's soils can be grouped genetically

o
.
.
.

o
o

as

follows:

Young sandy soils formed around the coasts of the island.
Fertile, deep, agriculrurally important alluvial soils occupying the
valley bottoms.
Shallow and moderately dcep, dark coloured, nutrient rich soils on
rolling and hilly land.
Sandy and silty moderatelydeep to deep soils formed from volcanic materials (including ash) containing particles of unweathered
parent material within the solum.
Deep, highly weathered clay-rich soils, often acid and of low base
status derived from basic parent materials.
Deep, highly weathered oxide-rich clay soils of limited agricultural

value.
Deep sandy soils derived from acid parent materials having clay
increases in the subsoils, usually strongly weathered and of low
base status.
Gleys and peats occupying low-lying areas in valleys or on
plateaus.

The steep slopres iead tc
freqtacn t trandslieles

fcllorving, heavy rain"

Erodibility of a soil is a complex property dependent both on its infilfation
capacity and on its capacity to resist detachment and transport by rainfall
and runoff and is therefore dependent on properties such as particle size
distributiory organicmattercontent,pres€nceof structurecementingagents,
bulk density and filled pore space. Erodibility is expected to be low for most
Fiji soils because 667o of the country's soils generally have moderately to
well developed surface soil structure, and are moderately-well to well

drained.
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CLIMATIC INFLUENCES

3.5

climatic influences on landform and agricultural potential can be profound.
From an erosion perspective the most important climatic factors are the
wind and rainfall, (Chapter 2.). The most important feature of the rainfall,
however, is the intensity. Data on rainfall intensity are very limited and
calculation of intensit5r values' is possible for only a few locations. The
limited information tends to indicate that 'intensigr values'are high (ET
ro
greater than 500/yr) for the whole of Fiji (see 2.2.5).
Further evidence of the rainfall intensity is given inFigures 3.2 and 3.3 with
the data for maximum monthly rainfall and maximum rainfall in one day,
eg, 1068 mm in one month at labasa,347 mm in one day in Suva. Maximum

daily rainfall frequently occurs when cyclones or tropical storms

pass

through the islands. when such storms occur, river flowJ increase dramatically and sediment transport is visibly enhanced.

MAXIMUM

LAND USE CAPABILITY

3.6

Fdnfdl (@)

To the casual observer, a flight over Viti Levu or Vanua Levu would reveal
large areas of forested, apparently unused land, and to many this gives an
impression that Fiji has tremendous potential for agricultural expansion.

Nothing could be fu rther from the truth. In fact Fiji's prime agricul tural land
is already being almost fully utilised. Henceforth, any agricultural expansion will be in marginal areas which will require conscientious management
if it is to be utilised sustainably.

RAINFALL

IN EAGH MONTH

aoo
EOO

aoo
200

o

Fiji's most comprehensive land-use capability survey revealed the following:

.

only

o

3

.
o

79.4Vo of Fiii's land, covering some 355,750 ha can be consid
ered first class land for sustained arable agriculture.

MAXIMUM RAINFALL
IN ONE DAY

further l0.5Vo or 193,'1.95 ha is second class land requiring only
'fairly minor improvements for good agricultural use'.

or 586,752 ha of Fiii's land requires a great deal of land
management if it is to be used for sustainable agriculhrre.

31.9Vo

R.intdl {6n}

&
300
300
260

the largest category of all, estimated to cover 702,@2ha or 38.2Vo of
Fiji's total land area, is quite unsuitable for agricultural develop
ment but may be of limited use for production forestry.

Based on this land and capability survey, two land use assessments have
been reported, Table 3.1
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Table 3.1 A Comparison of two land use assessements of Fiii's lands

Twyford & Wright

Land Use

(196s)

ha

To

EEC Mission-7984
(Based on MPI)

ha

Vo

Suitable for

agriculture
(arable, tree

crop,grazing)

549,000

1,079,9N

59

652,300
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Can be developed

in the longer term
with much attention

586,800

32

Suitable for

marginal grazing
and forestry
Unsuitable for
either agriculture
or productive

forestry

511,300

190,800

l0

105,700

Source: Fiii Forestry Sector Review, FAO (1988)

3.7
First class arrdble land
is ;rlm*st f ully-utilised;
the remainder will requirs varving but significant lan d cEt fl $€rvc'ltinn managemctrt if it is
to be utilised

CONCLUSIONS

Fiji's future land based development faces considerable problems. First
class arable land is almost fully utilised; the remainder will require varfng
butsignificantlandconservationmanagementif itistobeutilised sustainably.
A relatively large proportion (about 107o) is unsuitable for any form of
agriculture or productive forestry.

4 VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

sustaixralrlY.
4.1 FLORA

i'here are probalrly over
?St] er:demic sp€cies
representing betrvecll 4t]

and 5S percent of tlrc
native \,'ascuI.1r ilora"

AND VEGETATION

A preliminaryanalysisof the Fijian flora has identified 4T6indigenous Fiiian
plants genera of which 107o are endemic (ie found only in Fiii) or with other
limited Pacific distributions. There are probably over 750 endemic species
representing between 4G50Vo of the native vascular flora.

There is a single endemic family (Degeneriaceae) and at least 11 endemic
genera. As to be expected in an isolated island, flora radiation and endemism in some groups is extreme. For instance the genus Psychotria (Family
Rubiaceae) isrepresented by 76 speciesof which 72 areendemic. While there
are 27 species of native palm, of which 25 are endemic including two of the
genera.
Ferns are an important feature of the native forest being particularly well
representd with over 310 species recorded.
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4.1.1 Biodiversity

and adequacy of the floral inventory

Fiji's flora is well researched incomparison with thoseof other South pacific
archipelagoes but there are many localities, especially isotated forest areas,
which have never or rarcely been collected. New plant species are being
regularly discovered, the most recent, in 1991, a new species of palm by S.
Vodonivalu of the Pacific Regional Herbarium a t the universi ty of the sou th
Pacific.

On the basis of the number known by only a single collection it seems
probable that as many species maybe unknown, possibly between 10G200.
The floristic diversity of Fiiian forests has not been adequately documented
but it isgreatlyinexcessof a 100 species per km 2 although it is rikely that at
Ieast one thousand herbarium collections per 100 km 2 are required to obtain
a reasonable estimate of the floristic composition of an area. on this basis
there are few, if any, areas in Fiii for which the species composition is
adequately known. Most of the interior forested areas of Fiii, remote from
roads, have been rarcely collected.

4.12

it .lrtv,
ariln$ in Siji fcr whicil

3-'here drrc fgsqi

the sp*ci *s L{:}rlrp{}siti c;n
is ;rd*quafelv ksr#rrn.
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fc*i*s;tcsl a{{:{rs

Genetic resources

By comparison with the Tropical Moist Forest (TMF) of other islands and
continental areas of southeast Asia, Fiji's TMF is small in extent and
relatively depauperate in species numbers. It will, therefore, not be of major
international interest for rainforest conservation, given the pressures being
experienced elsewhere. However, its level of endemism isvery high and the
genetic resources of even its non-endemic species must be considered
important as theyare outliers,long isolated from theircentre of distributon.
They will thus have developed the genetic differences characteristic of
outlier populations. These can be of maior significance even in the forestry
sector where species 'provenances' (varieties) are central to many plantation
breeding facilities.

4.1.2

Shuchrre of Fiii's forest communities

The strueture of Fiii's forcsts was once clearly distinguishable bu t today this
is far less apparent with the almost complete loss of certain forest types,
some of which were once extensive, and maior human-induced disturbance

to other forests.

Fiji's remaining forest is, in the main, a consequence of locality in being
confi ned to areas of higher rainfall or ata greateraltitude and in combination
with steep topography.

Only remnant patches remain of the once extensive seasonal or monsoon
forests of the dqy zone. These have been mostly converted to fire climax
grassland or rrub communities. Within the dry zone only at higher elevations which receive more rainfall, does forest cover remain. This distinctive
forest type has been almost completely logged out.
A characteristic Beach Forest has been almost totally converted to agriculture/plantationq surviving only in isolated pockets on some of the smaller
islands. The best forested islands are the limestone islands such as Kabara,
Vatulele and Ogea, where the rugged karst terrain has protected fine stands
of a special forest t1pe.

4.13

Freshwater swamps

Fiii's freshwater swamps are very small in extent and restricted to areas of
impeded drainage in sonre river valleys and parts of the coastal plains. One
of the largest is the Melimeli swamp between Suva and Navua, through
which Quecns Road traverses. In addition, several of the volcanic craters
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in Taveuni support swamp vegetation. The total area of such swamps is
reported to be only about eight km 2, but no full inventory has yet been
undertaken.

4J.4

Mangroves

Fiii has a considerable area of mangrove (see 5.2) but the community is
relatively simple by comparison wi th those of i sland and continental southeastAsia,ttrerebeingonlysevenobligatespecies.TheseincludetheMizoplnra
hybrid 'selala', which is of great botanical interest and not found to any
great extent outside Fii. There are no endemic mangrove species and no
terrestrial vertebrates are known to be confined to mangroves in Fiji.

4.2 WILDLIFE

{ }.ve $pec}8s are cuf*

rently kncwn only from
IlSt Kcer*bababa which
is immediately downwind of a highly-polluting factory the Fiji
Industries' ce ment
r*rorks.

A characteristic of oceanic islands is the limited wildlife and Fiii is no
exception. It has no native terrestrial mammals with the exception of six
species of bat. Birds are the most conspicuous form of wildlife and 60
indigenous breeding land birds survive. This number is approximately
doubled when seabirds, migrants and introduced birds are included. 24
species of terrestrial reptile occur, two snakes, two iguanas, ten geckos and
ten skinks. There are also two native species of frog. To these may be added
the four species of seasnake and four species of marine turtle which occur in
Fiii waters.
The level of endemism is high with 397o in the avifauna including two
endemic genera (kula and the long-legged warbler), 357o in the reptiles and
7007o inthe amphibia. Of the mammals, one of the six species of bat, the Fiii

flyr.g

fo>(, is endemic (177o).

4.3 ENDANGERED WILDLIFE

THE LOCATIoII OF PLAI{T SPECIES
Kt{otvt{ FRot, A StNoLE LooAIXX

AND PLANTS

Fiii's flora is inadequately known. Only a few species are known to be
endangered, such as the well-known vuleito palm, but it is strongly sue
pectd that there are in fact rnany others. For in one respect, the flora, unlike
the fauna, ispeculiarly vulnerable to extinction of formsbecauseof the very
limited distribution of many species.

VANUA I,TVU

As one might expect the vast maprity of endemic plants are forest species
which do not survive in open habitats. Not all are widely distributed; many

have restricted ranges such that virtually every forested region of Fiii
bounded by a mapr valley or ocean, is the entire range of at least one and
possibly more species.
This is clearly demonstrated in perhaps the best known family of plants - the

vtTl

palms. Even in this well known and relatively small grouP, three new
species have been discovered in the last decade. Of the 27 indigenous palms,
2.6 are endemic (967d and 12 are known to have a restricted distribution.

LEvu

I shows'the localities of some endemic species known from iust one
or a very limited number of sites, the map is by no means complete' Five
species are currently known only from Mt Korobaba which is immediately
downwind of a highly polluting factory, the Fiji Industries'cement works.
One of these plants, a small tree Polyalthia angustifolin, is feared extinct as
recent searches for it have been unsuccessfirl.
Figure

r."#ot"
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Flee ,t.l
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4.

With regard to the fauna, only one species, the large, probably flightless
barred-wing rail is regarded as having become extinct since European
contact, probably through the depredations of the introduced mongoose
and feral cats. Archaeological evidence indicates that many birds became

Box

4.1

PLANTS EI\DEMIC'TO MT KOROBABA

Thefollowing planbarecurendyknown only from Mt Korobaba, downwind from the Fii Industries Cement Facto4y.
Lindsaea guuiniana

-

a maidenhair fern from the summit.

Linilsaeamoorci

-

a maidenhair fem from

theridge near the

summit.
Panilanus leouensis

-

a Pandan

Pteris parhamii

-

a handsome brake fern at 200m on the

from mid-height on the
mountain. Only $8 bees known.
mountain.

P oly

althi a angu s tif olia

a tree 3m or more high, from mid-height
on Mt Korobaba. Not seen since 1927.

Recent searches have been unsuctessful.

extinct following the arrival of the first settlers. To obtain even an approximate number will require much more extensive archaeological excavation.
At present several species are vulnerable as a result of relatively restricted
distribu tions, Table 4.1.
Other species are rare for unknown reasons - the Fiji burrowing snake, the
Fiji petrel, the pink-billed parrot-finch, the red-throated lorikeet and the
long-legged warbler.

4.4INTRODUCED PLANTS AND ANIMALS
Fiii has suffered less than many other archipelagoes from the establishment
of exotic plan ts and animal s but their presence is nonetheless very conspicu-

ous. Some were brought by the first settlers to the islands, but the vast
Table 4.1 Single island endemics
Species

Mammals
Fiji fllng fox Pteralopax acroilonta
Birds
Fiji petrel Pseudobulweria macgilliomyi
Whistling dove Ptilircpus layardi
Yellow-breasted musk parrot Prosopeia personata
Kadavu fantail Rhipidura persotuta
Ogea flycatchet' Mayror nis o nsicolor
Kadavu honeyeater Xanthotis proooutor
Pink-billed parotfinch Erythrura kleircchmiilti

Island

Fiji petrel

Taveuni

Gau

Kadavu

Viti Levu
Kadavu
Ogea

Kadavu

Viti Levu

Reptiles
Crested iguana2 Brachylophus vitiensis
Fiji burowing snake Ogmoilon aitianus
Rotuman gecko l*Vidodactylus garilinai
Campbell's skink Enou umpbelli
Ono i lau skink la?opamaalazon

Yadua Taba

Viti Levu
Rotuma

Viti Levu
Yanuya,Ono i Lau

Source: IUCN Consultants.
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maprity have come since European contact. Approximately one thousand
exotic plants are established,about one quarter of the flora, some of these
have become widespread weeds. Fortunately, none have yet threatened
indigenous flora in the forest itself as they are mainly restricted to manmodified habitats. However,Kuhl's palm, introduced asa garden ornamental, isnow spreadingrapidly through the forest in thevicinityof Colo-i-Suva
and may yet be a serious ecological threat. Other trees such as African Tulip
Tree and Pipo aduncurz are also commonly found in forested areas.

The introduced birds and mammals are essentially confined to converted
habita ts too, though the mongoose, black and bro wn rats and gian t toad are
found at low densities well into the forest. Whether we would s€e more
native birds, now confined to the forest, in our urban gardens in the absence
of mynahs and bulbuls is a subiect of debate but as yet no research.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

.".planfs;rnd animals
c;rrt g*trqtrate eunsiderabl* xatialnal pride and

interest; they have herifaqe valucs anci tourism
potenti*!.," "ln a lt"*kcning f* th*ir national
valucs is Iong *vcrcll'te.

Fiji's fauna and flora are relatively few in number but are of exceptional
scientific interest because of the high proportion of endemic forms - ie those
found nowhere else in the world. But plants and wildlife should not be
relegated to the interest of specialists alone, they are far more valuable than
that. As hasbeen shown in many countries, plants and animalscan generate
considerable national pride and interesg they have heritage values and
tourism potential, while our knowledge of their horticultural and medicinal
values is negligible. Fiji's plants and animals need to be elevated out of the
ordinary, the every day; an awakening to their national values is long
overdue. To tNs end a commendable initiative is the recent decision by the
Government to landscape the new Parliament Buildings with only native
Fijian plants.
A few of Fiji's reptiles and birds are rare or have become extinct on the main
islands because of the depredation of feral cats and the introduced mongoose but the maprity survive on islands free of these scourges. Several
other birds are rare for unknown reasons.

What is absolutely clear is that the natural habitat for the vast majority of
Fiji's plants and wildlife is forest and that loss of forest is the surest way to
lose this valuable heritage. There is an urgent need to greatly raise national
and international awarenessof thisheritage and to undertake detailed fauna
and flora surveys to ensure that the full complement of the natural heritage
is known.

ftox4.Z

THEMONGOOSE - UNMITIGATED DISAS1TR

"I was the fool man who had the landing of the first mongoose in Fiji. It was
imported from the West Indies by the Rewa Sugar Refining ComPany, now
defunct....itwasbrought to control rats, which annually destroyed 57o of the
sugarcane.......Nowthefirstnoticeableresult that themongoosecreated was
the killing off of practically all the land snake, which lived in thousands in
the cane fields, and whose food was solely rats and mice, devouring the
rodents in great numbels". G.T.Barker, 1925
Useless regret, too late, The act was done and the mongoose is here to stay.
The nrongoose hasbeen responsible for the devastation of the ground-living

animals - birds, repti,les, amphibians and even snails. Yet the rats still
abound. We know this because these animals still survive in good numbers
on islands free of the mongoose.
The mongoose is cunently known from five islands, Viti t evu, Vanua Levu,

Rabe,
disaster.

@a,
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Kioa. Any further spread of the mongoose will be a fresh

5 FRESHWATER
On the larger islands, a relative abundance of annual rainfall, perennial
rivers, good surface drainage and numerous springs ensures that there is no
fundamental problem in obtaining domestic water supplies. However, the
frequent turbidityof manyof the largerrivers, seasonal shortagesof rainfall
in the dry zones of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu and a lack of extensive water
reticulation, result in local scarcity of supply during some dry seasons.
On the lowJflng, smaller and outer islands where there are no perennial
streams, freshwater is much scarcer. Generally wa ter is extracted from wells
or collected in private or communal tanks. In such situations shortages are
common not so much as a result of lack of rainfall overall but because of
deficiencies in water collection. The Government is then frequently called
on to provide water at gfeat expense.

5.1 SURFACE WATER RESOURCES

5.1.1

Rivers and lakes

Of all the islands, only Viti Levu has rivers of considerable size. The island
is dominated by the Rewa River whose catchment covers nearly one

third of

the island. Two other maior rivers, the Sigatoka and the Navua together
with the Rewa and a few minor rivers drain over 70Vo of Viti lnvu to the
southerncoast. Incontrast,twoofFiji'seconomicallymostimportantrivers,
the Ba and Nadi have a combined catchment of only 157o of Viti Levu, all of
which is in the dqy zone.
The rivers of Vanua Levu are short, although the 55 km long Dreketi River
is notable in being longer than the island's greatest width.
The only natural lakes in Fiii are small, the largest L.Tagimoucia on Taveuni,
being about 2 km 2.

5.1.2

Dams

Two major dams have been constructed in Fiii, both on Viti Levu. The
smaller Vaturu Dam with a 2 km 2 lake impoundment, was specifically
constructed to provide water for the dry western division of Viti levu.
Although much water reticulation infrastructure from the dam remains to
be developed, the dam currently serves the major population centres of
Nadi and Lautoka and is operating at less than 2A7o capacit!.
The larger Monasavu Dam with a 6.7 km 2 impoundment provides hydro.
electricity and has no water provision function.

A small damhasrecentlybeenbuilton the Wainikavika Creek nearNavua.
2 impoundment is shallow and is to provide water for rice

The 0.8 km

irrigation.
5.2 GROUNDWATER
Only recently has the groundwater resource been the subiect of evaluation
and development. The full extent of the resource is not yet known in most
of the country and it wi[ take many years of investigation before it is fully
understood. A lot of knowledge has been gained of different aquifer types

in specific areas (for example the Meigunyah aquifer in Nadi, the Ba
fractured volcanics, theLabasa Basin, thegravel aquifers in theSigatokaand
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Navua valleys). More groundwater development has been undertaken on
islands with frequent water shortages, especially limestone islands. Some
islands now rely heavily on groundwater supplies - Rotuma, Vanuabalavu,
Lakeba, northern Taveuni. Tourist development in the Yasawas and
Mamanucas has also relied to a large extent on groundwater resources.

5.3

The groundwater re*
source is {ragile and
finite, especially on the
smaller islands. It is
nece$sary to assess the
volurne whick can
sa{ely be abstracted.

CONCLUSIONS

Fiii'sfreshwaterresourcesarerelativelyplentiful,although therearelocalised
deficiencies. In particular, the heavily populated sugar cane growing areas
in the dry zones of both Viti Levu and Vanua kvu which are subject to
periodic shortages. More critical but affecting a relatively small proportion
of the population are the resourc€s on lowlying islands especially limestone
islands where water percolates quickly through the soil and bedrock. In
such localities water needs to be husbanded carefully, not only in the
interception of rainfall but also in the extraction of ground water.
The groundwater resource is fragile and finite, especially on the smaller
islands. [t is necessary not only to find effective ways of drawing on it but
especially to assess the volume which can safely be abstracted. In small
island situa tions, removal of too much can allow sal twater to intrude and the
freshwater lens can be irretrievably fractured and lost. This results in the
loss of the freshwater supply.

6 COASTAL RESOURCES
5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COASTAL ZONE

The coastal zone is of vital importance to Fiii's society and its national
development. It brings together an unique assemblage of resources such as
reefs, mangrovet water, agriculture, sea food, beaches and high quality
landscapes. Yet it is also the location of every significant town in Fiii, the
mairrity of villages and the vast majority of the population together with

industryand commerce.

5.1.1

The maritime setting

Fiii'snational waterscoverapproximately

1

.3

million km2

of ocean. The vast

mairrity of the islands arise from the Fiii Plateau which consists of two
submerged platforms, the Viti Lew and Vanua Levu Platforms, and is
surrounded by deep water excePt to the south where theKermadec Ridge
linksit withNorth Island, New Zealand. Kadavu and islandsof the Koro Sea
do not arise from the Fiii Plateau. Depths of 2000-3000 m are found within
the l-au Group but are generally less than 2000 m around Viti [.evu and
Vanua [.evu.
Only two shelf atolls, Wailagilala and Qelelevu are found in Fiji waters.

The surface current flows south-westerly through the islands. Water
termperatures are always above 20 qC with a sununer ocean maximum of
about 30 { and a mean annual variation of about 6 €. Tidal ranges are very
small, neap tides having a mean range of 0.9 m and springs of 1 .30 m. Tides
are semidiurnal.
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5.2

MANGROVES

62.1

Area of the mangrove resource.

The area of mangroves in Fiii is inadequately known. It has been variously
reported asbetween 19,700 ha and 49,777 ha, while the Foresbry Department
has historically estimated the mangrove area to be 18,000 ha. The present
best estimate is that approximately 42,000 ha remain of an original resource

of approximately 45,000 ha with about 67o oonverted to other uses.
However, this is only an approximate figure, as the area of nrangrove of
some islands has never been measured.

The distribution of mangroves is irregular, the largest formations are found
in deltaic formations at the mouths of some of the larger rivers - Ba, Rewa,
Nadi and Labasa (see Figure 6.1).

The undgrlpng structure of the mangrove zonation is relatively simple
(4.1.1). Climatic conditions are important. In the dry leeward areas with
high seasonal evaporation, hyper-saline mudflab are a characteristic feature which are virtually absent from the wetter, windward mangrove areas.

THE OISTRIBUTION OF MANGROVES

on Viti Levu and Vanua Levu,
on the

based
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5.3 REEFS
Reefs arc found associated with all the island goups. Many of the reef
systems are extensive and complex and include barrier, fringrng and platform reefs. The distribution of the mapr reefs is illustrated in Map 6.2.

Two types of barrier reefs are found:

t

Oceanic ribbon reefs include the Great Sea Reef, Beqa Barrier Reef,

Great Astrolabe Reef and some of the [.au Group barrier reefu.
These endose lagoons or sea areas of normal salinity and their entire
chancter is oceanic.
The Great Sea Reef, extending for over 200 km, is one of the world,s
mapr barrier reefs.

o

The second type of barrier reef i ncludes reefs which may be exposed,
with well developed spurs and grooves, as off Suva,or more sheltered
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locations, as off Ba. Such reefs are separated from the mainland by a
relatively narrow and shallow lagoon channel of neritic nature, which
is generally turbid with surface water of low salinity extending out to
or even over the reef.
Exposed fringng rcefs arc found from the southern end of the Mamanuca
Group almost to Beqa south of Viti Levu where deep water (over 150 m) is
adiacent to the coast. Fringing reefs within the shelter of a barrier reef are
very common, but are very different in character to the exposed fringng
reefs.

Platform reefs are restricted to shelf waters and are common inside the Grea t
Sea Reef, those of Bligh Waters being particularly extensive.
Reefs are largely absent off the southern coast of Taveuni where the coast
plunges very steeplyinto the sea.

LOCATION OF MAJOR REEFS IN FIJI
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6.4 OTHER MARINE HABITATS AND FEATURES
6.4.1

Marine habitats

There has been no inventory of inshore rnarine habitats with the exception
of mangroves (6.2). While there are many sea grass beds, they are scattered
and of small relative area.

Of special interest are the marine lakes on Vuaqava and Ogea Driki.

5.4.2

SpecialEnvironmentalfeatures

Anchialinepools (ie those pools separated and atsomedistance from thesea
but still under tidal control) occur in several locations in Fiji, for example
Vatulele and at Naweni on Vanua Levu whcre there are red prawns of gr-eat
cultural significance. Recently anchialine habitats were dirovered in Egypt
and Hawaii and both were immediately declared protected areas.
sea level changes have produced interesting notched formations on many
limestone islands and the'mushroom' islets of the ogea and Fulaga lagoons
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which provide a landscape of World Heritage value. On Taveuni, the
'mushroom foreshore' at Lavena has been formed by a combination of
receding sea levels, heavy rain and crashing waves.
The drowned volcanic craters of cobia and Matagi provide superb scenery
as do the similar craters on a far larger scale of Totoya and Matuku.

7 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
7.1 GOVERNMENT'S ECONOMIC POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

7.1.7

Recent changes

The Government established important new economic policies in 1989
which are aimed at improving standards of living in Fiji during the 1990s.
During the previous two decades, Fiji's economic and development strategies promoted import substitution and the protection of key industries. The
current policies emphasise acceleration of the rate of economic growth,
principally through the expansion of exports.
A programme of deregulation has been followed, including the ending of
import licensing, the phased reduction of tariffs and reform of the tax
system.
The new policiesalso require restrainton thegrowth of the public sector to
ensure availability of resources forprivate sector growth. The Governmenf s

role in commercial activity is being reduced by corporatisation and
commercialisation of public enterprises.
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Improvements in public services remain a high government priority, as
essential components of the overall standards of living.

7.1.2

Economicprospects

The new policies are expected to accelerate the rate of growth of the Fiji
economy in the 1990 s. Manufacturing is likely to be the maior sector to
benefit fromderegulation and tax reform. Government's roleis seen as the
creation and maintenanCe of an economic envirOnment conducive to effec-

tive private investment in the Fiii economy' The tourism industry is
expected to expand rapidly.

THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

7.2

7.2.1

Populationgrowth

The urban population (statutory cities and towns plus peri-urban areas)
increased by nearly 120,000 between 1966 and 1986 at a rate which well
exceeded the overall population growth rate, such that the proportion of the
population living in an urban environment increased by 5.37o from33.4Vo to
38.7Vo.

The needs of increasing urban and peri-urban populations are not confined
to the provision of basic services (eg, housing water, sewerage) which are
currently overextended and under-resourced in most if not all localities, but
the effects extend out into the rural hinterland and to the land use and

agricultural activities of smallholder farmers.

7.2.2
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Building and the urban environment

Building in Fiji takes many forms from residential to commercial and heavy
industrial. The traditional bure which is well adapted to the local climate but
requires considerable maintenance is rapidly being replaced by more substantial wood and iron buildings or by concrete constructions. Because of
the increase in the urban population there has been a maior expansion of
residential subdivision, as well as an expansion in industrial buildings.
Fiii has, in the past, been badly affected by tropical ryclones which have
caused tremendous damage. There is a mapr dichotomy in the building
regulations between rural villages and urban or semi-urban areas which
prevents a uniform application of standards.
The new building codes, incorporating the National Building Code and the

Home Building Manual, have becn developed with cooperation between
Fiii's Buildingand Standards Committee and various involved authorities.
These codes are yet to be enacted by the Cabinet.

Almost 397o of the population live in urban areas and the proportion and
growth rate are both increasing.
Forecastsindicate that during thecoming 15 years, the urban housingstock
will have to increase by nearly 19,000 houses in order to accommodate a
moderate population growth. In order to me€t this rapid growth in urban
housing demand, the total annual construction for new urban houses, as
well as upgrading to existing stock, is expected to rise by 50Vo from some
2,000 to nearly 3,000 units per year, between 1991 and 2005. Residential
subdivision, has in the past frequently been poorly planned and controlled,
evenby Statutory Authorities. Themost notorious being the Davuilevu Subdivision, now a barren, treeless moonscape which was formerly lush

rainforest.
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Of relatively recent concern, especially in Fiji, is an awareness of the
accelerating loss of buildings of heritage value and transformation of the
urban landscape. The attractive old towns in Fiji such as Suva and Levuka
still have an appeal and charm which reflects the historic townscape and
socio-cultural haditions of the South Pacific. For many people Suva is the
embodiment of a rare, unspoilt garden cit5r.Suva's intrinsiccharacteris well
worth protecting before the buildings and way of life are irretrievably
destroyed through overdevelopment and lack of landscape controls.

7.3

EIWIRONMENTAL HEALTH

One advantage of Fiii's position as an isolated island nation is the absence
of many of the world's serious diseases. The maiority of the population

enioy excellent health.

73.1

Primary hedth care

The current approach to health development i s termed Primary Heal th Care
(PHC) which shifts the prioritiesof the Health Ministry froma perception of
health as predominantlydiseaseoriented and curative, to one that emphasises
the prevention of ill-health, the removal of health risks and the promotion

Only sexuallv fransnrit-

of health. Conceived in these terms, the improvement of health requires
more than the services delivered by the health sector alone. The contribution
of other sectors, in particular agriculture, education, housing, public works
and communications, is recognised as vital for improving the health and
well-being of the population.

currentlv increasiilg.

ted cliscases a11{i
'lif*style' dis*ases arc

Box 7.1 MNE MAIOR COMPONENTS OF PRLMARY HEALTH CARE
ARE DISNNGUISHED:

Environmental sanitation
Safewater supply
Food and

nutrition

Health education
Maternal child health and family planning

Immunisation
Appropriate health care
Itevention & control of communicable disease
Essential drugB

The PHC concerns in Fiii vary between the urban and rural areas. In the rural
areas, the main PHC and environmental concelns are gross deficiencies in

basic sanitatiory whereas the problems confronted today in the main cities
and towns are primarily those of pollution and health hazards associated

with industrialisatiory urban growth and life styles, unbalanced diets,
modern transport and poor quality housing.

732.

Disease and

mdnutrition

Fiii is fortunate in being free from the worst of the tropical diseases. Dengue
fever and filariasis are present but both are rarely fatal. Yaws was onc€
common but has now been eradicated, while dysentery and typhoid fever
are now rare. Only sexually transmitted diseases and lifestyle' diseases are
currently increasing. In rural areas of Fiji where none of the domestic water
supplies and domestic wastes are treated, water-borne diseases guch as
typhoid, dysentery, leptospirosiq ascariasis, dianhoea and ancylostomiasis
occur sporadically. The spread can be laqgely attributed to either poor
hygiene practices or the use of contaminated water.
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There are disturbing trends

in the incidence of both malnutrition and

degenerative and metabolic disorders such

as

diabetes, gou t and cardiovas-

cular diseases.
Although gross poverty is rare in Fiii, childhood malnutrition is high. Since
1971 there have been an average of 100 per year admitted to CWM Hospital
who showed clinical evidence of severe malnutrition almost exclusively of
the protein-enerry type. It is estimated that this represents only 57o of such
cases in the community. Nearly 90Vo of these were Fiiian children. In 1989,
38.5Vo of the admissions to the CWM children's ward had less than 807o of
the recommended weight per age value (malnutrition) and llVo had less
than 607o (severe malnutrition).
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Prevalent Fijian cultural practices of weaning children on tea and mashed
starches and not protein or fat foods and leaving older children the dregs of
meals are maior factors in malnutrition in Fiiian children. A decrease in the
practice and dura tion of breast feed ing is also a factor. In the past decade the
National Food and Nutrition Committee has worked actively to counteract
these practices. For Indians, malnutrition starts in the foetal state as a large
number of pregnant women are anaemic because of a poor diet and
consequently children of low weight.
Diet-related diseases have reached epidemic proportions. Diabctes affects
about 107o of the population, a ten-fold increase in the last 20 years. The
incidence of obesity, hypertension, heart disease, gout and some cancers are
also high and increasing. The main cause is dietary change from a
traditional diet high in enerry, fibre and nutrients to refined carbohydrates
and processed foods. Cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption and more
sedentary habits add to the problem. Malnutrition and these diet-related
diseases have large medical costs as well as losses of productivity to the

country.

7.33

Mosquito control

Dengue fever and filariasis are the two important mosquito borne diseascs
prevalent in Fiji, although incidence of both is sporadic. Fiii also experienced
an outbreak of Ross River Fever in 1979 in which about 5Q0CI people were
affected. Malaria and a number of other moqui to-bome d iseases are absen t
from the country.
Major developments such as irrigation for agricultural farm land also pose
some danger by way of creating ideal breeding sites for mosquitoes. ExINCIDENCE

-

DENGUE FEVER

€45

-

amples of projects known to facilitate mosquito breeding include fish
farming and rice production.

€91

The increasing production and consumption of canned food and poor
disposal of such empty cans also contributes towards the promotion of
domestic mosquito populations. Poor management of dump sites for
disposal of solid wastealso poses a threatby providingvectorbreeding sites.
The present Suva rubbishdump hasbeen found tobreed vectormosquitoes.
Industrial areas can also create ideal situations for mosquito breeding, for
example keeping of derelict vehicles.
Dengue fever is spread by the mosquito Aeda aegypti which is the prime
vectorand is veryhighlydomesticated. This species is found throughout the
country and breeds freely in artificial containers such as tyres, drums,
empty food cans and flower vases. Aedes albopbtus, which is another strong
vectorof denguehasbeen introduced into Fiii recently through importation
of tyres from south east Asian countries (14.3.2).

Dengue is endemic in Fiji and outbreaks of the disease is experienced
periodically. Occasionally deaths occur.Figure 7.1shows the incidence of
dengue during the last five years.
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Through PHC and public participation, control isdirected at source reduction. However, mosquito populations vary with seasonal and climatic
changes and on occasions the mosquito indices show the presence of
mosquitoesin very high populations which posesa high riskof transmission
of arbo-viral and other mosquito borne diseases. In such situations, the
National Vector Control Unit advises the respective local authorities to take
appropriate action on source reduction.

Guppies are found in abundance in Fiji, particularly in drains and pools.
This fish contributes significantly in the control of mosquitoes. other bio-

control agents such as bacteria (Bacillus thuringiensis) and fungus

(Ceolomomycas sp.). have also shown some promising results through mos-

quito research carried out by the National Vector Conhol Unit.
Nationwide insecticide spraying campaigns are mounted, particularly following natural disasters such as ryclones and flooding, to reduce the risk of
transmission of arbo-viral disease. Truck mountable ULV LECO spraying
machines and motorised mist blowers are used to dispense Malthion ULV
(technical grade) and Malathion 50 percent E.C. Use of organophosphate
insecticides can have high toxiciry to fish and invertebrates and this kind of
use can destroy many desirable organisms including fish and natural
predators of mosquitoes. Simultaneous programmes of larviciding using
Tcmephos are also carried out to control immature stages of mosquitoes.

73.4

Water supply

Access to safe, clean freshwater supplies for all is an important national
objertive to which considerable resources have been allocated. The issue is
examined in Chapter 11.

73.5

Solid and water wastes, air and noise pollution

Fiii's rapid rate of urbanisation has resulted in mapr problems and develop
ment requirements for the disposal of solid and water wastes. It is also the
principal cause of increasing air and noise pollution. These issues are
examined in Chapter 17.

7.4

VALUES AND ATTITUDES

7.4.1

Education

Fiji has achieved a high level of education provision. Access to education
(over 98Vo for 6-11year old children) is high by developing country standards. Thequalityof Fiji'seducationisreflectedinadultliteraryrateof35To,
oneof the highestin theSouth Pacificand on a par with many middleincome
countries.

Environment education as a formal subiect is not included in school curricula. There are two formal courses at the tertiary level. the University of
the South Pacific offers an Environment Studies B.Sc. Degree and an Environmental Education Dploma.

7.42

Environmentalawareness

Theonly formal environmental education programme was that undertaken
by the National Trust of Fiji's mobile unit which visited rhools between
1982-1,988. This has been discontinued. Environmental awareness in all
communities in Fiii is generally regarded as being at a very low level, but a
recent survey by the NEMP indicates that this may not be the case, instead
thereisaninability toarticulateconcernsand anunwillingnessand inability
to act on them. Recently the Government of Fiii has made a significant effort

The on$y fctrrnal ellt/irollffre{l tal ed ucat ion
pro gr.l lnlne u n t{ ert,rkt'n
Lry the National Trust of

Fiji's nrobile unit which
visited schoals betweeit
1982 ancl 1988

has becn

discontinue{i.
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to initiate realistic environmental control and management with the estab-

lishment of an Environment unit in the Ministry of Housing and urban
Development, and the re-commissioning of the land Conservation Board.
However, effective control and management will require further direction
and resources and will only be obtained if there is
level of awareness in the community at large.

7.4.3

a

corresponding ri se in the

Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and Stahrtory Bodies

Thereareonly two NGOs which operateon environmental issues, the South
Pacific Action Committee on Human Ecology and the Environment
(SPACHEE) - a University of the south Pacific based organisation sometimes regarded as being rather too academic and lacking in grassroot local
membership. lt nonetheless is the only active organisarion and has a very
wide resource base of expertise. While the other, the Fiji Council of Social
Services has initiated environmental programmes in recent years, but it has
yet to become established and active in the field.
The National Trust for Fiji was set uP by Ordinance in 1970, and as a
statutory body but nonetheless with many of the attributes of a NGO, it
seemed well placed to be an effective catalyst for environmental awareness
amongst other roles in environmental, physical, cultural and heritage conservation. Unfortunately, the Trust has consistently failed to attract significant Government support (see 18.1.4). This, in part, explains its abrogation
of responsibility for management of the Garrick Memorial Park, a gift to the
nation (see Box 20.2) resul ted in the virtual loss of one of the most important
conservation areas for tropical rainforest in Fiii.
As a result of general failure on the part of the National Trust, in recent years
other agencies and Departments have moved into areas of environmental
protection and national and heritage conservation which formerly seemed
destinc.rd for the National Trust. Thus the development of the Bouma Forest
Park and the Waikatakata Forest Park are being spcarheaded by the Native
land Trust Board and Ministry of Forestry, the Tavuni Hill Fort by the
Ministry of Tourism, while the environmental awareness programme for
the National Environment Management Proiect is being undertaken by
SPACHEE.

7.4.4

Socialattih,rdes

In Fiji's multicultural society with its imbalances in land ownership, eco'
nomic involvement and cultural values, it is not surprising that there are
wide divergencesin environmental awareness and appreciation' However,

it is clearly the Fiiian landowners who will determine the efficacy of
initiatives in sustainable resource use and environmental control.

Traditionally, Fiji's natural resources - the land and its forcstt the rivers,
coasts and sea were a major source of livelihood and security for landowners. Although this dependence on nahrral resources continues today, it has
to a large extent changed its nature through the introduction of
commercialisation and the economic imperative. This has affected the
landowners close interdependent relationships with natural resources and
their attitudes towards conserving them for their own use and for future
generations. Traditional conservation and generally sustainable utilisation
are tending to give way to active exploitation for cash revenue. Yet some of
the most environmentally damaging practices such as the annual torching
of grasslands, continue. Wildfire remains a primary cause of virtually all
current deforestation,
It is a time of change with mixed views, emotions and perspectives. It seems

inevitable that resource use is destined to become highly politicised.

Environmental awareness and sustainable resource use have much in
common with traditional stewardship of communal lands,but the tangible

$

constraints of environmental management will nonetheless be viewed by
many of the modern generation as another form of exploitation of the
landowners - this time by preventing them from utilising their natural
heritage to their own advantage and at their own discretion. Far greater
efforts will need to be directed to explaining the benefits of sustainable
resource use to landowners, asa component of increased communal participation in the allocation of resource usage.

8 AGRICUTTURE
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL PATTERN

8.1

While over 60Vo of the total land area is suited to some form of agricultural
activity only about 157o is suitable for sustained arable farming. The area of
land in use has increased by more than 2007o over the past 30 years, partly
due to marginal land being brought into arable usage. During the same
period there has been a small but steady loss of good arable land to nonagricultural uses. There are now basically no extensive areas of unused
agricultural land and the maior drive is currently to increase productivity.

[:rge rale reclamation of mangroves, recurring and popular 'develop
ment' sites, have proved economically unviable and resulted in considerable national financial losses, in addition to the loss of mangrove benefits to
the local subsistence villagers.
Agriculture remains the single largest sector of the Fiii economy accounting
for some ZAVo of the Gross Domestic Product and 807o of employment.
Sugar is still the backbone of the agricultural economy with annual production now at400-500,000 tonnes from approximately 4 million tonnesof cane
grown on 95,000 ha. Copra production declined through the 1950 s and
1960
but increased slightly in the 1,970 s. Some 55,000 ha. are under
coconuts producing about 19,000 tonnes copra /year. Ginger, primarily for
export, is grown in hilly, erosion-prone land in the wet zone with 230 ha

s

planted in 1990 producingabout 5400 tonnes. Tropical fruits (passion-fruit,
mangoes, pawpaws, pineapples and citrus) are being produced in increasing quantities but the total area in production is relatively small (less than
750 ha). A maior expansion in cocoa production was planned for Develop
ment Plan
but the achievements in both planted area and lelds have
been poor. About 3970 ha of cocoa had been established by 1990 by some
4,000 farmers. Much of the new planting (2255 ha in DP9) was in forested

9

land which is thus destined for conversion.
Rice is produced on about 10,000 ha of land of which about 550 ha are under

irrigation. Yields are generally average to low (2-3 tonnes/ha) but

an

intensive rice development programme is now underway expanding the
area under irrigation fourfold, and increasing production such that total
grain yield reached 45,000 tonnes by 1990. Maize production was 1950
tonnes in 1990 but rnajor efforts are being made to expand production as
some 1Q000 tonnes of maize are imported annually, mainly as a stock feed
component.
Root crops (taro, cassava, yams) are produced in substantial quantities in all
areas of the country, in both shifting cultivation and monoculture systems.
Much is consumed at sourcebut substantialquantitiesare transported to the

mapr urban markets on Viti Levu.
Livestock production ensures self-sufficiency in pork and poultry, and 80Zo
self-sufficienry in goat meat. Beef production is increasing slowly and is
now at approximately 3500 tonnes annually.
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Box 8.7

THE TRUE COST OFTHERAVIRAVI
MANGROI4E RECIAMAT]ONS

A.i\TD

DREKETI

In thepast,and unfortunately to a small degtee today, the widely held view
was that mangroves were empty wastelands. We now know tha t mangroves
are very proCuctive ecosystenrs which sustain coastal fisheries. They have
a maior economic role in the lives of coastal villagers and fishermen.
However, normal financial analyses for development projects usually ignore these benefits because they are difficult to value accurately, while the

difficulties of utilising the acidic mangrove soils have consistently been
underrated or ignored. This has resulted in mangroves being prime targets
for reclamation for sugar cane, rice, aquaculture etc. with quasi-economic
justification.

Large scale reclamation
of mangroves, popular
'development sites',
have proved economically unviable and resulted in considerable

national financial
losses.

Recently economic analyses which include the benefits mangroves provide
to society and including the real development costs associated with overcoming the problem soils, havebeen undertaken. These analyses show that
such large projects as the Raviravi reclamation and the Dreketi Rice lrrigation Project were not financially viable projects in the first place and the
removal of mangroves has resulted in a substantial economic loss of over

$$ million.
The conclusion is striking, the natural benefits of the mangrove ecosystem
are much more valuable than conversion for agriculfural development.

Financial losses associated with the conversion of mangroves
Raviravi (350 ha) - 282 ha under sugarcane*;24 ha aquaculture
Nett Present
Value ($)
Development (Nett benefit)
Lost mangrove benefits

-3,295,000

957,W

Fisheries

Wood, traditional uses etc.

57,000

4,309.000

Dreketi (242 ha) - irrigated rice
Development (Nett benefit)
Lost mangrove benefits
Fisheries
Wood, traditional uses etc.

-227,W
66,2,W
51,000

- 940,000
Source derived from lal (1990) - figures rounded
Note: (* sugarcane never in fact commercially planted)

8.2

THE EROSION SITUATION

There are significant areas

of man-influenced soil erosion in the main

watersheds of Viti levu and Vanua Levu. In the Ba valley, for instance, an
estimated 12,000 ha of sugar cane farm land is in nccd of urgent soil
conservation work, including 5500 ha that should be put to a less erosive
form of land use. In the same valley there is an estimated 35,000 ha of
degraded grasslands which would be more stable and productive if afforested. In the central Rewa, over 4,000 ha in the ginger/root crop rotation
need urgent soil conversation measures, while similar works are needed in
2500 ha currently under sugar cane in the upper Wainibuka,
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Although anecdotal information and casual field observations indicate that
extensive soil erosion does occur in Fiji, there are few quantitative data
available.
Recent data on erosion plots indicate soil losse corresponding to 22-8O
tonnes / ha

/yr

on slopes of

*29

",

in a su garca ne growing area north of Nadi.

In shrdies in a vegetable/root crop growing area in the wet zone measurements corresponding to soil losses of 12-2300 tonnes/halyr on slopes
ranging from 5-25 " were obtaind. The very high value corresponded to a
plot having a very long slope (more than 25 m) with bare ground. The
sediment load in the Waimanu river indicates that the average soil loss for
the catchment in which there is much recent agricultural expansion was
about 53 tonnes/ha/yr corresponding to a loss of 2-2.5mm soil per year.
These values are particularly high given that the catchment is heavily
forested.

In the Waimanu catchment, as in most other catchments, one important
erosion feature is the instability of the steeper slopes. landslides are clearly
visible on steeper slopes throughout the Fiji Group; a mapr rainstorm in
April 1986 caused some 520 land.Jides in the Waimanu catchment alone.

Box8.2

LAND DEGRADATTONINACTION- SUGAR CANE
ONMARGINALSOILS

Soil changes following sugarcane cultivation have been the subject of
considerable dirussion in Fiji and it was estimated by 1960 that 20,000 ha of
land had been 'retired' from agricultural use as a consequence of damage
caused by unsustainable cane farming practic€s.
In the early 1970 s the Fiji sugar industry embarked on a maior expansion at
Seaqaqa, Vanua lcvu. Development began in 1974 and by 199a some 5,500

ha in the Seaqaqa area were under cane producing 264,000 tonnes of
sugarcane. Prior to sugarcane cultivation, the Seaqaqa area was dominated
by talasiga grasslands and non-commercial forest.
Advantage was taken of the new development at Seaqaqa to study changes
in soil properties during the crucial first few years of cane cultivation.
The results were dramatic with marked changes in the topsoil properties
including pH, organic carbon, cation exchange capacity, water retention
and exchangeable bases. The changes generally related to a decrease in
oqganic matter (through erosion) and to an increase in bulk density due to
struchrre degradation and erosion of organic rich topsoil.

During this period 15-20cm of soil were lost over the entire site. The decline
in organic matter and the associated decrcase in cation exchange capacity
together with the increase in bulk density are all detrimental to zugarcane
growth and yields and i f not stabilised will lead to unproductive land. Every
effort, therefore, needs to be made to ensurc that a further decline in soil
quality does not occur following thechanges that result from the initial land
clearance and preparation activities. The data indicated that insufficient
amounts of bases (for example calcium, magnesium, potassium) were being
added, at least in sonre years, to compensate for crop removal and leaching
losses. This is a critical factor in maintaining the productivity of soils which
have low natural levels of bases. Declining yields in some areas can be
related to loss of topsoil through erosion and insufficient fertilizer application.
Managernent systems that facilitate crop residue retention and incoqporation (not burning the cane trash) and which minimise erosion (for orample
- planting on the contour, use of vetiver grass bunds ) need to be practised,
no t merely recommended.
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An annual soil loss of 24-79 tonnes/halyr equivalent to soil losses of 1.G5.3
was estimated by a recent review of a variety of catchments in both
the wet and dry zones, while yet another review using a different technique
estimated soil loss from 1G170 tonnes/ha/yr. These catchments varied in
the extent of their agricultural development.

mm/yr

Field obsenations on soil loss using erosion stakes or profile reference
points revealed soil losses of 9G300 tonnes/ha/yr for areas where forest or
indigenous grassland were converted to intensive sugarcane production.
As with virtually all erosion, the material lost was from the surface layers of
the soils, leading to considerable depletion of organic matter and valuable
plant nutrients.
All the measurementsand estimations made so far leave considerable scope
forerror. However, it isclear that thealready high ratesof erosion thatoccur
naturally on Fiii's steeperlands are considerably increased by human action.

8.2.1

Vetiver grass

In international agricultural circles, Fiji is widely quoted as having pursued
prograr(me, based on the use of vegetative contour bunds using vetiver grass. A video partly filmed in Fiji is being
u sed to demonstra te the effectiveness of vetiver grass to farmers i n developing countries around the world.
a most successful soil conservation

Unfortunately the truth of the situation is rather different.

A very successful vetiver grass programme was indeed pursued by the
sugar industry prior to its change of ownership to the Fiii SugarCorporation.
Although in obvious need of maintenance, vetiver bunds are clearly visible
today, throughout the older cane growing areas, 2G40 years after they were

planted.
Unfortunately, the expansion of cane growing in the 1970s and early 1980s
into marginal, hilly terrain was undertaken without any vetiver grass
planting. Yet it is here that i t is most obviously required. I t is here that areas
of cane are going outof production at an increasing rate. One can commonly
cane planted on slopes of over 40Vo, and more often than not the cane is
noticeably thinner on the upper slope - the telltale sign of soil loss.
see

But nowhere to be seen are the vetiver bunds which are urgently needed.

8.3

IvIANAGEMENT AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

83.1 Economicimplications
Given the difficulties in obtaining accurate measurements of the physical
extent of soil erosion, it is not surprising that there have been only a few
attempts to carry out the more abstract measurements of the relationship
between soil loss and economic loss in Fiii. Qualitative observations point
to erosion damage and lowered plant productivity on sizeable proportions
of many individual fields, with patches of severely diminished productivity. Sugarcane farmers, for example, have complained of declining yields
and have blamed this on the quality of the fertilizers imported. Testing of

fertilizermaterialsindicateslittleornochangehasoccurred. Amorelogical
explanation of the decline in lelds (despite maintaining or increasing
fertilizer applications) is the impact of erosion on soil productivity.
A variety of crops suffer erosion-induced production losses; spatially and
economically, sugarcane and ginger grown on slopes are the most important.
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Sugarcane
The advance of sugarcane on to slopes over the past twenty five years has
been the result of an economic imperative to increase national yields and

rested in part on the development of new varieties that would produce
reasonably well on marginal lands.

Ginger
In contrast, the severe erosion associated with ginger cultivation, which is
almost entirely cultivated on slopes, results from agronomic considerations
of ensuring good drainage and of practicing quick land rotation to avoid
nematode infestation. The ginger industry can be considered a test case for
the Government's stated resolve to promote substainable agriculture and
curb landdegradation. Currently there is encouragement and satisfaction
at both the sectoral and national levels for the ginger industry, expansion is
desired and being promoted, but the industry is clearly based on
unsustainable agricultural practices, and these need to be eliminated.
Subsistence gardens
Subsistence gardens, some of which have been pushed onto steePer slopes
by the expansion of cash crops and ca ttle on the fl atter lands, also suffer f rom

...the elseady higlr rates

*f er*sion that oc{ur
naturxllv on friii's
sfeeprr larrd$ ar* consider+bl v incrolscd Lt-v
human acti*n"
The ginger industrv is
clearly bascd $n
ufi sustainabi e a gricul tural Fracri{es,;:nd
these rleed to lrc elirnin;rted.

erosion, especially where traditional mulching practices are no longer
practiced.

83.2

Off-site damage

Off-site ecological and economic damage from induced erosion is also
serious. Notable in Fiji is downstream flooding and sedimentation, which
extends to the coral reefs, whose high level of marine productivity is
threatened by the land-based activities that cause erosion. Here again,
quantitative estimations of loss are not available, and the sihration is
complicated by the decrease in mangrove ecosystems, which also lessens
reef productivity. Anecdotal evidence suggests that sedimentation on reefs
is harmful in some areas. There is no doubt that logging-induced erosion in
water supply catchments has, on occasion, damaged the water supplies of
Ba and Labasa, two of Fiii's maior towns; or that there is the potential for
harmful logging-induced sedimentation in the much larger reservoirs of
Vahrru andMonasavu, the latter of which is Fiii's principal sourca o f hydroelectricity.
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8.33

Social attitudes and land tenure

In Fiji, as elsewhere, the farmerlland manager at times acts under the
influence of a conservationist ethic while at other times other expediencies
take precedence. Even prehistorically both possibilities are evident. The
earliest inhabitants of Fiii caused erosion and serious land degradation by
burning and cultivation on slopes; but they also, perhaps as an adaptation
to the damage they or their ancestors had earlier caused, developed irrigated, sustained-yield terraces for cultivation of Colocasiataro. Today, some
subsistence farmers apply conservationist practices such as mulching and
non-burning, but others farm in ways that induce erosion or other forms of
soil degradation.
Central to land-conservation rrreasures in Fiii today is the countq/s landtenure system, whereby some 837o of the land is'native land'held under
custornary, communal tenure by land-owning groups (mataqali) of ethnic
Fiiians. ffis land, which is administered by the Native land Trust Board
(NLTB), cannot be sold but some of it can be leased to non-Fijians (and to
jians as individuals). Plots of land leased under NLTB procedures accou nt
for much of the land used in Fiji's system of smallholder sugarcane cultivation, wherein most farms are about t ha. The lack of long-term security of
tenure, particularly as it applies to the Indian maprity of cane farmers, is
often blamed for the lack of conservation practices in cane fields. Although
other factors are involved (for example farmers like 'clear' fields and so bum
Fi

the cane trash rather than using it for mulch), the tenure situation is
significantand likely tobecomemore so towards themid-1990s, when many
of the leases will fall due for renewals. Tenants (both Indian and Fijian) are
apprehensive that they will lose land that they may have held for as long as
thirty years; consequently, they are reluctant to carry out improvements or
strive for sustained-yield capabilities that may end up passing on to the
landlord. The resolution of this lease-renewal issue is a critical political and,
by extension, conservation problem for future land-based developments in
Fiii.

83.4
.4"ithor.egh the rlr"rsc
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Future action

The recent awakening in Fiji's government circles to the need for integrated
watershed management is one sign that qualitative and quantitative facts
about soil erosion and its economic implications are beginning to be trane.
formed into political facts that motivate counter-measures. It is perhaps the

more widely appreciated extent of deforestation rather than piecemeal
erosion from cultivated fields that is behind the concem for watersheds. But
agriculture, nonetheless, needs to be a key component of any 'integrated'
watershed management.
Soil erosion and land degradation should not, however, be viewed solely as
environmental issue. In Fiii, today they areclearly not, theyare the visible

an

manifestation of profound social issues. Initiating effective soil conservation measures which tackle the environmental issue are urgently required,
but they alone will not solve the underlying problem.

Although the close relationship between the Fijian people and their land is
continually emphasised, it is not manifested in an awareness of the necd to
husband soil resources and its fertility. This is in apparent contrast to the
marine environment where Traditional Fishing Rights Owners are very
conrious of, and often vigorously protect their rights and resources, rgithout Covemment assistance. If Fiiian landowners (some of whom are also the
worst offenders) were to become more aware of the consequences of
unsustainable farming practices on the land they lease, then rrpre control
would ultimately be effected.
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9 FORESTITY

9.1

AREA OF THE FOREST RESOURCE

The area of Fiji's indigenous forest and its subsequent management is based
on a study undertaken between I 956 and 1969. The forests were classified on

the basis of field surveys and aerial photographs. Three management
classifications were adopted

:

Non-commercial forests (unsuitable for timber production) in
which 15 categories were distinguished.
Production Forests (suitable for timber production) in which 23
categories were distinguished.
Protection Forest(to be protected from soil erosion: unsuitable for
timber production) in which 6 different categories were distin guished.

Table

9.1

Estimate of the forest resource in

Fiii
Hectares

Vo*

237,300

13

Protection /Conserva tion

269,100

l5

Non{ommercial

298,500

16

804,900

44

32500

2

10,800

1

Natural Forest Areas:
Production Forests
Under concession agreements:'/[3,'128
No concession agreement : 94,772

Sub-Total

Plantation Forests:
Softwoods: Fiii Pine Commission

Private
Hard woods: Forestry Department

42,000
85"300

Total

890,200
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Source: Extracted from Forestry S€ctor Study (FAO 1988), with additional
data from the Ministry of Forestry, and Fiji Pine Commission Ltd, 1991.
Figures rounded.
Note: '+
7o of total land mass of 1,827200ha.

However, the accuracy of the figures relating to indigenous forest is questionable since the Forestry Department has no applicable monitoring-system. Thisis, h p""t, being rectified by a natural forest inventory currently
being undertaken by the Fiii4erman Forestry Prolect.
In the meantime it would be more prudent to conclude that the area of the
remaining indigenous forest is around 75O000 ha. Together with afforesta-

st

tion which has already brought some 50,000 ha of long deforested Iand back
intoproduction,Fiii thushasjustunderhalfof its total landarea (1.83million
ha) under forest. The impression that gives of a well forested country is,
however, very deceptive. Broadly speaking extensive areas of the drier
(mainly western) parts of the two larger islands and manyof the smaller
islandi have suffered severe deforestation. Consequently the indigenous
forest cover is actually very much more than 507o in the wetter parts of the
country and ue.y much leis in the drier parts, while afforestation is mainly
concentrated in the west.

9.2

DEFORESTATION

Deforestation in Fiji is moderate butcontinuing. Since 1967an estimated 90140,000 ha (11-167o) of the nation's forests have been converted from forest
to non-forest land use. Deforestation aPPears to be occurring at a nominal
rate of between 0.5-0.87o per year from a 't967 ba* of 838,000 ha. On these
figures indigenous forests now cover from 700,000 to 750,000 ha or 4345Vo
oithe itlat ds of Fiii. (Note the area dirrepancy in comparison with Table
9.1). The above figures are based on the most detailed, but not comprehensive, examinationbf deforestation yet undertaken and just completed by the
National Environment Management Project).
These figures ought not cause immediate concern about the disaPPearance
of the fo;ests of ffi. However, there is a severe imbalance in the distribu tion
of forest with thedrier Parts of the larger islands and many of the smaller
islands having suffered severe deforestation. In such areas even a moderate
loss of forest lands can be excessive.
The most significant losses aPpear to be occurring in the western half of Viti
Levu - particularly the sigatoka and Ba nver valleys and, increasingly, the
upperWainibuka catchmint; theDreketi area of north-westem Vanua Levu
of the smaller islands, including Beqa and Kadavu. Forests in
urd

-ur,y

these areis are under continuing pressure from agents of change, both
human and natural.

There are four principal causes of deforestation in Fiii -cleanng of forests
associated witli large scale commercial agriculture/rural development

proiects; the continuing small but steady growth of smallholder mixed
iommercial and subsistence farming; the continuing spread of small settle
mentt urban growth and the infrastructure to service them (roads, dams);
and fi re. sound planning, good legisla tive controls and management guide
lines can mitigaie the eflects of all of these. Only fire has a large unpredictable elemcnt wtrictr can only be countered by education and public awareness.

The exploitation of the forest for timber is also a factor in deforestation.
Logging in itself doesnot necessarily premanently reduce forest cover. Poor
fog-ging practices, however, can and do affect the ability of forests to
r"!En"i"i". There is evidence that such practices both within and outside
lo[ging concession areas have significantly affected forest quality and
di*"Irsi'iy to the detriment of both forest cover through erosion and, subsequcntly, forest-based and other industries.

9.3

PLANTATION FORESTRY

93.1

Afforestation and reforestation Programmes

Fiji has embarked on some highly successful plantation establishment
prograrrunes. The softwood plantations total over 43,000 ha (Table 9.1) and
ire istablished in the main in the drier climatic zones, as afforestation in
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areas of degraded grass and reedland. In contrast the hardwoodq principally the inboduced hardwood, Mahogany Swieteniamacrophylla has been

established with great efficiency within the existing native forest and now
covers some 42,000 ha.

THE LOCAT'ON OF FOFESYRY PLANTATIOTIS
ON VITI LEVU AND VTNUA LEVU
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93.2

Environmental impacts of the plantation programmes

The establishment of the softrrood plantations has had, in balance, overwhelmingly positive environmental impacts. Rare exceptions being the
reduction in dry season stream flows which have affected a few villages. In
conhast, the hardwood plantation programme has potentially adverse
environmental implications, and little a$empt has been made to examine
these.

The principal environmental considerations of the hardwood programme
are

.
The silvicultural procedure adopted is not 'enrichment'as is commonly claimed, but will inevitably lead to the conversion of TMF to a
monoculture plantation of an exotic species.
r

The principal hardwmd species to be planted is mahogany which
is proving remarkably vigorous in some Fijian localities. The
possibility that mahogany may invade native forest and disrupt its
ecology requires considera tion.

.

For convenience, establishment of plantations follows logging. If
continued it will result in an unacceptably high proportion (2533Vo)

r

of Fiii's richest TMF (Production Forest) being lost.

This establishment pattrern under-represents a comparatively large
(greater than 307o) of Fiii's TMF resource which is degraded or non-

commercial (Table9.1).

.

e

Use of a highly toxic poison (arsenic pentoxide) is used, even
though its use is banned in many countries. An independent
monitoring prograrnme has recently been commissioned to monitor its impact.

There is a severe inttrrslancc in the distribution
cf forest rvith the clri*r
pasts *f the larger islands "uld rnany smi:ltrer
islar"r cls have suffered
severe deforestation. In
such areas, even a trt#derafe loss of forest can
be excessive,

The e stablishment of
the softwood
plantations has had, in
balance,

overwhelmingly
positive environlnental
impacts.

Planting appears to be proceeding irrespective of considerations of
slope (greater than 507o in some cases) and right up to stream banks.
This has serious implications for harvesting.
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Itisclear thatenvironmental guidelinescoveringall aspectsof theestablishment of hardwood plantations necd to be introduced.

9.4 DEVELOPMENTS

9.4.1

IN THE FORESTRY SECTOR

The sector sfiategy

The forestry sector accounts for just under ZVo of GDP with forest products
being the f if th most important export. There is expected to be a large increase
in the sectoral contribution to the national economy as pine and mahogany
plantations rnature over the next decade. Export earnings are expected to
rise from $32 million (1989) - to $100 million in the year 2000.

comprehensive review of the forestry sector and the policies for its
development was undertaken by 11 national and international consultants
with the objective of formulating a strategy for the development of the sector
for the next 25 years.
In 1988,

a

Principal findings with respect to the resource was that expansion of the
resource base by afforestation and reforestation, as an integral part of a
systematic capability-based plan for rural land use, could safely go as far as
doubling the present areas of pine and hardwood plantations, to an area of
approximately 200,000 ha.
That would take afforestation by pine (and eucalypt possibly) to 120,000
hectares and hardwood reforestation in the indigenous forest to 100,000
hectares, leaving around 50,000 hectares for timber production under a
natural management regime. But there is a degree of uncertainty in such a
scenario.

"fudgingby the rate at which conversion seems to be occuring, the defacto
assumptionin current forest managementof 200,000 hectaresas the sustainable area for timber productiion could well be optimistic." Foresby Sector
Review (FAO,1988)
To an increasing degree therefore, the timber production potential will
depend, as planned, on afforestation, on conversion of non<ommercial
indigenous forest to plantation and reforestation after harvesting, to increase the productivity of the indigenous forest.
The strategy suggested an exportdriven orienbation for the industry which
was regarded as the only way that the sector could lift its contribution to the
national economy, to approach those of sugar and tourism.
9.4.2

Conservation and the environment

The sector review stressed that:
One aspect of the potential of the indigenous resource in particular is worth
special attention. This is the slight regard given in practice to the nationally
and locally important environmental value of the forest cover. Given the

topography, geology and climate of most of Fiji, protection of the watersheds, the streamsand the soil resourcesis fundamental to the fuhrreof the
country and its people. In the nrsh for development, this fact of life sc.ems
to be too often forgotten."
Forestry Sector Review (FAO, 1988)

Two features of this relationship have to be considered in a stratery for the
development of the sector. They are:
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.

Protection and the prevention of damage to the still existing forest
cover.

.

Rehabilitation of the damaged forests and deforested land with
environmental signi ficance.

with regard to the first, and to some extent, the second, deficiencies in
present policies and practices which must be corrected include:

.

The ease with which protection forest can be logged through the
loophole of agricultural development.

.

The ease with which stream flow, soil erosion anci ecological consid erations can be disregarded in logging.

.

The inattention given in some logging operations to legally estab-

lished reserve areas.

.

The ease with which dc-reservation can be effected.

.

The difficulty of bringing areas of ecological significance, even at
the international level, under protection before they are disturbed

or dcstroyed.
As far as the second is concemed, the role of afforestation primarily for land

rehabilitation has to be taken as seriously as for timber production.

}'Vhile thc adoptio* a:f *
Nati+nal Coclc of
I-ceging l-'ractice is
1rrIcorr'!*, it is clc.rrlv
clnlv a$ goi.)d ols its
*nisrcing *f f icers ;]$E{f
t['rc re sources mads
at-ailable to therrr bv
Cot'flrnnrent.

The sector review supported the current designation and management
classification of forest into Protection Forests, Production Forests and Noncommercial Forests as erologically desirable and nationally important.

9.43

Implementation of the sector review

There have been some significant achievements in implementation of the
sector review, although some of the recommendations still require action.
Notable with regard to the environment is the adoption of a National Code
of Logging Practice, with training courses being undertaken firstly by
Ministry of Forestry staff, to be followed by private contractors. There is also
a specific endeavour on the part of the Ministry of Forestry to ensure that
Protection Forests are no longer the target of occasional incursion by loggers.

9.5

LOGGING AND WILDLIFE

9.5.1 Curent practices
Currentlogging practices in Fiji cause a great deal of avoidable environmental damage. This is readily observable to anyone who inspects logging
operations and it would be totally unacceptable to the international environmental community. It is only accepted in Fiji because of the absence of an
environmental lobby which can preisure the authorities to act.
While the adoption of a National Code of loggng Practice is welcome, it is
clearly only as good as its enforcing officers and the resources made
available to them by Government.
The root causes of environmental damage from logging are:

.
.
r
o

the management practice of mandatory extraction of a large num
ber of species down to 3ftm DBH;
insufficient control of logging operators;
the use of inexperienced and badly equipped contractors for
logging operations; and
the prevalence of uncontrolled 'secondary' logging.
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9.5.2

The effects of logging

The principal deleterious impacts of logging are:

Increased soil erosion

loggrng inevitably causes soil erosion and contributes to stream sedimentation. However the amount of soil erosion is dependan t on logging practice
and is strongly influenced by the kind of land being logged. It has been
suggested that approximately 80To of sediment in the major rivers is probably from natural erosion, a consequence of highly unstable ahd erodible
geology and topography and highly erosive rainfall pattems. In general,
removing trees has much less impact than roading and skidding.
Regeneration and vegetation damage
The damage to trees and vegetation remaining after logging always looks
severe, but many forest species in Fiji have a remarkable ability to recover.
This is, in part, a legacy of their evolution in a cyclone prone environment.

There have been only two short-term investigations undertaken in Fiji, on
this issue. They provided encouraging results on the ability of forests to
regenerate to a semblance of their former diversity and composition.

However, this is clearly insufficient attention to the vitally important
question of what happens to the forest vegetation after logging. The absence
of any long term and even medium term research programme to monitor
this is a serious deficiency.
Loss of

wildlife habitat

There have been no controlled field studies on the effects of logging on
wildlife, although recently a team attempted to invesfigate the effects of
logging on the silktail in Vanua Levu. Its findings were uncertain. However
the following are general findings from experienced observers:

.

Fiii's fauna is small in number but has a high level of endemicity
(more ttran 307o in all well studicd groups with the exception of
bats).
The native fauna of the larger islands is primarily adapted to forest
and for example, all endemic species on Viti Levu, for which
information is available, inhabit forest; the maiority are restricted to
forest or forest association.

Altitudinal and regional differences in faunal distribution within
the remaining primary forest on Viti Levu aPPears to be minimal;
Moss Forest is an irnportant exception in the butterflies and moths,
at least.

Restricted ranges of many plant species are well documented,
which makes the flora particularly vulnerable to poorly managed

logging.
The Fiii Warbler

Despite the initial environmental disturbance caused by logging
there is no evidence, at present, to indicate that selective logging
will cause the extinction of any vertebrate fauna, provided suitable
refuge areas remain unlogged. However, habitat conversion from
TMR following clear-felling causes almost total loss of endemic

forms.
The present rrurnagement of Protection Forests is inadequate and
thishas serious implications for the lonS-termconservation of Fiji's

wildlife.
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o

Reforestation of logged-out Production Forest with exotic hardwoods will have more serious long term consequences for wildlife
than selective loggi ng.

9.6

MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

9.5.1

Environmentdconcems

It is clear that environmental management and control within the forestry
sector is very weak. To date, production, development, revenue and cost
considerations have prevailed over the conservation and environmental
aspects in the sector to the extent that future productivity of the forests and
efficienry in soil and watershed conservation is seriously threatened.
If this is tobe reversd there needs to bea maior strengtheningof supervision

and law enforcement.
The effects of logging on wildlife are largely unknown but the indications
are that most species are quite resilient, testimony to their evolution in
cyclone ravaged forests. However, restricted distributions in the flora are
corrrmon place which makes them very vulnerable to logging and defores-

tation.
Of perhaps the gravest concern is the inadequate management and control
of Protection Forests for it is these areas of fragile and vulnerable forests
which may hold the key to the long term survival of Fiji's wildlife and to the
proper functioning of water catchments.
Deforestation is an immediate issue for the forest industries which need to
protect and enhance the long-term viability of the forests to sustain their
activities. It is also a wider environmental issue with a range of direct and
indirect costs and benefits to society. Forest cover is an important factor in
the protection of watersheds and stream and soil quality. Areas of importance to forest pnrduction or of ecological significance must be identified,
enumerated and monitored. Where deforestation hasocrurred in such areas
action is required to enhance reforestation and rehabilitation programmes.

9.62
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Fuh,rre direction

Development strategies of the forestry sector conform closely with the
Govemmenf s macroconomic objectives, specifically export-led growth,
deregulation, privatisation and increased Fijian participation. Alt these
have serious envinonmental implications unless Govemment retains and
exercises responsibility for environmental cpntrol.

lack of environmental control in the recently privatised pine industry has
already rcsulted in economic loss and hardship through the siltation of the
Ba Municipal catchment and disruption of its water supply. A salutory
example -revenue and cost considerations will always prevail over environmental and social concerns unless Government retains the initiative and the
political will.
Any stratery to control deforestationmust include themeans to determine
the distributiory quantity and ongoing quality of the o<isting forest re.
sourtes and monitor their use. Thus the Natural Forest Inventory now being
undertaken should not only quantify the existing Forestry resource but put
in place an on-going monitoring capability.

of 'green'bans on hardwood timber from the Pacific and its
products is very real and could seriously disrupt the industry. This
reinforces the necessity for Government to actively direct environmental
management within the sector in order to avert international criticism.
The threat
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10

10.1

FISHERIES RESOURCES
RESOURCES

Fiii's living marine resources can be conveniently divided into three main
socio-economic and environmental categories:

.

Offshore resources: pelagic and demersal fisheries found outside
the limits of internal (reef and lagoon) waters. The four main
fisheries are pole and lining for skipjack tuna, longlining for albacore tuna, longlining for the larger tunas (yellowfin and bigeye),
and bottom lining for deepwater snapper. All these fisheries take a
product destined for export and are implemented by larger vessels.
In general, these resources are fished at levels much below maximum sustainable biological yield (MSY).

.

Inshore (reef and lagoon) fin-fish resources: fished mainly at the
small-scale commercial, or at the subsistence level, largely in areas
subject to traditional fishing rights. Such fish make up the bulk of
domestic fish consumption,and are notnormally exported. Over90

different fish species are commercially important, although l0
species (usually of seasonal abundance) make up over 507o of the
catch. Opinion is that this fishery as a whole may be approaching
maximum sustainable yields, at least around the larger islands'

urban centres.

.

Inshore sedentary resources: fished mainly at the subsistence level
(often reef-gleaning by women) for village consumption, or at the
small-scale commercial level to supply non-perishable products
(such as dried beche-de'mer, trochus shell or pearl shell) for export.
Of the species destined for export several currently appear to be, or
have been, fished beyond the level of maximum sustainable biological leld. Over40 different'non-fish' species are commercially
important, particularly to outer-island economies.

As is common

with most other tropical island reef fisherics, overall produc-

tivity tends to be lower, and total biomass is split between many more
species, than in temperate zones.

Outside the reef, skipjack tuna is the most abundant and resilient resource,
with an estimated MSY of around 15,000 tonnes from the Fiii EEZ. lndeed,
Western Pacific skipjack is probably the only maior global fishery left which
could sustain major catch increases. Fiii pole and line vessels currently take
around 5,000 tonnes per year, and effort is limited by the economics of the
pole and Iine fishery and the need for vessels to return to coastal waters each
evening for livebait.
The yellow fin hrna longline fishery has recently been developed to supply
high-value fresh fish export markets, and yellow fin has long been a maior
cannery fish. Current catches are around 2,000 tonnes Per annum from the
9,000 tonnes estimated MSY. There is regional concern about potential
overfishing of juvenile yellowfin by purse-seine fleets in the maior spawn-

ing grounds in the far western Pacific.

The albacore tuna longline fishery is undertaken mainly by chartered
Taiwanese boats to supply the one Fiii cannery at levuka. Around 3,000
tonnes are taken annually from an estimated MSY of 5,000 tonnes' This
fishery was recently threatened by massive overfishing of iuvenile albacore
by thedriftnet fisheryin the southern subtropical convergence zone,but the
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recent closure of driftnetting should mitigate any long-term effects.

The remaining major offshore fishery is deepwater snapper, of around 10
species with an estimated MSY of around 1,000 tonnes per year. Deepwater
snapper, being non-migratory and comparatively slow-growing, are a more
fragile resource than tuna, but current exploitation has been limited to less
than 200 tonnes per year.

Inside the reef, the major sedentary species catches are those destined for
export, but mangrove crab and rock lobster are also important catches for
domestic consumption. One of the mai:r sedenlary species is the bivalve
freshwater clam, or kai, with an annual catch of around 1,000 tonnes
(including shell) from the major rivers. The,bechede-mer fishery, at its
height in 1988 probably tookaround 10,000 tonnesfresh weight from thereef
for export (beche-de-mer loses 907o of its weight upon drying).

Kai (freshwater clam) Sales
(the lafgest volume shelltish)

Tonne!

1400

The major reef fish species caught are spanish mackerel t,rle_!g), trevally
(sa$t), emperors (kawago. saburu, kabatia), marbled cod (kawakawa), chub
mackerel (salala),seaperch(kake), parrotfish (ulavi),bluetail mullet(kanace)
and ponyfish (kaikai).
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The extent of the subsistencc catch (not appearing in the cash economy) is
not well-known, but a fairly comprehensive questionnaire survey in1979
80 estimated that around 15,000 tonnes were taken annually in rural areas
at the time. This estimate is in urgent need of updating since confidence
limits were extremely large, and many subsistence fishermen may have
since graduated to the commercial sector.
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FISHERY SECTOR PRODUCTION

Whilst the Fiji Fisheries Division's fish market survey system is generally
recognised to be the most comprehensive in the island Pacific, it still falls far
behind many other countries, particularly in relating catches to specific
fishing grounds. Licensed inshore fishermen are not yet obliged to report
their catches, and the data tabled in the Appendices come mainly from
surveys of commercial markets. Broad-scale fisheries surveys are made
when resources permit, and annual questionnaire surveys have been introduced to enable future overyiews of the state of fisheries.
In terms of value (Table 10.1), the domestic commercial catch was worth
around F$45 million in 199O whilst importsof fishcost R$l1 million. At least
757o of thisimported fish was processed and exported again ascanned tuna
and total fisheries exports in 1990 were worth around F$69 million. Fiji is
clearly a net exporter of fish with the main export markets being Canada
(canned albacore tuna) and the United Kingdom (canned skipiack tuna).
In terms of volume, (Table 10.2) the commercial inshore catch for domestic
markets in 1990 was around 6,000 tonnes (4400 tonnes fin-fish and 1,d00
tonnes others), and a broadly estimated 16OOO tonnes was caught and
consumed by subsistence fishermen. Approximately 15,000 tonnes of product as fresh-weight equivalent (mainly tuna and beche{e.mer) was fished
for export in 1990.

L0.2.1 Trends in fishery production
For reef and lagoon fisheries, information is largely lacking on trends in
commercial catches of different species before 1978, and even before 1985
this information is incomplete. In addition, the almost complete lack of
detailed information on the subsistence fishery, and the probable large size
of that fishery (po*sibly the same volume as the commercial fishery) makes
a quantitative overview very difficult.
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Table 10.1 Value of fish catch imports & exports F$ thousand

1988

198!)

1990 est

71A&

12,009

14,716 17,279

'l',7il

2,f367

7,ffi

1.6,600

'1.4,732 12,500

8,527

9,227

10,502 27,M3

29345

40,703

42,823 54,878

8,165

9,877

1.1.,178 5306

3,650

3,674

4,'1.44 3,795

11815

1,3491

41,\ffi

54,"194

1s322 8A96
58,145 63,374

30,000

34,000

43,000 48,000

Total fish supply

71,000

88,000

101,000 111,374

8. Canned tuna export
9. Other exports

20,800

39,704

8500
293m/

9,2W

39,400 4'1.,727
10,600 21,463
50,000 62,7u

1.

Finfish catch for
domestic sale

Non-finfish catch
for dom.sale
3. Tuna catch for
export canning
4. Other catch for

2.

2,n4

4,W6

exPort

Fiji commercial catch
5. Whole Fish

imports,

(incl tuna for canning)

import
Total Imports
Total commercial
fish supply
7. Estimated value of

5. Canned Fish

subsistence catch

Total Exports

48,900

Source: Fisheries Division, MPI.
Table 10.2 Tonnages of non-finfish sold through domestic outlets
1985

Crustaceans 259
1,476
Bivalvest
15
Gastropods
Echinoderms 30
9
Seaweed
5
Turtle
Miscellaneous3 I
1803

TOTAL

1987

1988

1989

239

242
7,4U

1,1.95

1,509
25

46

249

1762

3212

54
7A

11

1,2

11

14

4

"12

11

5
77

1,926

2,120

1.,50'l

Source: Fisheries Division, MPI
Normally with shell included in weight & mainly comNote: 1.
posed of freshwater'kai'.
2. Mainly bechede-mer destined for eventual exPorl

3.

Includes seahare, chiton, cephalopod etc.

With reference only to the commercial reef and lagoon fin-fish fishery, a
simplistic analysisof trends over the past 15 years suggests increased effort
(in terms of vessel registrations and horsepower) is followed by increased
catches (Figure 10.2). There is certainly no marked tailing off of catch
following increased effort that characterises overfishing in coastal areas
such as the Philippines.
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The available data are not detailed enough, or on a long enough tirnescale,

Rough Catch-Effort Trend

to discriminate between a fishery approaching maximum sustainable yield
and a fishery with a great deal of development potential. Fiji reef fisheries

tor coastal flgherieg
Calch

appear to be in a transitional phase at present. Total commercial finfish
catches have been at a plateau since 1982 despite increasing 'leakage' from
the subsistence into the commercial s€rtor, and domestic fish-prices have

inceased by nearly 507o in the same period. It is likely that the rapid
economic changes since 1987 will be a mapr factor in limiting the expansion
of the domestic fishing effort, but the Fisheries Dvision is preparing for a
change trom a 'development' fishery to a 'regulated' fishery in anticipation
of future resource problems. Overfishing would be a severe blow to rural
economies.
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Inshore fisheries are extremely important to the rural sector. The average
annual consumption of fish products per head in Fiji is over 40kg if imports
and subsistence catches are taken into account, and certainly higher in rural
areas. Most of Fiji's 60Godd coastal villages and settlements rely on subsistence fishing for a large part of their protein intake. If the estimated volume
of the subsistence fishery could be sold at current domestic market prices it
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would be worth nearly F$50 million.
It is difficult to distinguish urban-based small scale commercial fishermen
from the total inshore fishery, but it is fair to say that the majority of the
small-rale commercial catch for domestic consumption comes from rurally-based fishermen. This small-rale commercial fishery (finfish + sedentary) is currently worth around F$18 million (although an increasingly large
percentage is taken by urban middlemen). Rural communities often directly
benefit by charging annual 'goodwill' fees for access to traditional fishing
grounds.
In addition, rural fishermen account for all of the bechede-mer and trochus
taken for export (worth at least F$5 million in 1990), and several minor
export commodities such as pearl shell and lobster. A large percentage of
this would accrue to the exporting company, but rural people are increasingly becoming involved in their own marketing.

FOREIGN INVOLVEMENT IN THE FISHERY

L0.3

Fisheries production figures are not easily classifiable by the nationality of
the fishermen. However, as a rule, foreign fishermen and companies are
only involved in the offshore fishery, and in export processing on the

following basis:

.

Currently,9STo of the albacore landed at the Fiii-owned tuna canneryis caught by foreign fishingvessels (eitherTaiwaneseor USA),
of which around 507o is taken within Fiji waters. This total albacore
landing is worth perhaps F$10 million, but this fishery does not
show immediate prospects for a good enough rehrrn on investment
to stimulate large.rale local involvement.

Foreign interests own at least 507o of the domestic longline fleet
established over the past 3 years to provide fresh chilled tuna and
snapper for export. This fishery was worth between $5 and $8
million in 1990 and is likely to expand further, with an increasing
percentage of local investrnent as foreign expertise and technology
is transfened.
Foreign investment is the main driving force behind the export of
bechede.mer and trochusbut local involvement is rapidly increas-

ing.
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.

The domestic inshore fishery and the offshore skipiack fishery are

overwhelmingly dominated by local concems.

Currently,asin the past, Fiii doesnotrely at all on income from sellingaccess
to foreign fishermen. This is very different from the situation prevailing in
the rest of the west<entral Pacific where such income can form a maior part
of national economies. This is mainly due to the lower density of skipjack
schools in higher latitude waters, which makes Fiii unattractive to large
purse-seiners, but also due to an active Government policy of permitting
access only to those foreign fishing interests which are prepared to go into
joint ventures, or to land fish on behalf of Fiii companies. The idea is for the
economic benefits from foreign fishing activity to be taken in the form of
investment, industrial multipliers and the transfer of expertise or technology. This policy is in need of appraisal, but is a mapr tool in ensuring that
foreign fishermen have a stake in the future of Fiji's fishery resources - more
so than if they were simply buying access.
The occasionally dubious benefits of foreign involvement were highlighted

when the PAFCO tuna cannery (formerly a Fiji-foreign |rint venture) was
placed entirely under Fiji government ownership in the mid-1980's and
immediately started making profits.

AQUACULTURE

10.4

Aquaculture methods, both freshwater and marine, have been subiect to
investigation and developmentby the Fisheries Division forat least 20 years,
with varyingdegreesof success. Fiji hasno tradition of fishJarming,and the
main effort has been to stimulate interest at the grassroots level, particularly
in linkage with inland nutritional needs.

Box 10.1

AQUACULruRAL INITIATIWS:

Oyster. Shelved in 1981 asbeinga poor development option for Fiii.
Productivity did not appear to be enough to support investment.
Green mussel. Shelved in 1987 for the same reason.

Molly culture, to zupply baitfish for pole and line tuna fishing.
Aborted in 1982 following the assessment of large natural supplies
of bait.
Macrobrachium pnlwn culture. Development still ongoing. A hatch-

ery system is in production but growout methods are being
optimised.
Penaeid shrimp culture. Government trials on the use of reclaimed
mangrove land foraquaculture were privatised in the early 1980's
to a joint Fiii/France venture. Production never came up to expec-

tation, but new investment hopes to make the farm a success.
Another, but smaller scale, foreign-owned shrimp growout farm
has started recently at another (better) site.

Grass carp culture. As a public service to control water weed

overgrowth due to increasing riverine eutrophication, this
programme has been successful in that aim, and grass carp arc also
caught for food by inland villagers. Trials on polyculture of grass
carp with other species are underway.
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Giantclam. The hatchery established on Makogai island in 1988 is
now producing around 100,000 viable seed<lams per year, and
rural growout trials will be started in 1991. This proiect is aimed
more at resource maintenance than at export marketing but there
appears to be commercial potential.
Tilapia culture. After 8 years of development effort by the Fisheries
Division, aimed at inland subsistence farmers,larger commercial
farmsarebeingstarted. Confary to initial expectationg Tilapia are
proving to be a popular market fish, and prod uction is set to expand
rapidly in the near future from its estimated level of 20 tonnes in
1990.
Seaweed farming. The seaweed culture industryhashad a ctrequered
history since its inception in 19&4. Due to various local and global

economic factors, production has never become large enough to
iustify an in<ountry carageenan processing plant, but the cultivation of this seaweed has crcnsiderable potential. 99 small-scale

(family) farms are currently in production, and the product is
entirely exported.

In general, the commercial development of aquaculture in Fiji has been
predicated on production of high-value species for export. However, Fiji
cannotcompete on equal terms with southeast Asia in intensiveaquaculture
for export. In particular, labour and transport costs are much higher. With
preferential access to certain markets for Fiji products, and the introduction
of financial incentives to export-oriented industries, these constraints may
possibly be overcome in the short to medium term and an industry established.
In the meantime, the main thrust of Government aquacultural development
in Fiji is on extensive (low capital,low technology) methods either for low
value, high demand export markets (seaweed), local higher-value markets

(shrimp, prawn and tilapia), subsistence (tilapia) or'environmental management' (grass carp, giant clam).

Inviewof thecontinued recentshortfallof fish tolocal markets,theFisheries
Division is stimulating interest in aquaculture as a way of supplying the
long-term needs of a growing human population in the face of a finite wild
fish populatiorybut it is too early to say whether large.scaleaquaculture will
succeed, or even whether it is desirable. Within the next decade attention
needs to be focused on the legislative and environmental impact asp€rts of
aquacul tu re to mitigate the kind of problems that have ari sen from intensi ve
fish-farming in more developed countries, in particular relating to water
usog€r polluted return water and appropriate land use.

10.5

&ttithill tlaij rlcxt decacie,
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focused oft the
legislative and
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aspects 0f aquacultHr*
to mitigate the kind of
problems that have
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LONG.TERM SUSTAINABILITY OF
FIII',S FISHERIES

The only significant long-term fisheries development prospects for Fiii (in
terms of volume) are likely to be in the offshore (particularly pelagic)
fisheries. Unfortunately, such fisheries are highly capital-intensive and,
unlike rnost Polynesian counFies, participation in such fisheries is not part
of the traditional way of life in Fiii. Most of the future development effort of
the Fisheries Dvision will encourage Fiji fishermen to move offshore,
through the deploynrent of offshore fish-aggregation devices, the promotion of value-added methods and the development of attractive rnarkets.
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Whilst coastal fin-fish fisheries still appear to be in good shape, there is a
growing feeling that management measures must be improved if these
fisheries are to be maintained into the future. Although outer-island fin-fish
fisheries are generally under-exploited due to marketing problems, they
have limited development potential. The assessment of available resources
on a finer scale, and the strengthening of managernent measures by the
owners of customary fishing rights, will be part of future Govemment
stratery.
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Thecoastal non fin-fish fisheries ('sedentar;/ resources such asmolluscsand
crustaceans) are often vulnerable, and several individual resources are
already overfished. These have betn the focus of rnost recent control
measures, particularly at the point of export. The paradox for Government
is that the products of these fisheries are usually non-perishable (eg. turtle
shell, trochus shell, dried bechede-mer, pearl shell), and high-value, and
thus very suitable for outer-islands and rural areas where the transport of
fresh fish to market is d if ficul t, and where such fishing is of ten a ma jor source
of income. Many customary fishingrights owners recognise that a mediumscale effort will be of greater long-term benefit than large, short-term
financial returnq and have taken voluntary control measures. But this effort
is continually undermined by approaches from exporters and the threat of
poaching.
The solution to the inshore sedentary resource problem is to reduce fishing
effort, and to introduce management measures such as rotating harvesting
areas, and the setting aside of breeding reservet together with better
marketing to maximise the value of the existing resource. In the longer term,
the Fisheries Dvision is developing techniques for outer island and rural
mariculture. Extension trials using cultured giant clams are already underway, and the hatchery on Makogai is also looking at trochus and pearl shell
culture. It is not envisaged that large rale reef-restocking will ever compensate foroverfishing,but marine farmingcould become an altemative source
of income for outer island fishermen and reduce pressure on natural stocks.
Pearl culture has become very successful in certain parts of Polynesia, and
may be another option for the future. Seaweed farming will also be a
'diversion'if that industry overcomes its current teething troubles.

Traditional fishing rights can be a potent force for fisheries conservation,
since the owners of each goliqoli presumably have a paramount interest in
protecting the resource for theirown fuhrrebenefit. Increasingly, members
of the ownership of a qoliqoli are becoming involved in business and, in
cerUain cases, consider that the qoliqoli is simply a source of disposable
income to be tapped for immediate gain, or to attract joint-venture partners.
To enable village.level fisheries management, more information on the state
of the resources in the areas under their control must be made available to

qoliqoli owners. There already exists quite substantial legal powers of
resource management, and these need to be made effective through regular
advice. For example, crertain misconceptions need to be laid at rest, such as
the increasingly-held view that tuna-boat baitfishing is severely reducing
coastal food-fish catches, or that the use of naturally-occurring fish
stupefacients is acceptable because it is a traditional fishing method.

Unlike'western' counEies, where marine spaces have traditionally been
held in common, marine spaces in most Pacific islands are traditionally
subdivided amongst specific ownership groups. The main problem with
the western concept is that fishermenover-exploitinta common resourcedo
not have the restraint of long-term s€lf interest. The main problem with the
Pacific concept is that it is (like most land-owning systems) potentially
socially divisive. The problem is particularly acute in Fiii, where 507o of the
population cannot daim 'ancient precedent', to the ownership of any
qoligoli and where, with a comparatively high level of urbanisation, rnny
citydwelling Fijians have effectively become dis-enfranchised.

MAI\ AND THE ENVIRONMENT
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Fiji's natural environment has been
subject lo change sver since the
arrival of the first settlers. Forest
covering all the islands has been
much reduced, today's high qualily
landscapes (2) used to be lorest clad.
Traditional Fijian communities (1 )
were more direclly reliant on the
environment for food and shelter. their
ability to irreversibly alter it was
limited, but today with the assislance
ol modern lechnology we can rapidly
make major changes (4). Our use of
natural resourc€s has otlen been
unsustainable and we often appear to
lorget that we hold the environment
and its resources in lrust for tulure
generations (3).
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Jreshwater r€sources has long been ignored.
It can only be replaced by aclive management of water catchments based on suslainable land use. Plantation forestry (9) has
been very successlul but lhe logging of the
nalural foresl has been poorly controlled (5)
which can lead to irreversible changes in
forest cover, serious erosion (4) and siltation
of waler supplies (7) - Ba Reservoir.
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HUMAN SETTLEMENT

Adequate housing is a basic
necessity of life (7), yet
there are many people in
Fili living in intolerable
conditions, this is .specially
so rn pen-urban argas
where sq uatter settlements
are an increasingly common
leature (1). For some there
is no alternalive but to
scavenge at poorly managed rubbish tips (3), while
many others are exposed to
a wide variely of pollulion
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(2).

Developmenls ar€ nol
always benef icial, changing
landuse in watercalchments
can ca.lse river erosion
many miles away aflecting
innocent communities (4).
P oorly developed
llcusln9 schemes. as al
Davurlevu, ailempl to entice
house buyers to live in
pocket deserts where
previously luxuriant forest
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grew (5) and (6).
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THE I\ATURAL
Fiji's natural heritage is frequently undervalued or ignored in favour of novelly or the
exotic, yet tourists come many ihousands of
miles and at great expense to savour Fiji's
natural heritage. Fiji is fortunate lo retain
nearly 50o/" lorest cover (1), while Fiji's reef
resources ars enormous (2). There are
many unique landscapes (3) bul few are
protected or have public access. Ancient
sites (4), (7) need increasing protection, and
tourism could play a role here, as at the
Tavuni Hill Fort (7). Birds ar€ the most
conspicuous lorm of wildlile, some species
such as the Crimson-crowned Fruit Dove
are plsnr rul (5), while others such as the
Peregrliro Faiccin (6) are scarce
perhaps

J
r'l

- iS aCtiVe
lt ner
'il.T, but rncre critical is our inlerna-r.'..,rr= j Crested lguana (8) which
has no legal protection
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INDT]STRY
The Vatukoula Gold Minc (1 ) is Frti s
sole operating mine but other prospecls
may be developed pending current
feasibility studies Thanks to rhe
Monasavu Hydro Dam (2), Flji is 97"k
self -suff icient in electncity productron
but pollution kom Fili's increasrng
industrral ooeralions remains rnadequately controlled (4, 5) However, rhe
Ports Authority of Frlr has recently
rntroduced emission standards tor
etfluc'nts Into thetr harbours, but the
existing high levels ol heavy metals and
Tnbutyl Trn from boat yards (3) will
remaan rn sediments tor many years to
come.
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1.1.

FRESHWATER SUPPLY

11.1

SOURCE OF FRESHWATER SUPPLIES

The sources used for water supply in the public, private and agricultural
sectorsare varied and depend on such factors as theamount and distribution
of rainfall, topography and population to be served. On the wetter sides of
the two main islands, and on some of the higher outer islands, damming
perennial streamsand piping the water to the population centres is the main
water supply system. Intake structures are usually small and storage for
these schemes are provided by tanks. larger population centres (Suva,
labasa, Sigatoka, Ba) are supplied from several sources such as catchment
impoundment, river abstraction, and boreholes. These systems are installed
at public expense, the supplyismetered and thecustomer charged forusage.

Increasing urban populations and reticulation extensions are creating
demands foradditional waterin manyof theurban areas and supplementary
supplies to existing schemes are now required to meet the new demand, for

example labasa, Navua and Ba.

On the drier side of Viti Levu, where river or stream flow is periodically
insufficient the Vaturu Dam was constructed in the early 1980s to provide
a consistent supply for the Nadi-lautoka urban areas and for tourism
development. At Sigatoka, in the vicinity of the town, small streams are
ephemeral, while flow in the Sigatoka River is tidal and saline, so boreholes
upstream in river gtavels are used as the primary source.
labasa previously only used surface water catchments, at a considerable
distance from town as its supply source. The demand is now partially met
by boreholes located closer to the town and the area of demand.
Where reliable sheams are not close to villages then alternative sources of
water are sought. This situation occurs in the rural areas of northern and
western Viti Levu and the outer islands. In northern and westem Viti Levu
many boreholes have been drilled for private use under the Government
Borehole Subsidy Scheme to supplement or replace handdug wells and
rainwater tanks. Both these sources are frequently inadequate during
periods of extended drought. Similar sources are relied upon on the outer
islands where little or no surface water is available. This is particularly so
on limestone islands. Wells dug on coastal beach sand deposits are often
brackish. Many villages have large communal rainwater tanks which collect
water from the roofs of the local church and other large houses. During
droughts these tanks are often inadequate even when strict water rationing

In s:rosf arefis lq'frtcr iE
not reqard*tl l-.v thr
pu[rlic as;r scarcr:
rtS0Lirci: .111d $!/aStf
c$nlirlol'r pi ace.
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Vatum dam.
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is imposed. Requests are then made for government barges to ship water

from the main islands to rePlenish the village tanks. This is obviously

expensive since a charge israrely made for the wateras the exerciseis treated
as disaster relief. [n western Viti Levu and Vanua Levu water is also carted
by road tankers to villages and settlements whose normal water suPPly
suffers from droughts.

In most areas water is not regarded by the public as a scarce resource and
waste is commonplace. Even in areas subiect to frequent water shortage,
water conservation is sometimes lacking (see Box 11.1). Community
awareness and discipline in such situations needs to be upgraded'

lt.2

WATER SUPPLY

11.2.1 Urban water supply systeurs
All twelve mairr urban centres in Fiji are supplied with piped water with
completely satisfactory physical and chemical treatment to comply with
healih requirements. Consumers are metered and rates levied according to

consumpiion rate. The Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Utilities
(MIPU) administers this service and manages the piped water system. This
involves about 60,000 Kl serving a population of over 330000.
Waterqualityin mairrurbancentresisalwaysbacteriologicallysatisfactory.

But at times ihere are shortages when prolonged droughts are encounterd
and occasionally technical failures occur as a result of very high sediment
loads in rivers - as in 1991 at Ba because of inappropriate logging in the
catchment. All metered supplies receive some degree of water treatment,
from minimum chlorination to comprehensive dosing, sedimentation and
filtration. The two largest plants include fluoridation.
Surveillance of water quality is the responsibility of the Ministry of Health.
The Ministry,s pathology laboratory at cwM Hospital carries out regular
bacteriological monitoring of drinking water supplics. Chemical monitoring is carried out by the National Water Quality Laboratoryof the MIPU

loiated at Kinoya. World Health Organisation Drinking Water Quality
Guidelincs are applied in the absence of national drinking water standards.
Similarly there are no standards for recreational and other classes of water.

11.2.2 Peri-urban water supply systems
The MIPU is also the supplier of piped water systcms in pcri-urban areas.
They manage and determine the charge rate of consumption to consumers.
Treatment of water is limited to storage and chlorination, which at times
may be chemically contaminated and shortage of demands are often encountered. The Ministrv of Health carries out surveillance of water quality
as explained above.

11.2.3 Rural water

suPPlY systems

Water supply systems in rural areas are either communallyor individually

owned. The management role is not under ministerial
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lack of quality control.
Insufficient quantity for average daily water demands.
Inadequate maintenance of piped water systems.
lack of funds for new installations and maintence.
lack of technical expertise at the village or rural area level.

112.4

Water supply system inventory

There is no accurate inventory for the different types
systems in Fiji.

11.3

of water supply

UTILIZATION OF GROUNDWATER

In terms of total volume, only a small fraction of Fiji's reticulated supply
comes from groundwater. However, the situation ischangingasknowledge
of the resource grows and groundwater is beginning to be regarded as a
viable option and not merely the last resort when all else fails.
On some of the islands, supply is either totally or partially from groundwater. Rohrma, Vanuabalavu, Lakeba and northern Taveuni are examples of
areas where boreholes have been drilled by Govemment. A large proportion of the island tourist resorts in the Yasawas and Mananucas use sonre
groundwater from shallow bores or handdug wells. A number of these

supplies are often affected by saline intrusion and so use is usually restricted.
The use of groundwater for irrigation of cash crops is growing (tcgalega
pawpaw farm, Sigatoka Valley Rural Development Proiect). The growth of

tourism has major short to medium term implications for water supply (for
example supply for theNatadola Tourist Development Propct where ground-

water might be the only viable option in the short term).

Although overall reticulated groundwater use has been low on a national
basis an increase in demand is envisaged.

1r.4

POLLUTION

Pollution of surface and groundwater from agriculture, domestic and
industrial activities has not yet been recorded as a problem. This may be due
more to nondetection rather than the absence of a problem.

Saline water intrusinn
remains {}rle (}f thr
major thrcats to
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Contamination of coastal aquifers from saline water intrusion remains one
of the maior threats to resource management. This can occur from overpumping of boreholes and wells in coastal areas and on small islands.

11.5

Management and planning implications

Themajorityof Fiii'spopulation haveaccess to safe, clean water supplies all
the year, a notable national achievement. Some locations, however, experience frequent, sometimes annual, shortages. ln such situations, there is a
need to further develop groundwater supplies and where possible extend
reticulation from existing sourc€s.
Water supplieg on small and limestone islands provide more profound
problems. Since tourist developments with large water requirements are
frequently located in zuch si tes the problems can be hei gh tened. Groundwater will increasingly playa major roleat such sites,butpropermanagement
of extraction is essential if the supply is to be used sustainably. In addition,
safe rc.cycling of water needs to be promoted.
Rural communities in such locations require greater awareness of water
conservation needs and the structures to store rainfall which, on an annual
basiq is only rarely in short supply.
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Box77.7

MALOLO ISTAIVD

.

WATER SHORTAGE REAL OR

INDUCED?

Malolo Levu island in the Mamanuca Group off western Viti levu is
frequently short of freshwater and relies on Government to supply its two
villages with barged water supplies. This is very costly.
By comparison with the rnaprity of Fiji's island communities the villages of
Malolo enioy considerable opportunities for employment and rcntal re
ceipts. Therearetwo touristresorts payingrent to the islandersand another
two very large resorts are on a close neighbouring island, with additional
employment opportunities.

In 1989 a mission from the United Nation's Water Resources Assessment
and Planning Proict visited the island, at the Governmenfs request, to
evaluate the water shortage situation. The mission found much of the
existing water system was in a very bad state of disrepair, with leaking
tanks, fractured pipes, leaking taps and valves, broken gutters and
downpipes.
The main village watersupply is from Kawabu, a natural water course in one
of the inland catchmentq which $avity-feeds to a large ferro-cement tank.
This supply had not been maintained over the years and the pipes were
corroded, the stream had changed its cpurse and the tank leaked, the latter
because four of the metal tie'rods had been removed and were probably
being used as boat anchors. Very poor flow rates resulted.

Average annual rainfall on the island is approximately 1400mm, which

(if

eachhouseholdin thevillagewas toupgraderaincollertion),is sufficient for
55% of the communi$r's annual needs. If properly maintained the Kawabu

source

muld supply the remaining water needs of the community.

It is clear from this example that community discipline and direction in
water conservation and utilisation would be very important in reducing or
eliminating the expensive demands made to the Government for barging
relief supplies.

t2

TOURISM

T2.1

NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

Tourism in Fiji experienced a spectacular rise between 1965 and 1973, when
the number of tourist arrivals increased abou t 20 per cent annually, reaching
186,000 in 1973. After a slump following the energy crisis, the number of
arrivals started to increase again. Between 1975 and 1985, the increase
levelled off at an average rate of nearly 4Vo per lear.

With the increase in the numberof arrivals, tourist accommodation capacity
in Fiii also increased. At present there are about 4,000 units of accomrnodation (roomt cottages, etc.), up from 700 in 1965. Gross receipts from tourism
increased atanannual rateaf 9.A%obetween 1975and 1985, with total tourist
expenditure amounting to $192.1 million in 1986.

[n1987, a combination (not necessarily related), of political events and
decisionsby major airlines to reduce or terminate services to Fiii resulted in
80

areversal of theupward trend in tourismgrowth thathad started in thelast
quarter of 1985. Visitor arrivals fell by 26Vo, from 258,000 in 1986 to 190,000

in 1987.
The recovery, however, was rapid with the industry generating gross
earnings of $281 million in 1989, compared with gross earnings of $215
million from sugar, and accounted for 177o Gross Domestic Product. By 1990
tourist arrivals increased to 279,W with gross earnings estimated at $336
million.
Tourism currently provides in excess of 747o of Fiji's foreign exchange
earnings. Although the industry experienced a phenomenal growth rate in
1989/90, it is considered that a realistic on-going growth rate will bearound
8Vo pet annum.
Tourism has provided a sustaind platform for employment, employing
approximately 25,000 people or 30Vo of the total paid national employment
figure. Although most of the employment is currently highly localised
around the western region of Fiji, the tourism industry has great potential to
deliver economic benefits to rural Fiiians.

72.1.1 Visitor's perceptions of Fiii
base are its people and its natural
has
resulted in the industry-wide use
The
combination
of
these
attractions.
and
sun,
sand
sea. However, many visitors to
the
4
of the term:
S's'-smiles,

At the heart of Fiii's tourism resource

Fiji are not aware of the options relating to off-site leisure, adventure
activities and the industry, in general, has significantly failed to exploit
these.

Nonetheless, a visitor survey conducted in Fiii during 1989/90 revealed that
the scenery was recorded as among the most favourable i mpressions of their

visit to Fiji.

1'2.2

NATIONAL POLICY

Since 1973, when a comprehensive plan was commissioned, the concept of
tourist development regionsor the troneypot' principle has guided Govern-

ment, specifically NLTB policy, in tourism development.
The rationale for the concept was based on the fundamental principles of

more efficient use of infrastructure and containment of accommodation
within specific areas to lessen the extent of any adverse impacts on the
natural environment and cultural patterns. These principles were sup
ported by the following locational criteria in the selection of suitable
development rcgions:
desirable climate;

attractive environmenb
existing or potential visitor aftractions;
sufficient land for developmeng
existing or potential acressibility;

availability or possibility of development of other infrastructure,
especially wabr supply, at an economically feasible cost.
81

The implementation of the tourist development region concept occurred
through the designation of visitor accommodation regions of either Type A
(greater than 1,000 accommodation units) or Type B (less than 1,000 units),
and designation of visitor interest areas. Although the rationale for the
concept could be regarded as valid (in that it was largely based on genuine

concem for Fijian culture and environment), it has been shown to be
inappropriate and in need of revision. Nevertheless, the 1973 plan is
remarkable in its perceptions of the interactions between tourism develop
ment, environment and culture. Some of the more notable issues raised in
the plan in this regard are;

.

conservation of the natural environment is integrally associated
with cul hrral conservation;
Fiji's environment is suitable for tourism but is also vulnerable to
ecological disruption if tourism facilities are not carefully located
and designed,consequently the ecological implications of develop
ment are a significant factor in examination of the environment;
reefs are important for food gatherin& tourism, protecting beach
and water sport areas and harbours, but are highly susceptible to
damage from pollution, coral and shell collecting;
local residents require high quality beaches for recreation;

hotels/resorts should be set back 100 feet (30 metres) from the high
water mark and public access provided to beaches adiacent to
tourism developmen t so tha t they are a vailable to the general public
(this recommendation was subsequently incorporated into the
General Provisions (1980) of the Town Planning Act);
tourism development is dependent on major environmental considerations: amount and location of developable land, distribution
of microclimatesand locationand extentof beaches, reefsand other
natural resources;

traditional lifes$les are of great interest to visitors but are vulnerable to degradation if change, resulting from tourism and other
activities, is too rapid or detrimental;
land tenure is an important consideration in location of tourism
facilities;

o

tourism can

be used as a mechanism to establish national parks and

nature reserves (terrestrial and marine), scenic areas and other
points of natural interest.
More recently there has been a second comprehensive assessment of Fiji's
tourism sector in the form of the 'Covemment of Fiji: Tourism Masterplan'

published

in

1989.

With regard to environmental management, the

Masterplan notes the strong linkage between the environment and tourism
and proposes that one of the national goals for the tourism sector should be
'appropriate environmental management'. It recommends that a comprehensive system of parks and reserves should be established, existing environmental impact assessment procedures be endorsed and expanded, and
that the Ministry of Health's research and monitoring capability be up
graded to deal with pollution of coastal waters. The Masterplan retains the
basic concept of Type A and B Visitor Accommodation Regions but recommends broadening of the Type B category to cover other areas, subiect to
community attitude and the need for environmental protection. It is in the
Type B regions that the concept of 'Secondary Tourism Activities' (STAs)
82

would be best developed. This concept refers to tourist activities/features
which are geographically and, usually, economically separate from those
available at intensively developed resort areas. It usually refers to activities
related to natural environmental features and indigenous culhrre. The
Masterplan estimates that STA development could generate additional
tourist expenditure of $30 million in the early 190s if opportunities are
properly developed. Furthermore, due to the geographically dispersed
nature of these STAs those that are communi$r and environment based
provide an opportunity for local involvement by traditional landowners
through management participation and direct financial returns.
Box12.7 -TOURISM AI\D fll.EENVIROI{ 4ENT
"... the quality of the visitorJ experience is, at least partly,
reliant on the environmental characteristics of the area visited. Tourism
must, therefore, be concemed with conservation and enhancement of natural resources to ensure long term viability from both the hosts'and guests'
perspective. In other words, environmental responsibility is good business practice. Accordingly, the obiective for Fiii's natural tourist assets especial ly the physical environment and heritage features - is that they need
to be managed to ensure that their appeal is not degraded by overdevelop
ment or over-use."
(Fiji: Tourism Masterplan Vol.1:50)
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2.2 - T O URISM AI\ID ENWR ONMENT
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Severe upland erosion resulting from poor logging practicesin thecatchment

behind a major resort on the coral coast of Viti Levu has led to siltation of
the resort's water supply, resulting in delivery of substandard water to
guests and installation of rainwater tanks. The erosion which has resulted
in the sedimentation of water courses in the catchment has also diminished
secondary tourism opporhrnities available to the resort (as well as other
resorts in the area) in the form of bushwalking activities and freshwater
swimming in a rainforest setting.

At the same time, the resort created its own environmental problems by
altering coastal processes during initial construction in the mid-1970s,
building an artificial island and sea walls. The original engineering works
were not properly constructed and are now disintegrating, resulting in
coarse stone ma terial from the sea walls degrading the quali ty of the resort's
beaches. The problems associated with coastal processes are compounded
by the shallowing of the nearby stream mouth and the lagoon due to the
deposition of upstream sediment.
Ihis example illustrates a situation where a combination of factors ranging
from lack of resourc€ management in the steep hinterland, absence of crosssectoral planning and coordination, and lack of imposition of appropriate
EIA procedures on the part of Government to poor coastal engineering and
locational analyses by the developers now threatens the viability of a resort
whose establishment has, to date, fulfilled government tourism objectives
and contributed to the economic and social well-being of the traditional
landowners. It highlights the need for an integrated approach to environmental management and tourism developments atboth national planning
Ievels and during 'on-site' development planning and construction.
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12.3

EIWIRONMENTAL MANAG EMENT I SSUES
RELATED TO COASTAL TOURISM

There is a range of specific environmental management issues associated
with tourism development in Fiii, and it is important to recognise that rnost
are interconnected and that many can directly affect the viability of particular developments and, in the long term. the credibility and effectiveness of
Government tourism strategies, as well as local economic and social benefits
derived from the developments.

Following is a summary of some of the major environmental management
issues related to coastal tourism in Fiii. Some of these issues concern direct
impacts on the environment by development (A), others involve impact on
the development by the environment (B), while others relate to impacts on
social/cultural values (O. It is significant that most of the issues given as
examples involve more than one type of impact.
Loss of ecological values (A)
[.oss, in some areas, of significant environmental features (especially biological habitats) through resort construction (coastal reclamation, dredging,
removal of terrestrial vegetation) and associated infrastructure (airfields,
roads).

Loss of fisheries (AC)
Subsistence fisheriesare a nationally important featureof nearshorecoastal
ecosystems. Some resort construction has resulted in significant loss of
mangrove+ the most biologically productive of coastal resource ecosystems. Although traditional fishing rights owners have been financially
compensated since 1974 for loss of fishing resources, the adequacy of such
an approach over the longer term remains questionable.

Coashl processes (ABC)
One of the most significant impacts associated with coastal tourism relates

to disruption of coastal proc€sses. Coastal tourism, by its very nahrre,
attempts to capitalise on the attributes of coastal resources and features.
Unforhrnately, this has led, and continues to lead, to developers disregarding the need to understand the physical characteristics of their chosen
development site. Consequently, resorts havebuilt tooclose to theshoreline
and/or in low-lying areas and are subiected to damaging storm surge,
especially during cyclones which can result in expensive repairs and loss of
revenue. Others, in a misguided attempt to 'deal with' coastal problems
have constructed high cost sea walls and gro)mes, which not only fail to
resist the forces of the sea in storm conditions but even under calmer
prevailingconditions resultin loss of beaches, oneof the main attractions for
tourists.

Climatic change (AB)
Related to coastal process issues is the predicted sea level rise associated
with global warming. Current studies already indicate a relative sea level

u

rise in Fiii. If developers fail to take this factor into account their developments could be increasingly subject to the impact of storm surge flooding
and erosion within the economic lifespan of their developments. Conversely, in part recognitionof theneed to overcome such potential problems,
one mapr resort developer has applied for a dredging licence to remove
sediment under 140 hectares of mangroves to raise the level of the development area, thereby creating another set of environmental problems.

ox 72.3

MAKALUVA ISLAND - HERE TODAY, GOIVE NEXT

MAKALUVA ISLAND

YEAR!

Fiji's tourism industry is based on sunshine, sand and sea and nothing
typifes the south sea island dream more than a resort on a small island. But
the current rush to build resorts on every small island needs to be very
carefully considered. The recent history of Makaluva is testimony to this. In
the 1 940s a govemment quaran tine facili ty was built on the island - today all
those facilities are underwater, or 100rn offshore. The island has moved!

10 q/.

j

Every major resort in Fiji has 'coastal process' problems, some of them such
as those at Denarau are very severe. Resort developers should realise that
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tropical coastlines which are subiect to trade winds and cyclones are
dynamic and they need to plan for this.
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Potable water (ABC)

Availability of potable water on smaller outlylng islands is a major environmental constraint on tourism development. Many resorts in these locations
rely on storage tanks replenished by barging water from the main island, as
well as rainwater catchment systems. Of maior concern are proposals to
obtain water by sinking bores into the thin freshwater lenses on small
islands, especially where traditional settlements already exist. Depletion of
the (usually) small freshwateraquifer can have detrimental effects on island
ecology and deplete a rarce resource utilised by local villagers who tap
springs or dig wells.
Waste disposal (AB)

Dsposal of solid waste and sewerage effluent is an issue of obvious concern
in tropical coastal environments where detrimental effects on the environ85

ment and, in turn, the developrnent can result if inappropriate methods are
used.

Loss of tourist environmentaVculhral resources (ABC)
Lack of adequate environmental planning and rnanagement by developers
has resulted in damage to, or loss of, the very environmental and cultural
features which form the basis of the tourism industry. For example, hotel

construction in the 1970s resulted in heavy sediment runoff which killed
runy nearshore coral colonies on the south coast of Viti Levu. A famous
tourist and traditional cultural site on the island of Vatulele, where tourists
come to see red prawns in anchialine pool+ has been subpcted to physical
disturbance of the habitat and graffiti on rock faces. Other direct impacts
associated with tourism operations include : anchor damage to, and trampling of,reefs; damage to lagoonal ecosystems by recreational speed boats;
and depletion of living marine resources to supply the tourist trade with
coral, shells, and turtle shell.

'Traditional' activities

(B )

As traditional fishing rights are protected (unless a developer makes a
specific agreement with the owners of the rights), such activities can still
occur on reefs adjacent to resorts. This can lead to depletion of marine life
(a significant 'tourist resource') in these areas.
Ecological disruption (ABC)
Some coastal tourism activities result in significant impacts on the environment, the tourism industry and public health. For example, an increase in
fish poisoning, notably ciguatera, has been linked with disturbance of coral
reefs, including blasting of boat channels; toxic anti-fouling paints used on
marine craft are known to be a serious ecological threat to marine life;
deepening of shallow, nearshore lagoon habitats to create safe swimming
holes ad jacent to resorts in Fiii has resulted in 'invasions' of long-spined sea
urchins and anemones, negating the purpose of the excavation.

Loss of public recreational resources (C)
The rapid development of tourism in Fiii has resulted in the alienation of
many good quality, accessible coastal locations from the general public. The
statutory requirement for a 30 metres shoreline setback for development
attempts to overcome this problem by guaranteeing public right of way. But

the reality is that this provision does not address the problem. Socio/
cultural constraints limit the effectiveness of local-tourist intermingling at
resort locations, and infrastructure (car parking change rooms, tables, etc.)
is generally unavailable to local users.
12.4

THE LINK BETWEEN TOURISM AND PROTECTED NATURAL AREAS

Two seemingly divergent global trends are becoming increasingly interlinked. One is the growing demand for 'specialised' tourism, and in
particular tourism in protected natural areas. The second is a shift in
strategies for protected areas management.
In Fiji where there ig as yet, no system of national parks and protected areas,
the establishment of any such areas will be very much at the discretion of the
landowners who will rightly require an income equal to or greater than any
other potential landuse. For this reason tourism has an major role to play in
current and future attempts to set up a National Parks and protected areas
network. This is very much in line with the current move by Park managers,
away from the strictly protectionist method of National Park management
to one based on integrated development activities, of which nature tourism
86

is increasingly a rnaior component.

X2.4.1 Initiatives in the establishment of tourism linked protected areas
in Fiii.
Fiii has three ongoing initiatives in linking tourism with landowner developments for protected areas:

.
o
.

Tavoro Forest Park at Bouma on Taveuni
Waikatakata Forest Park and Archaeological Reserve, Nadroga
Tavuni Hill Fort, Nadroga

Of these only Bouma is operational at the present time. They are discussed
more fully in Chapter 21.
Other initiatives based on developing tourist activities in areas with significant natural attributes including Namenalala Island, Namuamua Inland
Tours and Vasuitetava Canoe Cruises. All these are important in that they
encourage the active participation of landowners in the tourism industry
and the national economy.

12.5

MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

It is clear Fiii is currently at a crossroad in both the specific area of tourism
development and in terms of overall national development. The country
took the road to successful tourism devel opment in the early 1 970s and now,
twenty years later, is reassessing the role it will play in the future.

Although tourism should not necessarily be strengthened at the expense of
other sectors, it is vital that its key role in the count4/s development is
rccognised. Concommitantly, given that tourism is supported by cultural
and environmental resourcet it is essential that national development in
general, and tourism in particular, are based on sound environmental
planning and management principles. In short,tourism, environmental
rnanagement and conservation arc mutually compatible and interdependent aspects of sustainable development.
Clearly the environmental resources which support the tourism industry
u stry is to conti nue to play a major
role in the national economy. At the same time the greatest ally for
environmental conservation in Fiii could well be appropriately sited and
managed tourism development and activities. Such development offers the
opportunity to provide social and economic benefits to Fiiian communities
whose only other options may be environmentally degrading and potentially non+ustainable activities such as large scale logging operations.

Tou

rism, envirCIllm ental

managernent and
coRservation are
mutually connpatible
and interdependent
aspects of sustainable
development.

must be conserved and rnanaged if the ind

The success of the cunent initiatives at Bouma, Waikatakata and Tavuni is
most important not only for the tourism industry, but also for protectd area

management and the future establishment of
and protected areas.

a

nationwide network of parks

Tavuni Hill Fort.
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L3

MINING

13.1

CURRENT MINING OPERATIONS

A single mine, the Emperor Gold Mine, operates in Fiii at present' There are
other prospects in various stages of exploration or feasibility study including a large copper deposit in Namosi, the former gold mine at Mount Kasi,
Vanua Levu and the marble deposits of Naqalimare and Wainivesi.

Another form of mining - the extraction of underwater sand deposits, has
been undertaken for many years by Fiii Industries Ltd in Laucala Bay, to be
used in the industrial manufacture of cement at their lami site.

I3,2
132.1

THE EMPEROR GOLD MINE
Economic considerations

The Emperor Gold Mine is a well+stablished mine which has been oPerating for nearly 50 years and produced over 1 1 5,000 kg of gold. Earnings from
exports make gold Fiii's third largest foreign exchange earner after tourism
and sugar (approximately $38 million in 1989-90). Cold production averaged 2,025 kg between 1983-87 , then increased sharply to over 4,200 kg in
1988 and 1989. Total employment at the mine is about 1600 with an annual
payroll of over$10 million;theGovernmentof Fiii receivesa similar amount
annually in taxes and electricity tariffs. A township of nearly 5,000 people
has developed at the mine site and is totally dependent on the mine for its
existence and future. Production is from both open cut pits and from the five

underground workings.

13.2.2 Environmental considerations
There are two potentially serious environmental hazards in the operation of

theEmperiorGold mine:

r

gos€ous discharge from the smokestack which

if improperly con-

trolled could liberate significant quantities of sulphur dioxide and
arsenic;

.

the effluent from the tailings ponds if poorly controlled could have
unacceptably high concentrations of suspended solids and hazardous levels of cvanide.

Otherconcernsincludehigh levelsof suspended solidsin themine pumping
operations which are discharged directly into the Nasivi River and possible
bund failings of the old and now unused tailing dams, of which there are
several at the mine.
An environmental impact rePort at the Emperior Mine was prepared by an
ESCAP consultant in 1981.

15.23 Curent environmental monitoring
The Department of Mineral Resources currently samples the Nasivi River
and leachate from the tailings dam on a regular basis. The samples are
analysed for a broad spectrum of pollutants. The data are held on file by the
Departsnent.

13.3

SAND MINING BY FIII INDUSTRIES LTD.

Fiii Industrie Ltd operates a c€ment manu fac turing plant at lami for which
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they require a large quantity of calcium carbonate as raw material. This is
obtained by dredging coral and alluvial sands from Laucala Bay.

133.1

Economic considerations

Fiji Indusries Ltd is 95Vo owned by a subsidiary of Fijian Holdings Ltd
which represents Fiiian provincial and government interests. The company
employs approximately l50people and has an annual turnoverof about $14
million of which $1.5 million represents nett foreign exchange earnings.
Current annual production is approximately 80,000 tonnes of cement, and
the operation has run at a loss for several years (although previously it was
very profitable).

133.2 Environmentalconsiderations
Fiji Industries require approximately 1.5 tonnes of sand for each tonne of
cement, the current requirement is approximately 120,000 tonnes annually
and this is obtained by a continuous dredging operation in two locations in
[aucala Bay, one at the inner edge of the barrier reef and the other in an area
of alluvial sediment. Current reserves are estimated at seven to eight years.
Although thedredgingoperations have been the subiect of a majorshrdy, no
environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and no post-or
duringoperation monitoring is undertaken.
The environmental concerns of the mining/dredging operation are:

.
.
.

damage caused to surrounding habitats by the fine sediments
disturbed during dredging;
change in water circulation and processes;
changes in the marine tbod resource base following modification of
the substrate.

The Fiji Industries cement plant is better known for its higNy conspicuous

smoke stack and plume and the regrrlar heavy pollution from dust and
particulates. In addition to the conc€rn over particulate levels in the
discharge, there are additional concerns of gaseous discharge in particular

sulphur dioxide.
The operation has not been the

subict of an EIA, nor is regular monitoring

undertaken.

13.4

MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
IMPLICATIONS

The mining sector is exclusively private with governnrent involved in
regulatory activities, one of which is environmental control.
Environmental issues at the existing Emperor Mine need to be distinguished
from social issues relating to living conditions and the single employer
nature of the Vatukoula township. Nonetheless with the Tawa township
downstream from the mine and a mapr area of mangroves at the mouth of
Nasivi River, environmental control of mine effluents needs to be stringent
and subject to public scrutiny.

There is a dangcr that
envirorrrnental and
social cCInsiderations
may be considered
negotiable in efforts to
encourage mining
investrnent.

Initially, a new mine at any one of the existing prospects will have maior
positive economic benefits locally and nationally. There is a danger that
environmental and social considerations may be considered negotiable in
efforts to encourage mining investment. Events on Bougainville Island in
Papua New Guinea should be a sufficient warning of the possible consequenc€s of such an approach.
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INTRODUCED PLANTS AND

t4

ANIMALS
r4.r

THESIGNIFICANCEOFSTRICTQUARANTINE

Whenever new organisms are introduced to an alien environment, whether

accidentally or intentionally, they usually arrive without their natural
enemies or competitors that normally keep them in check.
Fiii, like most other remote Pacific Island nations, has a restricted flora and
fauna when compared with the continental land masses. These plants and
animals have, over thousands of years developed their own systems of
checks and balances through indigenous natural enemies and competition.
Successful introductions of new organisms into such systems rarely fail to
be significant and it is not possible to accurately predict what will happen in
each case.
Fi

ji is very fortunate to be without many of the world's most serious diseases

and pests, but more than 507o of the important plant Pests and more than
75To of the weeds of Fiii have been inhoduced since European contact.
However, there are rurny more pest organisms elsewhere in the world
which could become established if they were introduced'
There is a risk of pest introduction whenever a ship or aircraft arrives from

overseas. Containerised cargo transport has considerably increased the
chance of accidental inboduction of pests. Trade in agricultural commodities, tourism, and the introduction of new crops all pose serious risks of pest
introduction. It is the function of quarantine to facilitate all these essential
activities while minimising the risks involved.

14.2

PESTS OF QUARANTINE SIGNIFICANCE TO

FIJI

Fiji is fortunate to be
free of many of the
world's worst animaX
diseases.

142.1 Agricultural

pests

The list of plant diseases not present in Fiji but which could become
established if introduced, is very long, Table 14.1 provides a list of some of
the more important ones. The introduction of any one of these could have
s€vere economic implications for farmers and the nation.
Fiji is particularly fortunate to be free of many of the world's worst animal
diseaset including: foot and mouth disease of cattle, goats, sheep and pigs;
Newcastle disease of poultry; and rabies which affects most mammals
including man. These diseases could be easily introduced through the
careless importation of domestic or wild animals, of poorly processed fresh
meat, or of untreated livestock products. There is no doubt the establishment of any one of these would have serious implications for the local meat
industry and potential future exports.

1422

Health threats

Fiii is most fortunate to be without malaria, the world's most serious fopical
disease. It is a potentially fatal disease which is a scourge in neighouring
Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands. If the vector mosquito became estab.

lished here, then inevitably the malaria parasite would follow and the
disease could become established. That such a scenario is possible has
alreadybeen partly confi rmed by the recentestablishmentof Aeda albopictus
in Fiji from southeastAsia whereit isa shongvectorof denguefever(14.3.3).
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Table 14.1 Some pests of major quarantine concern in

COMMON
NAME

CROP

PEST

Banana

Moko disease

Banana

Cassava

fruit fly

Cassava mealybug
Green cassava mite

Bacterial blight

Fiji

DISTRIBUTION

S.

& C. America, Philippines,

Bangladesh,
Australia, Indonesia,
Philippines, PNG, Solomon
Islands
S. America, C. & W.
S. America, Africa.

America,

Africa

S. Asia, FSM, Guam,

Palau

Citrus

Cifus greening
Mediterranean

Fruit fly

& E. Asia, S. & E. Africa.
Europe, near East, Africa, W.
Australia, Hawaii, C, & S.
S.

America
Coconut

Lethal yellowing

C. America, Florida, famaica,

W. Africa
Foliar decay
Cadang cadang

Sugar cane

Dwarf virus
Ramu stunt disease

Gummingdisease

Dalo

Taro Leaf Blight

Vanuatu
Guam, Philippines, Solomon
Islands

Australia
Papua New Guinea
Australia, S. &. C. America,
Africa, Indonesia
FSM, Hawaii, Palau, Papua New

Guinea, Solomon Islands

So*.", NEMP consultants

"".the free-ranging goat

is a scourge of delicate
island vegetfition and
their soil rescurces.

1423 Ecological threats
Fiii has been fortu nate that wi th the no table exception of the mongoose (and
perhaps the cane toad), the introduced birds and animals which have
become naturalised have failed to have a maior detrimental effect on native
species. Rather they have become established in disturbed habitats -urban,

agricultural and the like.
However, this is not always likely to be the case and the chances that a new
anival might ecologically displace a native species is very real. A prime
example is the ring-neck parakeet unwisely imported to the Kula Bird Park
at Sigatoka. The parakeet is established as an exotic in over 40 countries
worldwide and in Fiii it could very easily compete with the ku!, a bird of

great national and rientific importance. The ring-neck parakeet is, in
addition, a serious agricultural pest in most countries to which it has been
introduced.

Introduced Toad.

Often overlooked as an ecological threat is the free.rangng goat which is a
scouqge of delicate island vegetation and their soil rcsources.
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14.3

EXAMPLES OF BREACHES OF QUARANTINE

Thereare many examples of breachesof quarantine in Fiii, of particular note
are the following recently established pests:

14.3.1 The dalo beetle
This beetle is endemic in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu
where it is a serious pest of dalo, and a minor pest of sweet Potato and
banana. It was first discovered in Fiii in 1984. It had undoubtedly been here
for some time before that as it proved impossible to eradicate even after a
massive campaign.

The pest is now well established in southern areas of Viti Levu and is
spre;ding to other dalo producing areas. Unforrunately narural enemtes of
tfris Ueette are unknown even in its area of origin and control can only be
effected with pesticides.

This pest affects not only yield and qualiW of the crop but also imposes
limitations on Fiji's ability to exPort to those countries where the pest is not
present.

L43.2 The spiralling whitefly
This insect is endemic to South and Central America and was introduced to
thefuuth Pacificintheearly 1980sthrough Hawaii.Itarrived in Fiii in 1984i
85 and caused serious damage to a wide range of crops, tncludrng tomatoes,
egg plant, bele, guava, and cassava. Farmers had to resort to frequent
pesticide sprays to control the pest.

tn 1986, a parasitic wasp which keeps the Pcst in check in Central America

was imported and within 12 months had the outbreak under control.
Pesticides are no longer required.

14.33 Aeda albopictus'Dengue

vector

Recently the southeast Asian mosquito Aeda alboptctu-s (which ts a strong
vector of dengue fever) was drscovered in Fiii. lt is belreved to have been
introduccd through lmportation of tyres. Since dengue tever rs one of the
most important diseases prevalent in Fiii today, the establishment of a ner,r'
vector is particularly senous.

143.4

Pine engravet beetle

ln 1982 the pine engraver bettle was discovered in the pine plantations of
western Viti Levu. The beetle, a native of the mediterranean countries,is a
serious pest in pine plantations of Cyprus and Israel and recently in South
Africa where it has become established. Its appearance in Fiii, so far from its
native distribution, is both surprising and mysterious. To date it has not
proved a pest to pine but this cannot be taken for granted. There are many
instanc€s of plant and anirnal pests which have had insignificant impact for
many years before suddenly undergoing a population exPlosion.

14.4

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

The absence of many Pests and diseases in Fiii provides the nation not only
with a healthier environment than many other countries, but also with many
economic advantages. These include the absence of costly control measures

and an enchanced ability to grow crops and livestock. A vivid example of
this are Fiii's valuable hardwood plantations of mahogany. Such planta-
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tions cannot be grown in the countries where mahogany is native because
of the presence of the tipshoot borer (see Box 14.1).

THE MAH O G ANY TIP -SHOOT BORER

Fiji's pine plantations are conspicuous and the programme is well known
both at home and abroad. The mahogany plantations (some 42,000 ha at
present) are less well known here in Fiii because they are relatively inconspicuous, but the programme is also very successful and hailed as a notable
achievement by many foresters around the world. The planta tions increase
in value for the nation by over a million dollars each month. In Central and
South America, where mahogany comes from, plantations cannot be grown
because of a serious pest, the tipshoot borer. If this was to become
established in Fiji then all the plantations could be effectively ruined within
a matter of months.
The unwise will say "\ffell that's very unlikely to happen", but they should
then ask themselves how did thepine-engraverbeetle get to Fiii fromEurope
or South Africa (14.3.4) and how did the psyllid hopper arrive in Fiii and

other South Pacific countries from Central America in the mid 1980s.

Only strictly enforced quarantine laws reduce the chances.

15

ENERGY

L5.1

INTRODUCTION

The interface between energy and environment highlights the difficulties
between securing environmental prote'ction and achieving development
obicrtives. Energy has always been seen as essential for development,
although the often quoted linear relation between the two has been questioned in recent years.
Fiji has many small scale industries as well as a large tourist sector and the
dominating sugar industry which lead to complicated energy demands.
The energy demands of the industrial commercial sector are superimposed
on a background of domestic energ'y consumption. The domestic sector is
split between the enerry concerns of the largely electrifi ed urban population
and the often non-electrified rural population; of which many live in quite
isolated outer-island communities. In the mapr urban centers the house
hold demand can besimilarto that in anydeveloped country,whileinrural
villages the household demand can be very basic, amounting to cooking and

lighting only.
The detailed energy demand in Fiji has been the subiect of a number of
surveys. One of the first of these surveys in 79V looked at energy use in
selected rural areas. This survey found that over 90Voof householders, in
rural areas, cooked over an open fire and that over 70To used kerosene or

benzine lamps for lighting. The Nadi-Lautoka area was the subpt of
another survey in 1 982 which detailed the enerry use in over 900 households
and 150 commercial and industrial establishments. A similar survey looked
at the use of
160

energyinurban areas in Suva where over

1000 households and

commercial and industrial establishments were assessed.
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Common to all sectors, of course, is the need for transport and thus the
requirement for a supply of liquid petroleum fuels. As well as the need for
land transport Fii requires considerable energy supplies for air and sea
transPort.
The energy demand for the country is met by a mix of imported petroleum
fuels and locally derived renewable energy resources. The latter consist
mainly of bagasse generated by the sugar industry wocd used mainlv for
domestic cooking and agricultural drying, and hydre'electricity. There has
been some interest in alternatives such as solar, geothermal, wave, biomass

to electricity conversion and OTEC, but as yet the commitment to such
sources has been minirnal.

ENERGY SOUBCES
tsg0

-

FIJI

Themix of supply in Fiii isunusual in that in termsof directenergyunits, that
provided by bagasse tends to dominate due to the large relative size of the
sugar industry. In terms of cost the imported liquid petroleum fuels dominate. Table 15.1 gives the energy supply figures for Fiji in both quantities and
direct enerry unit (ioules) equivalents, Here it must be noted that the
conversion rates used for the biomass resources are for the "most likely"
moisture contents; that is bagasse at about 48Vo (wet basis) and wood al
around 30Vo (wet basis). The extra column for 1990 gives additional
information of domestic kerosene consumption gained from the oil companies. Figure 15.1 shows the split in terms of direct energy units (pules). This
figure however, does not take into account the various efficiencies of
con version or the 'quali$/ of the enerry concerned. The biomass fuels, wood
in particular, tend to be used inefficiently and so their net contribution to
useful enerry is considerably lower than indicated. Electricity on the other
hand is a 'high quali$/ energy resource and is nearly all generated from
hydro power in Fiji. To generate the same electricity using diesel power
generators would require about three times the energy equivalent in fossil
fuels.

15.2

PETROLEUM IMPORTS

Although therehasbeen some minor exploration for oil in Fiii no hydrocarbon resources have been found and today Fiji relies totally on imported
petroleum products for its liquid fuels. Some years ago there was a
suggestion that Fiji should acquire its own refinery but this option is now
generally regarded as not economically viable due to the scale and the
makeup of the demand. Thus the fuels are shipped as refined products
mainly from Australia and to a lesser extent, Singapore. Due to the very
srnall scale of the supply to the South Pacific in relation to the greater Asia
Pacific region, the resulting logistic problems lead to relatively expensive
landed prices.
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Fiii, as one of the larger consumers in the region, acts as a redistributing
center to many of the smaller island nations in the South Pacific and so the
volumes going through the terminals are generally greater than the retained
imports. In addition to sales redistribution, Fiji also bunker fuel for the
airline industry (about 1 00 million litres /yr) and a sizeable fishing industry
(30 million litres/yr). In 1990 the total imports to Fiii terminals amounted to
some 460 million litres of which about 210 million litres or 457o rveut out of
the country leaving 250 million litres consumed locally (retained imports).
Table 15.1 shows the breakdown, according to product type, of the retained
imports in terms of volume (or weight) for the years 1983 to 1990. Table 15.2
shows the same information in terms of ioules. The anomalous figures for
aviation turbine fuel for 1989 and 1990 and the shalp increase in kerosene in
the same years can be explained by the fact that they are the same product.
The provisional Fiii Bureau of Statistics data have mixed the two categories.
Data from the oil companies themselves give the actual figures for domestic

kerosene consumption at around 20 million litres/year

(190) with the

balance of the dual purpose product (DPK) going to the airline industry as
jet fuel, the bulk of which is 'exported' by airline carriers operating out of

Nadi airport.

Table 15.1
Energy sources
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Table 15.2
Energy sources
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Figure 15.2

Figure 15.2 illustrates the change in retained imports over the last eight
years. The decrease in Industrial Diesel Oil (IDO) after 19E3 reflects the
coming on-stream of Monasaw hydro and the conesponding phasing out
of diesel based generation of electricity in Viti Levu. The increase in other
products (mainly Automotive Diesel Oil, ADO and Motor Spirit, MS) has
resulted in the nett retained imports being at roughly the same level in 1990
as in 1983.
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1.5.3

TRANSPORT

Transport is an energy use sector which traverses industrial, commercial
and domestic sectors. Efficient transport of goods and persons is a nece*sary
part of the development infrastructure of any country. In Fiii's situation as
an isolated oceanic archipelago, the transport sector is particularly important.
Coastal-shipping handles between 50,000 tonnes and 1 00,000 tonnes of cargo
and 60,000 to 90,000 passengers per year. Together with locallybased fishing
it is estimated that about 30 million litres of petroleum fuels are used by
coastal shipping.
The domestic use of aviation fuel accounts for less than 2vo of the retained

petroleum imports. The energy used for international air transport cannot
be easily apportioned to energy used in Fiii. Air pacific currentry uses
around lG1 1 million litres per annum of jet fuel (Avhrr, Jet A,1 or DpK) but
this does not include the Boeing 747 *rvi.ce which is fuelled by eantas.
In 1990, land transport energSr accounted for three quarters of all retained
petroleum imports and just over a quarter of the total energy used in the
country. The number of motor vehicles has increased steadily over the years
with some fluctuations, notably a slowdown during l9g7 /88. Figurej 15.3,
I 5.4 show the registered vehicles from 1 985 until 1990. There are now over
75,400 vehicles on the roads increasing at about 57o per annum. The petroleum consumption figures give an average rate of use of fuel per vehicle of
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about 45 litres a week. This relatively high unit consumption probably
reflcrcts the high proportion of public transport (buses and taxis) used in Fiji
compared to private vehicles.
1,5.4

ELECTRI CITY PRODUCTION
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15.4.1 Background
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The supply of electricity to consumers in Fiji can be split into that supplied
by the Fiji Electricity Authority (FEA) and that supplied to rural consumers
by the Public Works Department (PWD) and private concerns. The former
is by far the larger, accounting for all the major grid areas in the main islands.
Viti Levu has the highest demand with the greater Suva area and Nadilautoka being the two main consuming regions. Prior to 1982 the demand
was met by diesel based generators.
Between 1982 and 1983 the major hydro rheme at Monasavu on Viti Levu
came into operation. The present (1991) generating capacity is 80 MW at
Wailoa power station. Wailoa is connected via a 132 kV transmission line to
both Suva and Vuda (Nadi-tautoka). The scheme, though small by world
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standards, is by far the largest single energy propct in Fii and one that
deserves particular attention from an environmental point of view.
Monasavu supplies 97Vo of all electricity in Fiji at no pollution cost. However, it is instructive to note that no comprehensive EIA was undertaken
prior to the construction of the dam; some work was carried ou t by USP staff
in 79V and 1979 bu t no real monitoring of the area began until 1 982 /83. The
earlymonitoring wasdone on an ad hoc basisbut since7985/6 the Institute
of Natural Resourcesat the University of the South Pacific has been crcmmissioned by FEA to carry out regular monitoring of the dam's water quality.
Fortunately, the scheme has been free of maiorenvironmental problems and
the country has benefitted from decreased petroleum imports and a non-

polluting source of electrical energy.

43Vo of Fiii's households are connected to the FEA grid. Although
there is considerable pressure to extend the grid further into rural areas the

About
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low demand in these areas limits the economic viability of such extensions.
Atrout 807o of FEA's cepacitygoes to the commercial/industrial sector with

domestic households getting the remaining20%o. The 1989 peak demand
was a little over 62 MW from the Monasavu based grid. As of 1989 the total
FEA installed capacity was 159 MW with the FSC and Emperor Gold Mine
having a small additional capacity. The excess capacity over the demand
being thediesel capacity in existencehforeMonasavu cameon line. Figure
15.5 shows the electricity production for the years 1983 to 1990.
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Rural electrification

Rural electrification includes both FEA grid extensions and stand alone
generation. As mentioned, the main problem with grid extensions are
economic. In some cases aid / loans have been negotiated by the Fiii Ccvernment to ease the cost burden, such as the Chinese-funded (interest-free loan)
grid extensions in Rewa. On the smaller islands and areas remote from
presentgrid lines, stand-alone systemsare themain option. Thecoreof such
systems are provided by dieset generator sett tyPically with capacities of
3.5 kW and 40kW. These systemsaredesigned primarily toprovide
lighting and (very) limited appliance use only for households in remote
villages. There are currently 170 village-based subsidized, diesel Senerator
sets maintained by the PWD in Fiji.

between

15.43 Hydropower
In addition to themain Monasavu scheme there area few mini

hydro-power

systems either in existence or nearing completion. The largest (800 kW) is

under constmction by Chinese engineers at Wainikeu in Vanua Levu.
Others include a 100kW system at Bukuya, a micro system at Tutu training
center in Taveuni and a small system at Nosoqo in central Viti L.evu. When
completed, the Wainikeu project will be connected to 8 villages, the copra
mill and to 300 consumers in Savusavu. The DOE has identified 80 potential
sites for small hydro systems on the two main Fiii islands. There is also
potential for medium sized systems (10-20 MW) in Viti Levu, with hydropower being connected to the present Vaturu Dam water supply system, as
one possible altemative.

1s.5

BIOMASS

Fiii has extensive biomass reserves including approximately-750,0fi) ha of
indigenous forest, 101,000 ha of forest plantation (pines and hardwoods)
and bme 66,000 ha of copra plantations. wood and wood wastes (including
coconut husks) are mainly used for domestic cooking and drying agricultural produce. In rural areat where an open fire is the most common method
of cooking food, the percapita consumption of firewood hasbeenestimated
around 350 kg per annum. ln peri-urban and urban areas this value drops
to 200 kg and 5O tg per annum respectively.lnT9TT, copra drying used
approximately 150 kgperannum Per capita in rural areasbut because of low
prices, ouput is reducing annually. Industry uses ar] estimated 25 million
kg pet annum of which FSC uses around 10 million kg.
The other source of biomass comes from the sugar industry in the form of
bagasse. As of 1990 Fi ji had about 70.000 ha of land under sugT cane which

yiaaea atittteover4 million tonnesof canein the 1989 season.Thisquantity
of ."n" produced 450,000 tonnes of sugar leaving about 1 million tonnes of
bagasseas a by-product. There are four mills operating: lautoka, Rarawai,
labasa and Pening. About 957o of the bagasse is burnt to produce steam for
the mill, wi th eachlonne of cane requiring some 700kg of steam at 100 €. In
addition, some steam is used to generate electricity for the mill and, in the
case of the Labasa mill and the Penang mill, some excess electricity sold to
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the FEA. Further sales of electricity by the FSC from the Lautoka and
Rarawai mills are hampered by the fact that the FEA has surplus hydropower on the rnain grid and therefore liftle incentive to purchase. However,
it is anticipated that soon after 1995, the era of surplus hydropower will have
ended and FEA may purchase electricity from the FSC mills.
There has been limited interest in developing small rale bionrass to elecFicity systems in Fiii. Several wood gasification plants were considered under

the 1984 EEC energy program but none eventuated due to perceived
difficulties with operating a relatively untested and new technology. Two
small steam reciprocating engines exist in Taveuni, one on a copra plantation produces steam for copra and cocao dr,rng and operates a 50kW
'Skinner' steam englne. The other plant is a smaller version operating a l0
kW Skinner steam engine in Navakawau village and also used for dtyr^g
coPra.
There are about 50 sawmills opera ting in Fiji, processing some 400,000 cubic

metres of roundwood. With wastage during milling of the order of 502o,
there is considerable potential for using the waste wood for energy production. In 1984 the FEA purchased a Fluidyne gasifier for evaluations. Subsequently they decided the technology was too problematic and the unit now
sits idle at Vuda. One of the mairr operators, Tropic Woods, has installed a
cogeneration facility to produce electricity for its own use and heat for
timber dryingand treatment. Other sites for biomass to electricity production are being considered at sawmills in Vanua lrvu and elsewhere in Fiji.

15.5

There are about 50

sawmills operating in
Fiii. lvith lvastage
cluring milling of the
order of fif ty percent,
there is ccnsideral]le
potentiai feir using the
waste wood for energv
production.

OTHER ENERGY SOURCES

15.6.1 Solar energy
In remote areas where the electricity demand is low, photovoltaics can
compete with small diesel generators as possible sources of rural electrification. The solar regimein the Fiji Group varies somewhat according to the
prevailing weather pattern. In the drier areas in the west of the two main
islands and on many of the smaller islands it is thought that average annual
insolation levels of around 1&20 Mi/m 2 exist, whereas in the wetter areas

facing the prevailing weather they drop to around 14-15

Mjlm

difference between summer and winter amounts to only around

2. The

6Mi/m2.

Due to the relatively high initial cost of photovoltaic (PV) systems, many in
rural areas have been subsidized by either the Government or aid funds.
Since 1983 about 350 PV systems have been installed by the Fiji govemment
in rural areas but with only limited success. Although nearly 200 radiotelephone systems are successfully run using PV systems.

Solar-thermal hot water heaters are common in urban and institutional
situations but their high cost has prevented wider dispersal. The tropical
climate in Fiji also means that water heating is generally not a high priority
among much of the crommunity.

15.52 Wind
The prevailing winds to the Fiii group are the southeast trades which blow
most of the year with some abatement in the summer months, but the local
wind regimes are not well known.It is thought, however, from the limited
meteorological data available, that the situation rnay be marginal at best,
around 4-5 m/s average annual. Some measurements indicate that in
isolated best positions, average annual windspeeds may reach around 6.5
m/s. The region is also susceptible to hurricanes in the summer months.

A wind monitoring programme for power generation is currently being
managed by the Department of Energy.
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Savusavu Hot Springe.

15.53

Geothermal

There are about 40 known hotsprings or surface manifestations of Seothermal activity in the two main islands, all associated with fault zones surrounding several volcaniccentres. The springs on Viti Levu valy between 40
- 50 "c whereas those on Vanua Levu are somewhat higher at between 50 1 00 "c. Evalua tion of the geothermal energy po ten tial is currently under way
and initial results from Savusavu in Vauna Lernr have been most encourag-

ing.

15.6.4 Other sources
Ocean-based enerry resources, such as wavepowerand OTEC are readily
accessible to Fiji but are not as yet proven. The DOE in coniunction with
SOPAC are investigating the situation and participating in ioint data gath-

ering exercises with the Norwegian government and other agencies' A
wave enerry buoy is cunently deployed south of Kadavu.

I5.7

MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
IMPLICATIONS

Fiii has benefitted greatly from the commissioning of hydroelectricity from
the Monasavu Dam. Industrial diesel oil imports dropped by two thirds
saving about $170 million between 1983 and mid 1990 in reduced imports.
A further $50 million was saved in the recent Gulf crisis. However, the
construction of such a large project without any form of environmental
impact assessment is a precedent which would be wise not to repeat. This
applies to the possible use of the existing Vaturu Dam for hydreelectricity.
Careful assessment not only to the physical impacts needs to be made but in
addition other potential land uses, in particular the conservation and
tourism potential of the dam and its catchment, need consideration.

It can be argued that Fiji makes relatively good use of biomass energy. The
two largest producers of waste, FSC and Tropik Wood both use waste to
produce power. Similarly FFI's Waivunu Sawmill now under construction
also proposes to burn mill waste to produce power. In the rest of the
sawi lling i ndustry, however, wood waste accumulates and disposal methods leave much to be desired. Fiii also has responsibilities to the international community to reduce emissions of 'greenhouse' gases, thus energy
production by burning wood wastes or bagasse needs to be examined in this
context.
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MANUFACTURING

16.I

GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

Recent changes in the direction of national economic policies focus on the

manufacturing sector.

During the last two decades, development concentrated on processing
output of the agriculture and fisheries sectors and on import substitutions.
It is believed that the sector stagnated as the limits of development through
import substitution were approached.
Current policies and strategies for the rnanufacturing sector emphasise:

Deregulation
Tariffs are replacing non-tariff barriers to trade, protection is being wound
down, and otherregulatory systems arebeing reviewed.
Incentives and support infrastmcture
Efforts are being made to boost domestic investrnent and attract foreign
investrnent into the sector.
Trade and investment promotion
New markets and sources of investrnent are hing explored, and exporting
and importing skills developed.

Training
Manpower requirements are being assessed and training capacity

up

graded.
Research and tedrnology

lnternational competitiveness requires that products made
market requirements in terms of design and quality.

in Fiji meet

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX
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76.2

RECENT PERFORMANCE OF THE
MANI,JFACTURING SECTOR

Figure 15.1 summarises the recent movements in the industrial production

index. The quantity of manufacturing output declined in

1987 and 1988,

then recovered in 1989 and 190. This recovery was led by strong growth
the newly-established garment industry.

in

in
in
terms of employment generation,with23.6Vo of total paid employment
The sector has become one of the fastest growing sectors in the economy
1990.

16.3

EIWIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Although there arc obvious exceptions, curtent operations and develop
ments within the manufacturint s€ctor have no maior adverse environmental imptications. However, any exPansion in the manufacturing sector can
be expected to increase the urban and peri-urban populations. Such increases are in themselves undesirable, but it is these locations where
environmental iszues of social concern are already deteriorating, in particular housing, sewerage and sanitation and waste disposal. Unless greater
resources are diverted to rectifying these existing deficiencies further dete'
rioration can be expected.
It is considered unlikely that 'high pollution risk' industries - heavy industry, advanced elechonic technology etc. will be greatly attracted to sefting
up operations in Fiii. This is fortunate, however, the diversity of industry
will ilearlyexpand, further taxingthe currentinadequatepollution control.
Even seemingly innocuous industries can be potential polluters for example
textiles with dyes and paint manufacturers with solvents, etc'

New industries require new industrial complexes and the current steady
erosion of prime agricultural land to other uses may be accelerated. Alternatively there rnay be fresh calls for further reclamation of mangroves and
coastal areas. Neither of these is desirable and will require careful consideration and policy directives.
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77

WASTE AND POLLUTION

1'7.1

INDUSTRIAL WASTE

lndustrial activities in Fiji are varied and quite robust for a small country in
location. Drect regulating control of water or air pollution and
monitoring are absent. Because of this, there is a serious lack of data on the
types and extent of pollution present in the country, in particular industrial

an isolated

pollution.

17.1.1 Tourism
Tourism is Fiji's largest industry and was estirnated to have generated 9350
million in 1 990 (Chapter 12). Wastes from the tourism indu stry are primarily
sewage from the guests, rcstaurants, and staff. Since most hotels and rcsorts
rely upon water and beach quality, they have a self-interest in maintaining
the quality of their surrounding environment. Sewage treatment systems at
the main hotels are usually quite sophisticated and well-run, with sewage
often undergoing primary and secondary treatment. The quality of effluent
is moni tored by some of the larger ho tels, bu t there is no moni tori ng of beach
or lagoonal water quality in these areas. Smaller tourist facilities have septic
tank systems, which ale usually adequate, but expansion of such facilities
has in some cases involved an undesirable densitv of such tanks.

17.12

Sugar industry

This is the second largest industry in Fiii, generating approximately $3O0
mjllion in total revenue, through the production of 470,000 tonnes of sugar.

Approdmately 700 km2 of land is used in growing sugar cane in Fiii. Loss
of soil from marginal cane landsapart, the chief environmental hazards of
the cane fields are the 'inputs' used, fertilizer and pesticides. The rnature
sugar cane is crushed at one of four mills in Fiii: lautoka, Rarawai, labasa
and Penang. About 8-9 tonnes of cane are crushed to produce I tonne of
sugar. The crush wastg bagasse, is used as fuel at the mills. Effluent from
the mills is primarily cane wash water which contains soil and sugar, and
waste waters from washing equipment, which may contain caustic soda.
Settling ponds are used by the mills. Poisoning of fish, in theBa River in
particular, has been blamed on caustic soda leakage from sugar mills.
Effluent from the mill is high in BoD and results in considerable reduction
of dissolved oxygen levels in receiving water for the six months of the year
that the mills operate. This undoubtedly causes damage to the aquatic

environment, including fish kills. Solid waste (mill mud and mill ash)
contains lime, nihate and phosphate. Prolonged storage of these materials
in a moist condition produces unpleasant odours, a practice which has
evoked sbong criticism from neighbouring residents.

l7J3

Sawmilling

By far the largest sawmill in the country is the Tropik Wood saw mill at
Drasa, near Lautoka. This modern facility processed 315F00 tonnes of logs
in 1990. Seventy percent of the logs are chipped for sale to fapan, and the
remaining 307o converted to timber. In terms of solid waste, the sawmill
produces about 14,0ffi tons of wood waste a year, which accumulates in a
rubbish tip that is continuously smoking from spontaneous combustion.
Some chemical waste containing copper, chromium and arsenic is generated by the treatment plant that treated 74,m tons of timber with wood
preservatives in 199Q although this has now been changed to a dry process
which is reported to generab no waste. Air pollution is generated by the
burning of sawdust waste in the boiler to produce electricity. The treatment
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plant is designed to contain spills of treatment chemicals but some of the
older treatment plants are likely to be more polluting. Water pollution
would result from run-off from the sawmill site carrying copper, chromium,
and arsenic from stacks of treated wood and effluent. There are 19 other
treatrnent plants in the country each generating some copper, chromium
and arsenic wastes.

77.1,4 Power generation
All Viti Levu's power requirements are now met, through the Monasavu
Dam project, which resulted in the 'moth-balling' of many diesel-powered
generation plants - a significant economic and environmental benefit. The
otherislandsin the Fiii Group rely upon diesel generators which generateair
pollution and noise. However, population is spa.rse on the other islands, so
no serious air pollution occurs. [For further discussion of this issue see
Chapter

15 -

Energyl.

17.1.5 Fish Processing
Fiii's major cannery is the PAFCO plant at Levuka. ltisgg%o owned by the
Fiji Government, and generated about $50 million in sales in 1990. The
plant processes approximately 15,000 tonnes of tuna a year. Fish wastes are
collected and turned into fish meal. Wastes from the fish meal plant and
from the various steps in the processing of fish are discharged directly into
the sea, and it is this water pollution that is the primary environmental
consequence of the crnnery. The wastes are high in organic content and
caus€ an area of high turbidity that can reach out as far as the reef and out
through the passage in the reef. The effluent is not toxic, and does not appear
to cause oxygen depletion in the lagoon, other than perhaps immediately
adiacent to the plant for short periods. Human wastes from the work force
of 800-1000 people go into a septic field that is clearly overloaded and seeps
into the sea. PAFCO is currently undergoing a $10 million expansion which
includes the construction of an outfall extending through the gap in the reef
and discharging at a depth of 200 m. Once this outfall is built the water
pollution problem is expected to be either much reduced or eliminated.

Solid waste from the plant is primarily waste metal from the tinplate
manufacturing plant. Waste tinplate is accumulating on PAFCO land adjacent to the plant and will eventually have to be dealt with. There are no real
smokestacks emitting air pollution, but the smell, especially from the fish
meal plant where fish wastes are dried, can be very strong.
A noxious smell emanating from Fiji's other fish cannery, Voko Industrie
at Laucala Beach, is a major complaint. Fish wastes in suspension are not
treated before disposal. The cannery is effluent, which has a very high BOD,
is dirharged into the sewerage system, greatly taxing the Kinoya Treatment, already working at near capacity.

17,1.6 Mining
There is only one active mine in Fiji at the present time, the Emperor mine
at Vatukoula. [This is discussed further in Chapter 13 - Mining.l

17.1.7 Industrial Areas
Some areas, such as Lami, Walu Bay, Vatuwaqa and laucala Beach Estate
around Suva, have a collection of smaller indushies (bottling plants, food
processing plants, paint manufacture, machine shops, furniture plants,
petroleum storage, garment manufacture) thatproduce wastes, particularly
liquid wastes, that discharge into coastal lagoons with limited water exchange. The water pollution from these areas significantly reduces water
quality in the near-shore waters around Suva and Lautoka. There are no
effective regulations to control the profusion of sources of water pollution
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in these industrial estates, and the stseams and creeks that drain these areas
are probably the most polluted in the country.
Blatant dumping of pollutants and sometime hazardous material are commonly seen in these localities. Some, such as the illegal reclamation of
foreshore using disgarded vehicle batteries in Walu Bay, should be considered a 'hazardous waste area' and because of on-going leaching of pollutants into the sea should be a high priority for mandatory clean-up'

17.1.8 Hazardous waste
There is virtually no information available on the generation, storage or
disposal of hazardous wastes in Fiii and no specific regulations available to
deal with the safe storage, transportation and disposal of this material'
Existing laws and regulations are quite inadequate.

Hazardous wastes include materials which are corrosive, such as strong
acids, alkali's and phenols; materials which pose a fire hazard during
normal handling eg. hydrocarbons, solvents; reactive materials, which are
liable to explode, generate toxic fumes or react violently with air, water,
shock or heat, or toxic materials, ie those that are threatening to the life or
health of people, plants or animals. Toxic materials include asbestos, heavy
metals, cyanide, chlorinated hydrocarbons such as the organochlorine

rj
Fiii

pesticides and PCB's; organophosphorus and carbamate insecticides widely
used in agriculture and even in the home, infectious hospital wastes and
many other chemicals and wastes.
The rate of generation of hazardous waste in Fiji is difficul t even to estimate.

In developed counhies estimates of hazardous waste generation range
from 1 2 to 28 kg per person per year, the average typically being around 1 5kg
p€r person per year. Making the assumption that as a semideveloped
country the rate for Fiii could be between one quarter to one half of this, ie
4 to 8 kg per person per year indicates that the total volume of hazardous
waste requiring safe disposal per year would be in the range 3,000 to 6,000
tonnes per year. The actual amount of material, however, is less important
than the state of cunent practice. There are no industrial waste treatment
plants or hazardous waste landfills in Fiii, and therefore it must be assumed
that virtually none of this materials is being disposed of properly.
The specific types of

hazardow

wastes being generated in Fiii

I

IO

will include

but notbe limited to the following:
Pesticideg including pesticide wastes, obsolete chemicals, chemical
containers etc; some are flammable and corrosive as well as being
toxic, and it is likely that there are still large stocks of banned,
withdrawnand out of datechemicalsstill instorage throughout the

muntry;

in foresFy such as arsenous compounds, boron
compounds and copper-chrome-arsenate sludges from timber treatmenU

Chemicals used

Petroleum wastes and waste lubricating oils, which are toxic and
contain large amounts of carcinogenic compounds, in addition to
being inflammable; sediments and sludges from petrol and oil
storage, frequently containing toxic tetra-ethyl lead;
Asphaltic oils and tarry and bituminous wastes;
Health, dental and hospital wastes, including many toxic
chemicals, heavy metals and infectious materials;
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[tB's in some electical

.

Asbestos-containing materials used in construction (for roofing

transformers and most capacitorg
including large ones in power stations and electrical substations
as well as small ones associated with flourescent tighting.

pipework, ceiling insulation, firewalls etc as well as for lagging
arnund old steam and hot wabr pipes.

.

A wide variety of chemicals used in industries of which the rrnst
corrunon are the heavy metals (copper, lead, zinc, chromium,
nickel, cadmium, mercury and arsenic) used in many
applications such as metal treabnent, corrosion prctection, antifouling,leather tanning, clothes dyeing, printing etc etc; acids
and alkali's; solvents and a wide variety of organic chemicals.
Even a seemingly innocuous manufacturing operation such as
gas-rnaking resulb in large volurnes of an alkaline sludge of
calcium hydroxide which requires safe disposal.

At the present time safe disposal of hazardous wastes is not, in the main,
ocrurring. There harre been many examples of highty toxic materials
simply being dumped on land or into the wtarecours€s, mntaminating
surace water and potentially groundwater as well. Some of these
chemicals arc sufficiently toxic that they would be faAl to a small child
ingeting them, and have the potential to contaminate foodstuffs as weil.

I7.2

WASTEWATER AND SEWERAGE

Despite mairr improvements in sewage beaEnent and disposal, alrout4O7o
of Fiii's population lacks proper sanitation facilities.
In urban areas 51% of the approximately 50,000 dwellings have a flush toilet

in which wastes are either retained in septic tanks or dischaqged into the
local sewerate systern In the rural are as, otldy 12Vo of 74519 dwellings have
flush toileb. The primary conc€m with sewage wastes is disease caused by
pathogenic bacteria in human faeces. cholera is one disease which results
from poor sanitation. A second problem with sewage waste is that the high
concentrations of nutrients can cause algal booms that are destructive to the
ecologr of receiving watens.

In Fiji the rnain problems occur in urban areas that are not sewered. Much
of the Suva area, for instance, is located on 'marl' which does not allow septic
tank effluents to percolate properly. In additiory the high annual rainfall
(more than3000nrm annual average) and Iow evaporation (1300 mm annual
average) resulb in ftequent saturation which tends to prevent oxygen
penetration. This leads to slow and inefficient nahrral treatment from the
city's septic tanks. Combined, they result in very widespread seepage of
sewate waste into Suva'snurnerouscreeks. Someof these,such asNubukalou
Creek, havebeen descriH as sewers rather than creeks [see Box 1Z.l].

B
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AECAL COLIEORITT COUNIS IN SUVA S CREEI(S

Average faecal coliform concentrations greatly exceed internationally acceptable standards in most if not all of Suva's creeks. While there is no
absoluE crorreliation between the level of faecal coliforms and the risk of
illness or disease, shrdies have established a general relationship betr,r'een
the level of sewage pollution and the incidence amongst bathers of gastro'ntestinal illness.
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Of particular concern is Nubukalou Creek which drairs a mapr area ol the
city which is without sewerage. With faecal coliform levels thousands of
tirnes above an acrctptable level it should be regarded as a sewer. The
continued sale of fish along the creek bank with the consequent use of its
water for washing them is a serious health hazard.

FAECAL COLIFORM COUNTS IN SUVA
(WaitaOa was sampled

at 3 slte8,
Suva is Nabukalou Creek)
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Figure 17.1

Rapid urban growth has outstripped planning and development resulting
in inadequate sewage treatsnent capacities for nearly all the urban centres.

Table 17.1 : Sewerage facilities in some urban areas of

Town

Population

Capacity of

(1985 Crnsus)

Sewage heaEnent

plant(EP)

Suva

141,273

50,000 (Kinoya)
15,000 (Raiwaqa)

Labasa

16592

6000

Nadi

15220

10ooo

Fiji

Point of
sewage discharge
waste

Iaucala Bay
Vatuwaqa River

Nadi River
downstream of the

town

Lautoka

39,057

25,000

Sea

outfall,

inside Barrier
Reef

Sigatoka

4f,n

4,(X)0

Mouthof Sigatoka
River

Nausori

13,982

5,000

RewaRiver
bridge

Source: Institute of Natural Resources, USp
EP: Estfunated Populatlon

Note
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Also included in Table 17.1 is information on where the treated wastes are
discharged. For Suva, in addition to the Vatuwaqa River discharge and the
Kinoya oudall, there are sewage effluent discharges into the Wailada Creek
at lami and the Leveti Creek at Nasova. Monthly monitoring for bacterial
concentrations in the vicinity of all the treatment plants is carried out by the
National Water Quality Laboratory, at the Kinoya Sewage Treatment Plant.
However, these data are not released to the public and are therefore not
available for determining the status of the environnrent or the trends which
are occurring.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

17.3

173.1

Garbage

dunps

Virtuallyall urbanareas in Fiji haveproblemswith their solid wastedisposal
sites (see Table 1 7.2). The most pressing problem is the Suva City dump. The
smell pervades Delainavesi and the main road into Suva, and the water
leaching from the dump carries pollutants including, no doubt, pesticides
used daily at the dump to control vermin, directly into the sea in an area
heavily used for recreational and fishing purposes.

No municipal garbage
durnp in Fiji is
managed to accepted
in tematicnal standards.

The Suva City dump has exceeded normal capacity limits and is now merely
increasing in height. The search for an alternate site has been long, tortuous

and to date unsuccessful. It is clear that if the dump had in the past been
managed to acceptable standards, the reaction to having a new site anywherc in the vicinity would not be as vehement as it currently is.

Table 17.2

Fiji's municipal waste dumps

Arca
Placc

Populc-

Dump

tion

prc3cnt

lcrt.l

tlt

30 000

Yes

TYpc

Land

Location

Owncr

Surf

ln

Chargc

t5l

totll

Urc

t8l

3

Yes

Remarks

t7l

Cities
Lautoka

mangrove

nexl to

Stato

t5

river and
urban area

burning, levelling,
compaction, insecticide, no pollution
recordod, maintenance acc€ss difficult

Suva

(city)

75 000

Yes

mangrovo

noxt to
river, sea

Stote

all

Yos

and town

burning, levelling,
compaction. insocticide, dump is full,
pollution of sea, river
and air

Town
Ba

8 000

Yes

forest

lkm

urban

State

t

1

Nono

burning, levelling, no
pollution reportod

State

4

z

Yes

levolling, waste
covering, road upgrading, insecticido,
no pollution reported
oxcapt fly nuisance

n.a.

n.a,

n.a.

n.a,

use of Suva City
dump llocated in
Lami). complaints
concerning bad
maintenance of tho
site

area, .Skm
village
Labasa

Lami

l6

000

nol
grvon

108

Yes

mangrove

No (4)

n.a.

close to
river

n.a,

Levuka

8 200

QI

(3)

Nadi

r6000

5 000

Nausori

Sewaaw

4 000

Yes

mangrove

next to

NLTB

o.6

o.2

Yos

levalling & compaction, villages have
private pits, smell
and air pollution, lack
of cover soil

Private

1

all

Yos

compaction, lovelling,
no pollution reported,
soa pollution
suspected. shallow
watertable. dump full

State

't

1

Yes

lovolling, insocticide,
rivor pollution and
smell, lack of cover
material, covor
problem along river

NLTB

2.5

0.5

Yos

levelling, ineocticide,
no pollution reported

n.a.

n.a.

n.8.

n.8.

individual households
are burning and

s€a

Yes

Yes

Yos

mangrove

n6xt to

(shors)

304

forost/

next to

swamp

river

mangrove

close to
304

Rural
aroSs

60 000

Ba

No (4)

n.a.

n.a.

burying waste, some
villages have
communal pits
Labesa

10 000

No (4)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Lautoka

not
given

No (4)

n.a.

n.a.

n.8.

n.6.

n.a.

n,a.

60 000

No (4)

Nadi

use of Ba town dump
use of Lautoka city
dumD

n,a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n,6.

use of Nadi town
clump

Nausori

60 000

No

n.a.

Navua

25 000

Yes

mangrove

n.a.

lOOm

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

private individual pits
encouraged, some
villages have
communal svstem

State

1

o.2

Yos

levolling when funds
and machinory are
available, smell and
fly nuisance are

from sea

reportad
Rakiraki

5 000

Yes

mangrove

noar sea

State

2

o.2

Yas

levelling, compaction
and use of insecticide, lack of covering
material and
machinerV

Taveuni

7 000

No

n.a.

Tawa

33 000

Yes

depression

Suva

70 000

No (4)

n.a.

n,a,

=
=
=

n.a.

n.a.

n,a,

dumping in
communal and
individual pits

Private

2

1

Yes

levelling. no traatmont of Yva6te, no
pollution reponed

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.8,

uso of Suvo City
dump

(5) =
16) =
(7) =
18) =

NLTB : Native Land Trust Board
ownsd by Vatukoula Gold Mine
spproximato area in ha

(61

n.a.

n.a. = not applicablc

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)

n.a.

is a dump ptesont, owned or leaded by tho authority
d6ts obtainod from thc Rural Local Authority
populetion of the total island of Ovalou
dump of the nearby town or city is usod

charge includod in thc city of town rate

Source: llineral Resources DepartDent.
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Another example of poor waste management is the Nausori dump, which
River. The dump, which is upstream from
the town, pollutes the river through leachate and runoff, is susceptible to
being washed away in floods, and is an eyesore.
is located on the bank of the Rewa

A characteristic of all but two municipal dumps in Fiji is their location in
former mangrove habitat+ Table 17.2. This is not a result of being unable to
secure other sites, rather that mangrove areas being state land does not have
to be negotiated neither does it involve the payment of lease rent. Their use
is merely a financial and expediency measure. Mangrove areas are totally
unsui table for garbage dumps unless seepage of pollu tants can be contained
by lining and bunding the whole area with an impervious material. No
municipal garbage dump in Fiii is managed to accepted international
standards, (despite claims to the contrary) and none could be derribed as
a 'sanitary landfill'. Open dumping and burning is the most fitting general
description.
There are also social issues involved, 'scavengirtg' is becoming prevalent at
some dumps (for example Lautoka) and this is a grave risk to health.

It is clear refuse disposal and the management of garbage dumps is a
national dilemma which requires a firm govemment initiative. Alternatively municipal authorities require decentralisation of power from the
cen tral Board o f Heal th, giving them the power to set fees, enforce pa)rmen t,
and levy fines.

17.3.2 Air and noise pollution
Because of relatively rapid urbanisation in Fiji, industries and vehicles are
increasing faster than theconholling agencies are able to maintain control.
In consequence the pollution situation is deteriorating. Apart from increasing cases of manifest environmental abuse (e.g. Fiii Industries Cement
Factory at Lami), background levels are also strongly suspected to be

increasing. But in the absence of regular monitoring this cannot

be

verified.

Air pollution
Principal atmospheric pollutants from stationary sources in Fiji are:

o

Dust from

quarries, asphalt plants, cement mills, stone crushers,
furniture making and road dusts from vehicles.

AIR POLLUTION IN SUVA CITY
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.

Odour nuisances from fish canneries, slaughter houses, sewage
treatment plants, edible oil refineries, beer factoriet soap factories
and garbage disposal sites.

r

Poisonous gas and fume emission from diesel buses and lorries,
petrol driven vehicles, the gold mine, asphalt plants, etc. and soot
and smoke from sugar mills and timber mills.

T"lu ir no. regular

monitoring of air pollution and even data from spot-

checks are fragmentary. The latter indicate that levels of dust and particulates can be high in certain locations such as the Suva Bus Terminal. ln so far
as can be determined from such paucity of data, these levels and those of gas

pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulphurdioxide, ozone and
hydrogen sulphide) do not appear to be found inioncentrations likely to
result in adverse health affects.

Noise levels
Noise pollution in Fiji includes the following sources:

o
o
.
I
.

industrial processes
vehicles
recreation venues (eg. night clubs)

dogsbarking
from residential premises (eg. motor mowers)

As with air pollution, there is no monitoring of noise levels. spot-checks
indicate suva is a very noisy city where background noise levels are above
the'acceptable limif and in many cases above the extreme limits, almost

inespective of location.

NOISE LEVELS IN SUVA CITY
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1733 Litter
Public awareness of litter is relatively low in Fiji: for example, after public

eventstheamountoflitterisenormous.Publicareasareseriouslyunderserved
with garbage cans. Litter is routinely thrown onto the foreshore and into
rivers and mangroves. Regulations defining litter and controlling its
disposal have iust been introduced by the Government.
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In rural areag villages tend to be well kept and clean, but coastal and riverfront villages often dispose of their waste in the water. Although this may
be a perfectly effective method of dealing with food wastet it is not suitable
for modern garbage, with its high quantities of metal, plastic and glass.

ffi

The problem of littering cannot be solved by legislation alone. Public
education is required to increase awareness about litter and to change
behaviour patterns. Coastal villages in particular need to be advised of
bettermethods of disposal than dumpingin the sea. The tourism poster that
reads 'Fiji - the way the World Should Be'will become an empty boast if
Fiji is perceived as a place where beaches are fouled with litter.

173.4

Reqycling waste

With the exception of certain bottles, and the recently established Tiko
Industries operation, there is no significant recycling of waste in Fiji. The
mapr reason is the insufficientquantity and the dispersed distribution of the
waste which makes it uneconomical to invest in a recycling plant.
Such considerations do not usually include cost-saving to the municipal

authorities concerned in the reduction of volume to be collected and
disposed. Clearly government or municipal authorities should offer economic incentives to attract such investment.

PESTICIDES

17.4

17.4.1

Usage

Fiji imports approximately F$l,900,000 worth of pesticides annually, (sce
Table 17.3).

Table 17.3 Value and volume of imported pesticides (includes
tion that are re-exported).

Pesticide
Pesticides'

1989 F$ 1989

Kg

1375,664196521

Fungicides 97,827 13,274
Herbicides 350,911 40,083

1990

2,077,089 423,'/-48

propor-

F$ 1990 Kg

1,110,650 135,207
78,233 7,677

508,050 44,127

Mosquito Coils 252,687 773,270
Totals

a

158,335 139105

1,865,28 326415

Source: Fiji Government Bureau of Statistics

1. Included here: Insecticides, rodenticides,
nematicideg fumigants.

While the total figures in Table 17.3 may be correct, the accuracy with which
the products have been categorised is in doubt. Importers and retailers
estima te tha t herbicides make u p a pproxi ma tely 75 7o by vol u me and 55 7o by
value of all pesticides sold.

Fiii's Pesticide Register lists about 600 products based on about 95 active
ingredients. However, many of these are now no longer used. There is no
legal requirement that such products be removed from the register but
efforts are being made to do this. Also, several products have had their
registration cancelled after new evidence of possible harmful side effects
became available, for example, the herbicide 2y',5.T and most of the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides (e.g., Dieldrin and Aldrin). Commonlyused
pesticides are listed in Table 17.4.
1't2

Table 17.4 List of most commonly used pesticides.

PESTICIDE

Hazard class

Crop use

Moderately

Sugar cane
Sugar cane

Remarks

Herbicides
2.4.D
asulam
dicamba

ioxynil
MCPA
Paraquat

propanil

Verylow
& veg.
Very low

Sugar cane

Moderately

Sugar cane

Slightly
Moderately

Veg., planta-

Often sold mixed
with other active
ingredients.

Rice

tion & Sugar-

This and 2,4.
D are the most

cane, Rice

used

Slightly

Insecticides
acephate

Bacillus th'.
BPMC

carbaryl
chlorfluazuron

Slightly
Very low
Moderately
Moderately
Very low

Rice and veg.

Vegetables

Bacterium

Rice
Rice & veg.

Harmful to bees

Vegetables

Insect growth

regulator
diazinon
MIPC

pyrethroids

Moderately
Moderately
Very low

Rice
Rice

Harmful to bees
Harmful to bees

Vegetables

Toxic to fish

Slightly
Veqy low

Cocoa
Vegetables

Slightly

Ginger
Cinger

Fungicides
Copper based

benomvl

Black pod control

Nematicides
dazomet

methyl

bromide Not classified

metam-sodium Moderately

Used by licensed
operators only

Ginger

Source: National Environmental Management Proiect

l.Hazard Class: Follows the WHO recommended classification of
pesticides by hazard.

A range of household insecticides are retailed throughout Fiii; the main
active ingredients are propoxur, pyrethrins and pyrethroids. None gives
cause for concern in normal use.
Pesticides arealso used by pest control companiesand public health officials

to control rats, disease vectors and nuisance insects. The main active
ingredients in use are brodifacoum, bromadialone, diazinon, difenacoum,
d-phenothriry malathion and propoxur. All arein themoderate to slightly
hazardous catagories.
Fumigants are applied only by trained plant quarantine and pest control
company officials. Only three are commonly in use: ethylene dibromide,
methyl bromide and phosphine.

Do ilttl put trstk'.dcs
alnnh botlles.

inlo

Burn or hury
?arpt! (lnlornc.s

There are no regulations to specifically control how pesticides are used on
farms and other work places. However, commercial pest conhol operators

rrtaycome under the Factories Act.
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Box 172

BIOLAGICAT CONTROT

you nane the scientific discipline for which Fiji is known all over the
world? It's Biological C-ontrol, keeping down pests by using their natural
enemies rather than chemicalr The task your cat does ..... exterminating the
household rae and mice.

C-an

Fiii's copra industry owesits verysurvival to thebiological control of not one
pest but at least five, One of these was so successful that th€ pest, the
attracdve levuana moth, is probably rrow extirrct. Another pest, the cpconut
spike moth was under control in Fii fifty yers ago, and it was to Fiii that the
experts recently came to €rry the sucressful predator to the Philippines, the
giant of the copra world. The occasional rhinoceros beetle is stitl seerU but
its rnerrbers ale severeJy depleted by a viral disease from Malaysia.

When we spend time and money killing insects indiscriminately with
chenricals, it is as well to rernember that there are other more environmentallyacceptable ways.

17.42 Supply
Several companies import ready-formulated pesticides and these companies are also the main retailers. One company, is able to formulate products;
these are 2,4.D, carbalyl, diazinon, dimethoate, diuron, malathion, MCPA,
MSMA, naled, paraquat and propanil. This company also does some repackaging.
Large agricultural concerns and pest control companies are permifted to
import products they have registered themselves for their own specialised
uses. These are used by their own staff and are not for sale.

Products are predominantly sourced from mapr international chemical
companies in Australia,lapan, New Zealand and the USA; these indude:
BASR Bayer, ICI, M&B and Monsanto. A few are also supplied by an
Australian-based formulator, NuFarm, and an Israeli company Makhteeshim

Hagan. However, some products and active ingredients in particular,
acephate and paraquat are also obtained from less well known sources in
S.E. Asia and Taiwan.
Imported products and active ingredients are not checked for quality and
composi tion; neither are the prod ucts tha t are formula ted locally. Ind eed the
legislation in this area has neverbeen adequately tested as theonly known
case (against supposedly sub'standard MIPC) was settled out of court and
the product withdrawn.

17.43 Legislation
The Pesticides Act of 7977 regulates the use and sale of pesticides through
the Pesticide Regulations 1971.
The Act prohibits the use or sale of pesticides in Fi[ unless they have been
registered with the Registrar. The Deputy Perrnanent Secretary (Services)
MPI&C is gazetted as the Regishar.
The Registrar is empowered to:

t
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reglster a pesticide with or without conditions;

r
.
.

refuse registration, with reasons

if requested;

require label changes on registered products;
cancel registrations with 6 months notice (subject to appeal).

The Act requires that all changes to the label, containers and formulation
must be approved by the Registrar. It also empowers the Minister to make
regulations to control the use and sale of pesticides.
The Regulations specify the types of data to be submitted in support of
registration and the details to be incorporated into the product label. In
particular, information on safe use, storage and first aid should be written
in English, Fijian and Hindustani.

All pesticides intended for use against pests of the major crops are tested incountry through two growing seasons before they are registered. This is
done by Covernment research officers, often with the assistance of the
chemical companies, and enables them to issue country-specific recorrrmendations for use.
Applications for registration and, where appropriate, the results of incountry testing, are collated by the Registration Officar before being circulated to an unofficial Pesticides Committee for comment. The Registrar then

ox
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3

INTERNATION AL ASSISTANCE TO NATI ON AL PESTICIDE
MANAGEMENT

In 1989, SPC/FAO sponsored a workshop for Pacific Island countries on the
implementation of the FAO International Code of Conduct on the Dstribution and use of Pesticides. Fiii was represented by the Registration officer.
The workshop recommended that Governments of Pacific island countries
take steps, within their capabilities, to implement their responsibility under
the Code.

derribes the shared responsibility of many segments of society in
the distribution and use of pesticides. It seeks to establish voluntary stan-

The Code

dards for all public and private bodies involved with pesticides.

within the Pacific region the south Pacific commission Plant protection
Service (SPC-PP1S) promo tes the Code and provides a service of training and
assistance in all aspects of plant protection.
The Intemational Association of National rrade Associations for Manufac-

turers of Agrochemicals (GIFAP) has issued a much acdaimed series of
pictorial 'Guidelined and posters for the safe management of pesticides. The
SPC-PI|S has distributed copies of these to all its rnember countries.
The Extension Service of the Ministry of Primary Industry provides farmer
traininginall aspectsof cropproduction, including the safeand efficient use
of p,€
pesticides.Plantprotection research staff routinelyassiston theseclcurses.
This is a continuous task as the pesticide safety message needs frequent
reinforcing.

Staff of the larger pesticlde suppliers and retailers receive regular product

knowledgetraining.Thisindudesproperstoragepractices, toxicity, firstaid
and safe and efficient use. It is not known what kinds of training the small
retailers receive. Under the FAO Code of Conduct it is a responsibility of
industry to see that this is done.
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decides whether to registertheproductornotand what conditions to attach

to the registration. The Committee consists of the Drector of Preventive
Medicine and the Chief Pharmacist from the Medical Department, and nine
senior officers of MPI&C. Comments are rarely sought from dealers, users
or environmental protection officials.
The lack of checks on quality and the low level of import surveillance
Fiji to the threat of 'dumping' of large quantities of low quality
products or those which are banned or restricted elsewhere. The two most
significant areas open to abuse are:

exposes

r
.

the lack of checks on the importation of active ingredients to ensure
they have been obtained from the registered manufacturer;

'Pi8gyback' registrations - where different formulations of previously-registered products are registered with much reduced scrutinY.

'Dumpingl of pesticides in Fiji, however, is unlikely to be a significant
problem because:

r
.

the most commonly used pesticides are not banned or severely
restricted elsewhere;
rnost products and active ingredients are sourced from reputable
international companies;
Fiii companies do not usually hold large stocks due to the expense;

o

the market is very small.

o

and

A recent pesticide sector review (Lunn 1989), made several recommendations:
a

a

a
a
a

a

formal establishment of a Pesticides Committee;
formal appointrnent of Inspectors;
licensing of distributors and dealers;
improvement of analytical facilities;
improved liaison with Customs;
training of the Registration Officer.
the
the
the
the

Apart from some training for the Registration Officer none of these recommendations have been implemented.
The review concluded that while the present system is administered satisfactorily, it is fortunate that most products are sourced from reputable
companies in countries where their safety, environmental impact and
bioefficiency have already been evaluated.

17.4.4 Accidents with pesticides

Pollution atrd waste
disposal are issues of
grave national concern.
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Several cases of pesticide poisoningare reported each yearin Fiji. Mostoccur

through the deliberate misuse of the product, ranging from the use of
pesticides for fish poisoning to suicide attempts. Pollution must also occur
from runoff and the incorrect washing of equipment and improper disposal
of unused pesticides. However, no monitoring for pesticides has everbeen
carried out in Fiii, so the extent of this, and its effects are unknown. All these
stem from a lack of knowledge and care in use. One widespread practice of
particular concern is the use of an insecticide in small streams and creeks to
obtain freshwater prawns. Many of the prawns caught in this rulnner are
sold at the roadside. Enhanced retailer and farmer training, and public
awareness campaigns rather than legislation are required to counter these.

17.5

MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
IMPLICATIONS

Pollution and waste disposal are issues of grave national concern not so
much because of the known or susPected threats to human heal th and safety,
but because the issues are being effectively ignored or mismanaged.
There are several reasons for this, including the lack of appropriate regulations, absence of monitoring data and lack of national standards. But,

overall there is a lack of govemment direction and initiative.
There is an urgent need for the following:

.

A national inventory of pollution sources, including particularly
the nature and volume of hazardous wastes, so that the scale of the
problem can be determined, priorities identified and environmen-

tal monitoring properly targeted.

.

tegislative framework for management of waste and pollution,
including emission standards, water quality guidelines, ambient
air quality targets and procedures for the identification and treatment or disposal of hazardous wastes.

.

Institutionalframeworkforwastemanagementandenforcementof
regulations.

.

A national environmental monitoring programme, supplementing
existing monitoring programmes and focussed on the key areas of
concern, especially the cities and large towns, industrial estates,

tourist areas, agricultural and logging areas.
Pesticide use is a hazardous occupation which needs effective communication with the users. Legislation alone will be ineffective. As a small nation,

Fiii is in a very difficult situation with respect to the control of pesticide
registration and quality. It is too large and expensive a task for Fiii to
undertake all the elaborate trials and tests for national registration of the
many products brought out each year. Yet neither is blindly following
standards or the lead of other countries always beneficial.
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18

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY IN
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

18.1

DEVELOPMENTPLANNINGIgTI.IggI

Fiji has engaged in some form of development planning since the end of
World War 2. The planning was used as an instrument for stimulating
economic development. Early plans, however, were simply capital development budgets for the public sector. The initiation of more sophisticated
planning was closely tied to the introduction by the United Kingdom of the
Commonwealth Development and Welfare Grant Scheme. Under the
scheme British colonies were required to submitdevelopment plans in order
to qualify for financial aid. On this basis Fiii formulad its first Develop
ment Plan for the ten years 1949-1958. Following this another eight development plans were formulated, the most recent being for periods lg7l-Ts
(DP6), 197G80 (DPn,1981-85 (DP8), and 198690 (DI,9).

No development plans have been prepared since DP9 fotlowing the
Govemment's decision to follow the path of deregulation and a poliry
decision to promote economic growth through increased private sector
development. However, in 1989 the Government convened a National
Economic Sumrnit, subsequently producing the document,'policies and
Shategies for the Short and Medium Term'. This was repeated in 1991 with
the production of a T.eview of Perfonnance and Prospects' of Fiji's economy.
Development plans are a blueprint of a countr/s cross-sectoral policies,
strategies and programs for a given period. It is therefore worth tracing the
development of national environment policies within the plans and evaluating the extent of their implementation aspartof this'stateof Environment,
review. The present state of the environment is, after all, largely a result of
the past national development planning process.

18.1.1 DP6(

.97t-751

This development plan was the first prepared following Independence. The
plan had no specific section on environrnent but contained statements on
resource use/environment issues which, 20 years later, could be regarded
as prophetic. Specifically:

Agriculture
'It is in the national interest that arrangements for the use and occupation of
the limited agricultural lands of Fiii be designed to preserve and develop
their prod uctivi ty, to guard against erosion and to encourage working them
in such a manner that productivity increases rather than falls'.
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Forestry
'... more control of felling is needed in order that forest resources are not

prematurely exhausted'.
Policy obpctive: 'to protect and develop natural vegetation where its retention is necessary for climatic reasons and for the conservation of resources
of soil and water necessary for good agriculture and to ensure adequate and
continuous supplies of forest produce'.

'\ilith tourism becoming an important industry .... the amenities provided
by forests and trees should be developed as a tourist attraction, as well as
catering for the local population'.

Fisheries
'Marine pollution is becoming a serious problem and one of increasing
concern with regard to itseffecton fisheriesresources. Itisintended to study
the effects of pollutants discharged from ships, the disposal of noxious
chemicals, sewage, rubbish and other urban and industrial wastes'.

18.1.2 DP7 (I976{,J'l
In terms of national environmental policy DP7 was a milestone. A specific
chapter,'Developrnent and the Environmen(, was included in the plan's
overall statement on national development objectives and strategies, prior
to thechapters on individual sectoral plans. This was the first and last time
a broad overview approach was taken to the national environment in the
preparation of development plans.
The development plan

statd that:

"Economic development which is undertaken in accordance
with ecological principles, paylng due respect to the need to
plan resource exploitation carefully and to limit the dispersal
of wastes in the environrnent, is better development. In some
cases, in simple economic termg it may initially cost more. In
the long term the economic, social and environmental benefits
will far outweigh these initial costs. Only an ecological approach to development now will enable us to hand on to future
generations a carefully managed, relatively unpolluted land
with adequate and comparatively undamaged natural re'
sources.

During the Plan period, Governmenfls fundamental goal will
which
is consistent with the maintenance of a healthy environment
and with the generation of benefits for all of the people, today
and in the future".

be to exploit Fiji's natural resources wisely, in a manner

In order to achieve this goal DP7 presented the following obiectives:

o
.
o
o
o

coastal development proposals will be carefully evaluated with a
view to balancing environmental costs against expected develop

ment gains;

public access to beaches will continue to be promoted;
soil erosion, a serious constraint on development, will be curbed;
appropriate soil conservation techniques will be required for all
development proiects;

mineral exploration and mining will be permitted only in the
context of strict environmental safeguards;
development of technologies which produce less waste will be
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encouragd, stringent standards will be insisted upon for effluent
quality and outfall locations;
existing legislation to restrict sales of dangerous pesticides will be
effectively enforced;
encouratement will be given to the development of indigenous
nonpolluting sourc€s of enerry;
o

action

o

more national parks and reserves for study, recreation, species
protection, tourism and landscape protection will be established;
environmental education will be vigorously promoted through
schools and among the public;
a comprehensive national environmental policy will be prepared as
a basis for administrative and legislative developmentsin thisarea,
a key feature will be a requirement for advanced environmental
impact studies of development proiects where such impacts are
Iiable to have a significant effect.

will

be taken against excessive noise;

In a concluding discussion on policy, administration and legislation the
chapter forecast the development of an environmental administration structure to link 'various Ministeries whose activities bear on the environment'.
It also stated that an advisory Fiii Environment Council would be estab.

lished.
The DP7 environment goal and obiectives represen ted an impressive led ger
of achievementt if implemented. However, most of the more significant
issues are still unresolved or inadequately dealt with today. By the end of
the development plan period the only significant achievement was the
establishment of the Environmental Management Committee in 1980. It is
notable that nobudgetaryprovision was allocated for implementation of the

obiectives.

Brief environmental considerations were noted in the sectoral plans for
Forestry, Tourism, Mining Lands and Energy. Those for the last two are of
interest:
Lands
'.. considerable emphasis will be placed on ensuring that land reclamation
does not adversely effect the ecology of the area or unduly interfere with the

natural river regime' (This statement follows a discussion of maior mangrove reclamation proiects during DP6, including 380 hectares at Raviravi
which DP7 predicted would be under cane by 7976 - se box 8.1).
Energy
'In future all energy development schemes will be subiect to rrutiny of their

environmental impact'. (It is notable that neither Monasavu or Vaturu
Dams had comprehensive environmental impact ass€ssments undertaken
subsequent to the formulation of this policy objective).

18,13

DP 8 (1981-85)

Following the inclusion of 'environment'in the overall development stratery of DP7, the placement of environment in DP8 represents a significant
drop in status, as it was placed within the Social and Community Develop
ment sector. Not only was the environment sectorised but it was included
within the category l-eisure, Recreation and the Environment'. Accordingly, the main emphasis of the discussion on environment rclates to
amenity values (parks and reserves for recreation).
However, the plan reaffirmed that the obiectives of DPTstill applied to the
DP8 period. In assessing progress d urin g DP7, i t was acknowled ged tha t the
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operation of the National rrust was "hampered by limitations on resources

and trained staff" -a situation which remains unchanged in 1992. With
regard to progress, the plan stated that an inter-ministerial Environmental
Management Committee was established as ,,the main forum within Government through which environmental concerns, research priorities and
coordination will be discussed". The plan also forecast thatanEnvironmental Unit would be established within the Department of rown and Country
Planning to implement policies. However, this did notbecomea realityuntil
7989.

The plan also stated that a National Parks and Reserves Act would be
would 'effectively provide for the preservation and protection of the natural environment including unspoilt landscape, reefs and
watiers, indigenous flora and fauna, habitats and ecological systems, features of scenic, historic or archaeological interest or other scientific interest '.
Such legislation still remains to be enacted. DP8 was the first plan to specify
ludgetaryallocation for environmental concerns, with an annuar budget of
$9O000 indicated for the National rrust. However, an annual alrocation of
that sum has never been provided to the Trust, it has always been considerablv less.
enacted which

With respect to other sectoral planning the following objectives are of
particular interest:
Forestry
.....

it is very important to ensure the long term continuity of supply of

native timber. There is a need to preserve an adequate area of natural forest
to produce those species of timber, which for the most part are not amenable

to plantation production. Equally there is a need for forest preservation
against soil erosion as well as for amenity and recreation purposes'.

Mining
The plan identified a specific proiect for evaluation of the environmental
effects of mining operations. It further stated that 'C,overnment shall
require an environmental impact study (EIS) to be undertaken for any
mineral development proiect...(It) will be specified as a condition of every
mineral or oil exploration licence'.

Transport
' Regulations concerning environmental pollution, safety and road use
be strictly enforced ......'.

will

18.1.4 DP 9 (198&90)
This

d evelopment plan repeated the forma t established in DP8 by includ ing
'Environment' in the Social and Community Developrnent sector. However, its scope w:rs somewhat wider than the previous plan stating:

"Maintenance of Fiji's hmlthy environment through protection and conservation of its unique features, and the judicious
utilization of its resources form an integral part of develop
ment".
It is also recognised that:

"A number of environmental problems continue to affect Fiji.
These are mainly associated with natural resources and indiscriminatedevelopment in agriculture, industry and infrastructure. Continuation of this trend would result in further defor-

estatiory rnangrove destructiory soil erosion, and pollution of
coastand rivers. In addition,increasingdevelopmentpressure
in both the urban and rural environment has been reflected in
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the degradation and deterioration of Fiji's archaeological, historic and architectural heritage.
Soil erosion is considered to be the most serious environmental
problemin areasof steepland cultivation. due to over-grazing
or over-stocking, uncontrolled burning ofgrassland and cane
trash, steepland logging, construction of new roads, Iand exca-

vation for subdivision, and uncontrolled bush clearing for
cultivation.
There is a need for an effective instihrtional framework within
Government to be responsible for overall co-ordination, planning and management of environmental matters".
Du ring the plan period the
were:

sta ted

objectives for environmen&al management

a

protect and conserve unique features of Fiii's environment;

o

ensure that environmental assessments are incorporated into
programmes and projects;
set up machinery to initiate, integrate and implement
environmental policies; and
strengthen environmental educa tion.

In order to achieve those obp,ctives the plan identified the following
Programmes:

.

establishment of an Environment Unit within the Department of
Town and CountryPlanning to achieve tetterco-ordination, effective formulation and implementation of national environmental
policies';
developers would be required to submit an EIA for projects 'to
in harmony with environmental policies';

ensure that development activities are

laws which have hitherto not been co-ordinated (would)bebrought
together and new laws enacted to cover all aspects of environmen-

tal managemeng and

public environrnental awareness would be improved.

In order to implement these obiertives and programs DIg presented on
ambitious 'indicative' expenditure program for both the Environment
Management Committee GMC) and the National Trust (see Table 18.1).
However, such expenditure levels were never implemented and, apart from
minimal budgetaryallocationfor the Trust, the provision of fundingfor the
EMC and Environment Unit has never eventuated (except for employment
of one staf0. With respect to the programs, the Environment Unit was
established and application of EIA procedures has improved considerably.
However, the review of environmental legislation did not take place and
implementation of public awareness programs has been minimal.
Environmental considerations of note in other sectoral planning include:

Agriculture
To carry out sector obiectives'within accepted soil conservation and environmental parameters'.
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An acknowledgement of lower sugar production levels based on cane to
sugar ratio and lower farm productivity. Although not stated, this is likely
to be a rezult of declining soil fertility.
With respect to the ginger industry the plan acknowledged that 'soil erosion
and the adverse effects on the environment under present methods of
production' was a constraint.
Forestr5l

'Ensure sound forest management and land conservation practices so that
forest resources ar€ further developed and maintained in perpetuity' .
A commibnent wasmade to expandingthe systemof forestnaturereserves

and recreation areas.

Mining
A commitment to safeguard the environment and improve pollution moni-

toring.

Tourism
For the first time in a development plan this sector acknowledged the role
of national parks in tourism.

Water supply and sewerage
A commitment to finalise and enact a Water Resources Act. This was also a
commitment in DFTand DP8. It has yet to occur.

18.2

RECENT POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

18.2.1 'Policies and strategies for the short and medium term,, National
Economic Summit 1989

TAbIC

18.1

DPg INDICATIVE EXPENDITURE FOR ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME

($0(x),1985 PBTCES)
Programmes

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total

4i!

54

245

20
50
2

2

Environment Management Committee
1. Environment Management Unit
2. Environment Protection Legislation
3. CoastalZone Management plan
4.Environment lmpact Assessment procedures for Fiji
5. Sigatoka Sand Dunes Reserve

25

1

1

Sub-Total

26

116

't07

215

225 234

59

il

50

11
60

15
65

22
100
2

374

NationalTrust for Fiji
6. Organisational Structure
7. National Conservation Strategy
8. Historic Site Survey
9. Environmental Education programme
10. National Parks and Reserves System
11. MomiGuns Historic Park and Military Museum

Sub-Total
Total

78
724
25
16
49
195
221

30
17

45

320
436

115

76
40

10

15 25
20 50
444
273 313
380 373

867

15

97

50

181

25

184

1,286

249

1,660
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The environmental policy strategies contained in this document reflect
more of the broader environment development relationships identified in
DP7, although the environment was still 'sectorised' within the Social and
Community Development sector. The report presented the environmentdevelopment overview as:

"Environment issues have become increasingly important as
manufacturing activities develop and agriculture becomes
dependent on a more intensive exploitation of land. Increasing
consideration has to be given to competing uses of land for
industry, tourism, settlement, agriculture, and mineral resources exploitation. The quality and productivity of water
resources, inland as well as for estuary, lagoon and reef
ecosystems, are becoming endangered by increases in pollutingdischarges. Watercatchmentsare subject to siltation through
deforestation and other poor land use practices.
Effective suPPort for environmental planning and management at this stage of the development process is likely to

leld

higheconomicbenefi ts through savings on much higher future
costs for clean-up and regeneration' Preventive strategies are
considered the most cost-effective.
The policy is to integrate environmental management into the
planning and development Process in order to safeguard the

environment and its regenerative capacity while improving
economic productivity of resources' A key to success is a
comprehensive effort by all relevant ministries and their involvement in the formulation and implementation of a comprehensive national environment strategy. Environmental
ioncerns and requirements must be internalised throu gh each
department, in programme and propct preparation, and in
implementation".

L
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After almost 20 years of post-lndependence development planning, the
links between environmentally sustainable development and long term
economic benefits were more fully emphasised in national development
policy. Also important was recognition of the need for a multi-sectoral
approach in implementing environmental planning and rEnagement strategies. Other specific issues and initiatives identified in the report included
the preparation of the National Environment strategy (then in its proiect
planning stage), the need for improved legislation, a national physical
developmeniplan, national parks and reserves; and the need to plan for
climatic change.
The report was notable for the relatively detailed presentation of key
environment policies/strategies in different sectors. Specifically: agricul-

(rarcity

of arable land, need for watershed management, and development of MPl-Environment Unit interaction on land use and environment
issues); fisheries (preparation of a Marine Environment Management Plan);
forestry fiand conservation issues, establishment of a Trust Fund for landowner compensation); Mining (EIA implementation); tourism (role of enviture

ronment indevelopment of secondary tourism and landowner participation) and manufacturing and commerce (need for strict standards of environmental protection in development of industrial infrastructure).

18.2.2 'Review of performance and prospects - Fiji economy', National
Economic Summit 1991

This review largely reproduced the sentiments of the 1989 report. One
important difference was the inclusion of the following statement on envi124

ronmental policy in Chapter3 -'Economic Policies and Strategies':
"Many countries have found that apparently rapid economic
growth hasbeen achieved only at thecost of a seriousdepletion
of both renewable and non-renewable assets and to the detriment of their living environment. It is recognised that measures have to be taken early to prevent these hidden and often
inadequately accounted costs .....
The objertive is to promote sustainable development, incorporatinga frameworkof propct design, approval and monitoring
that ensures the prevention of adverseenvironmental effects".

Within the forestry sector review it is acknowledged that "the sector needs
to be developed in a sustainable manner which does not damage the
environment". Additionally, by way of support, it is stated that intemational lobbies for rainforest conservation are already affecting the trade in
tropical timber.

[BOX

18.1I

IN]IERNATI ONALENYIROAII!{ENTAL / NTSOUNCT
CONIIEN?IONS TO WHICH FUI rc PAR?Y (DATE:YEAR

oF

a
a
a

a

a
a

a
a

FTITSENTR)'

Intemational Plant Protection Convention (1956)
Convention on the Continental Shelf (1970)
Convention on the High Seas (1970)
Convention on Fishingand Conservation of the Living Resources of
the High Seas (1971)
Plant Protection Agreement for South East Asia (1971)
Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atrnosphere, Outer
Space and Underwater (1972)
Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 0972)
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea
by Oil (1972)
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production
and Stockpiling of Bacteriological and Toxic Weapons and their
destruction (1973',
lnternational Convention Relating to an Intervention of the High
Seas in C-ases of Oil Pollution Casualties 0975)
International C-onvention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1975)

a
a

a

a
a

South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agenry C-onvention (1979)
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982)
International Convention on the Establishment of an International
Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (1983)
South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty and Protocol (1985)
Vienna Convention and Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer (1989)
Convention on the Conservation of Nature in the South Pacific or

Apia Convention (1989)
Convention for the Protection of Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific and their Related Protoctls - the SPREP
Convention (1989)
Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage - the World Heritage Convention (1990)
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND
INTERACTION

L8.3

Fiii has actively participated for many decades in international conventions
and treaties related to the environment.
Most of these conventions and treaties place a legal commitment on Fiii to
adhere and apply their various articles at both national and international
levels. With respect to the Montreal Protocol, the Government is already
taking action to phase out the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) by the
specified dates. Fiji's obligations under the Apia Convention to adequately

conserve representative ecosystems and to implement effective
environmental management procedures under the SPREP Convention have

yet to be met, although the outcome of the National Environment
Mana gement Project (if implemented)

will add

ress these requ irements. The

recent establishment of the National Oil Pollution Committee and
development of a national oil pollution contingency plan will also meet
some of the

anti-pollution requirements of theconvention and itsprotocols.

Fiji also undertakes an active role in regional and some intemational
environmental issues. The country has participated in the South Pacific
Regional Environment Programme since 1983 and maintains a relatively
high profile on regional environmental issues. On the wider international
scene Fiji has participated in environmental meetings and conferences on
the Asia-Paci fi c region organised by ESCAP in Bangkok. I t is also participa ting
in preparations for the UNConference on Environment and Development
GJNCED) in Brazil in June, 1992 and particiPating in activities relating to
global climate change issues, including the development of a convention on
climate change to be adopted at UNCED.

Also at the international level, Fiji's involvement with bilateral and
multilateral aid donors and lenders has also had an effect on its national
environmental management activities. Most, if not all these donors and
lenders now require environmental assessments of proposed proiects as a
pre<ondition of granting aid or loans for development.

18.4

CONCLUSION: POLICY OR PRACTICE?

The first development plan, DP6, reviewed in this chapter identifies the key
resource management issues of soil, water, and vegetation conservation as
a basis for maintaining economic productivity. In one form or another these

sentiments have been repeatd in all the following development plans
spanning the last 20 years. Yet, the condition of the country's critical
environmental resources continue to decline. Although some Progress has
been made (most in the last three years, see Table 18.2) generally there has
been a marked lack of implementation of strategies and programmes
specified in the plans.
The reasons for this can be attributed to:

o
.
I
o

lack of integration of development and environmental policies;

scattering of environmental laws in numerous acts and
environmental responsibilities at the administrative level;
inadequate expertise and resources; and
the predominance of economic and social development goals in
national decision making which are isolated fromany environmental

framework.
The best environmental

poliry formulated and/oradopted atboth national

and international levels will be meaningless if implementation strategies are
not enacted through provision of funds and technical resources. Above all,
sustainable development will not be possible until environmental planning
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and management implementation strategies are closely linked with those
for national economic development in a cross-sectoral manner. A good start
to such an approach, for example, would be the inclusion of environmental
implications and justificationon the forms used for new project expenditure

submitted by ministeries/departments to the Ministry of Finance and
Economic Planning. Currently the forms are entirely economic and socially
oriented in terms of project justification.

Table 18.2 Environmental Planning & Management in

Fiji:

Policy and

Implementation 19761990

YEAR

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY/COMMITMENT/ACTION
Comprehensive environmental planning and management
objectives and programme proposed in Development Plan
7 (197$1981 ) induding conc€pts ol a national policy
and advisory council.

1976

he interministerial Environmental
Management Committee under dre chair of tre Director
of Town and Country Planning.
2. Establishment of Fiji's first wildlife sanctuary:the
Crested lguana Sanctuary on Yadua Taba lsland.
1. Establishment of

Not acled upon during DP period

1.

Still operative

2.

Requires management

A system of national parks proposed in Development
Plan 8; proposal to enact a National Parks and
Reseryes Act; additional support to National Trust.

1981

t982

COMMENT

and research

Not ac{ed upon.

1. New Zealand expert commissioned o draft formal EIA
procedures.
2. Approval by Public Service Commission to establish
Environmental Management Unit (EMU) wihin Department
of Town and Country Planning.

Procedures operational
Not ac'ted upon.

983

Establishment of Mangrove Management Committee

Still operational

r985

Preparation of national Mangrove Management Plan

Endorsed by Govemment.

t

1

986

Phase -

1

1. Development Plan 9 proposes comprehensive national

1.

Some objeclives implemented in 1989/90/91.

environmental planning and management objectives.
2. Preparation of national i/langrove Management Plan

2.

Not yet endorsed by Government

Phase 2.
3. Registralion otarchaeological sites by
Trust of Fiji.

988

3.

1. Advertising of EMU principal officer position.
2. Argricultural Dirrersificalion Loan Programme agreed

1

2

to between Govemment and Asian Development Bank,
including a condition to establish EMU.
3. Establishment of Fiii's first national park:
Sigatoka Sand Dunes National Park
4. FAO Foresfy Sec{or review completed.
1989

Not acted upon.

Public Service Commission approval to advertise EMU's
principal officer position.

1987

1

he National

1.

Appointnent of expafiate environment specialist
to EMU principal officer position.

2. Cabinet agreed to accept an ADB Technical Assistance
Grant to prepare a National Environment Stategy.
3. National environmential policy and strategiss paper
endorsed by National Economic Summit Other seclors
included environment policies in their sectoral policy
papers.
4.Government acceded to he Conwntion for Conservation of
Natur€ in he South Pacific.

No locally qualified personnel.
Negotiations between Ministry of Primary
Indusfies, Minisry of Finance and Economic
Planning & ADB

3.

Requires management & development.

4.

About 75% of recommendations implemented.

1.

EMU operational: incrsased level ol project
environmental assessment and development of
Govemment Policy
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5. Government accedd to the Convention for the Protection
of Natural Resources and Environment of the Sou$ Pacific
and Related Protocols.

6. Government signs the Vienna Conwntion and Montreal
Protocols on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.
7. Cabinet agreed to pruchase a seclion of freehold
coastline to establish a National Coastal Park for community

2.

Subject of negotiation

1.

Due to be completed in August 1992

1.

To comply whh obligations under the Montreal
Protocol.

recrealion.
8. Cabinet agreed to accede Convention Conceming the
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage (Wodd
Heritage Convention),
1

990

1. Commencement of National Environment Slrategy Proiect
2. Government ratified World Heritage Convention.

1

991

1. Ministry lor Housing and Urban Development agreed to
establish a Committee to oversee phasing out ol CFC use.
2. Environment Unit prepared National Report for UN
Conference on Environment and Development
3. Marine Deoartment establishes National Oil Pollution
Conrmittee
4. National Environment Management Project prepares'State
of the Environment' Report.
5. Anti-Utter Decree gazetted
6. Environment Unit separated from Department of Town and
Country Planning and established as a separa:e function of
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development.

1992

of Housing and Urban Development establishes
Consulative Committee on Ozone Depleting Subslanc€s (as per
1991 - 1 above).
2. New Anti-Litter Laws come into force.
1

. Ministry
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND

ADMINISTRATION
19.1

OVERVIEW

Fiji's environmental laws are many and varied, a relic of the colonial period
when environmental problems were limited and clearly sectoral. At least 25
Acts have some important role in what is today perceived as environmental
management, and they are administered by at least 14 different ministries,
statutory bodies or other agencies. Most of the laws are ineffective in a

modern environmental management context or suffer from lack of
enforcement of regulations through inadequate staffing lack of technical
resources and funding, or through administrative failures.

An annotated listof theselawsis provided inTable 19.1. What isimmediately
apparent from the table are the insi gnificant penalites which can be imposed.
Even the 1990 Ports Authority of Fiii Regulations Provide for a maximum
fine of only $400. A chemical spill in Suva harbour would cost the
Government perhaps millions of dollars to clean up, and the polluter does
not have to pay! The future must lie in legislation which binds the polluter
(or forester, farmer, miner etc.) to clear up any mess he/she causes.

Currently itis the Town Planning Act 1946 which provides the mechanism
for environmental impact procdures. Under the Act the Drector of Town
and Country Planning can i mpose such (pre)conditions on proPosed developments as he/she believes appropriate or necessary under the circum128

stances. It is through the application of conditions to private and some
public sector development approvals that requirements for environmental
impact assessments (EIAs) are imposed. Tourism development proposals
comprise the maiority of EIA conditions imposed under the Act. The
General Provisions (1980) of the Act also provide for a building setback of
30 metres above high watermark to allow for public access to the foreshore.

land and water below the high water mark are the property of the State and
are administered by the Ministry for Lands and Mineral Resources through
the Departrnent of lands and Surveys. The Drector of Lands has the power
to grant foreshore leases, which are usually sought for reclamation purposes, and licenses for dredging. A number of these applications frequently
involves reclamation of mangrove or other sensitive areas. Applications are

referred to the Drector of Town and Country Planning for comments,
recommendations and suggested conditions if approved. The Director of
lands also refers the application to the Department of Fisheries for assess.
ment of the resource and to the Native Fisheries Commission forarbitration
of compensation. In 1974 the Government set up a procedure to compensate
traditional fishing rights owners for the loss of customary fishing rights/
resources associated with the granting of foreshore leases and subsequent
development, and d red ging. Thi s procedure for monetary compensati on to
trad i tional owners for loss o f natu ral resou rce use has set a preced ent which
now has wider implications for some aspects of environmental manage-

ment, especially with regard to establishment of protected areas.

Table 19.1

Fiji's environmental laws

Legislation

Outline of Provision

Penalty

Authority Responsible

- Compensalion for damage
- Restoration ol land

Max fine $200 and/or 6 months
imprisonment

Direclor of Mines
& Ministry of Land &
Mineral Resources

Minister may declare Nature
Reserves and sylviculture areas
in reserved forests and declare
native land to be Protected
Forest

Max fine $300 and /or 6 months
imprisonmenl

Conservalor of Forests
& Ministry of Forestry

Town Planning Act

Minister may order area lo be

Max fine $100 or 3 months

1946 (Cap139)

a town planning area:

imprisonment $20 per day
infringement

Director ol Town &
Country Planning &

Land and Resource Use
Mining Act 1966

(Cap 146)

Forest Act 1953

(Cap 150)

permission of local authority
and Directorof DTCP required
for developmenl. Preservation
ol historic buildings and oblects
of historic or scienlific interesl.
Native Land Trust
1940 (Cap 134)

Can lease Native Land (which
is not Native Reserve land)
with restriclions regarding land

Civil Remedies

Ministry of Housing
& Urban Development

Native Land Trusl Act
Board

use.

Land Development Act
1961 (Cap 142)

Land Development Authority

promoles and assists the

Land Development
Authority

invesligation, formation and

carrying out of projects lor
the development, improvement
and settlement of the land.
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Land

Conservation

may Max line $200 and/or 6
make'Conservation Orders' imprisonment
Conlravention of such an order
Land Conservation Board

and lmprovement
Act 1953 (Act 141)

rnonths

Land Conservation
Board, Ministry of
Primary Induslries

is an offence.

Agricultural Landlord
Tenant Act 1966

Stipulates'good husbandry

practices'by tenants.

Conservation and Ouarantine

Game
1923
(Cap 170)
Birds and
Protection Act

NationalTrust lor
Act 1970
(Cap

Wounding, killing, selling,
Max fine $50 or imprisonment Ministry of Primary
holding in captivity or exporl- max 3 months
Industries
ing protected birds is an offence.

land.
voluntary

Fiji

Power to purchase
May enter inlo
agreemenls to protect the land.

265)

Ministry of Housing &
Urban Development

Preservation of objects Power to declare and acquire Max fine $200 or 6 rnonths
imprisonment
of Archaeological and
National Monuments'.
Palaeontological interest Preservation of Monuments.

Act 1978 (Cap

264)

Act
Weeds,
of

Ministry of Primary
lndustries

Animal lmportations
Act (1970)

Ministry ol Primary
Industries

Plant Quarantine
1982; Noxious
Pests and Disease
Plants Act 1gil, (Cap

Quarantine powers including
declaration of noxious pests,
infested places, removalof
133) pests;prohibited imports

Board of Trustees ol
FijiMuseum and
Ministry of Women
and Culture

Marine and Pollution/Conservation
Marine Spaces Act
1977 (Cap 158A)

Management and conservation
ol lisheries within Fiji's
economic zone (200 mile limit).
Maximum fine $100,000
Licencing of loreign lishing

CIfice of the Prime

Minister

vessels.
Fisheries Act

(Cap

158)

1941

Licence to lish

required

Non Fiji registered lishing
vessel without Licence.
Use of dynamite.

Fisheries

1965

Regulations

Max f ine $50 and/or 3

imprisonment

Prohibited methods and areas 3 rnonths imprisonment and/or
e.g.
$50 fine
Protection ol turtles, elc.

Poison.

'designated
escape

Max fine

Fiji
Regulalions 1990

Various offences relating
pollution of port areas.

to

Max fine

Water Pollution
Rivers and

Streams
136)
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lnduslries

Max line 12 months and/or
$200 fine

Oil pollution of
areas' resulling from
from pipeline or as a result of
exploration.

Act 1882 (Cap

Ministry ol Primary

Max line $100

Continental Shelf
Act 1970 (Cap 149)

Ports Authority of

rnonths

Rivers belong to the Crown and
are for enjoyment of public.

$3,000

$400.

Ministry of Lands and

Mineral Resources

Ports Authority ol Fiji

lrrigation Act 1973
1973 (Cap 144A)

Offence to pollute waler in
lnigation Works.

Max line $200 or 6 months
imprisonment

Commissioner lor
lrigation and Ministry
Primary Industries

Drainage Act 1961

Oflence to interfere with public
drainage work i.e. work for
the purpose ol draining land or
mitigating flooding or erosion

Max fine $200 or 6 rnonths

Appropriate Drainage

imprisonment

Board and Ministry of
Primary Industries

Water Supply Acl
1955 (Cap 144)

Offence to pollute water if :- in watenntod<s i.e.. sluice
pipe, pump etc.
used for water supply or
in declared catchment area.

Max f ine $100

Commissioner of
Water; PS - Ministry
ol Primary Industries

Mining Regulations

Oflence to pollute Water in
race pipe dam or reservoir
in respect lo which a special
site righl has been granted to
holder ol mining lease.

Max fine $100

Director ol Mines &
Ministry of Lands and
Mineral Resources

Registralion of pesticides

Fine $200 and $10 per day lor
infringement

(Cap146S-3)

Pollution Generally
Pesticides Act 197't
(Cap 157)

Registrar of Pesticides
& Ministry of
Primary Industries

Traffic Regulations 1974
(Cap 176 - S-50)

Public Health Act 1955
(Cap 111)

Olfence to drive vehicle from
which smoke etc. is emitted
likely to cause injury, nuisance
or annoyance to any person

Max fine $100 or imprisonment
max 3 months.

Board may cause inquiries to
be made. Person authorised in
writing may enter premises
Power to inspect water and
sewerage works.
Various powers to abate
nuisances:Inspection of district lo
ascerlain nuisances.

Ministry ol Inf rastructure and Public Utilities

Central Board ol Health
(Ministry of Health)

Local authorities or
Central Board of
Heallh (Ministry ot
Heallh)

Section 56 (e) : any accumulation Fine $20 or $4 per day in default
or deposit of any material
situated which is offensive to
the public or injurious to health
may be summarily abated.
Penal Code 1945

(Cap 17)

Various: e.g. common nuisance:- lmprisonment'l year
i.e. causing common injury,
danger or annoyance so as to
interfere with the public (must
be substantial and unreasonable)
Dealing with poisonous
6 rnonths imprisonment or $200
substances in negligent manner fine

Direclor ot Public
Prosecutions (Ministry
of Justice)

Source: Manuet(1990;unpublished. mss) with additions by NEMp
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L9.2

IAWS OF LAND AND RESOURCE USE

Theprincipallegislation in thiscategoryare the Forests Actof 1953 and Land
Conservation and Improvement Act of 1953, and the Mining Act of 1966'

While there are loopholes in both the Forests and Land Conservation and
Improvement Act , it is generally considered that both have ample legislativepower to control manyof the problems readilyevidenced in the forestry
and agricultural sectorc. That they have not been used to this effect is clearly
through lack of application by the ministries responsible.
As with all environmental legislation, its effectiveness ultimately depends
on political resolve, which in this sector is to implement proper watershed
managemetrt programmes. To date this resolve has been lacking, in spite of
many reviews and studies on the subie'ct.
A notable, positive move has been the recent revival of the land Conservation Boardafter many years of inactivity. Although the Board has wide
powers, its iob is difficult as it will have to combat many years of farmer and

institutional indifference to sound agriculhrral practice. If it pursues its
mandate vigorously it will have to makedifficult decisions which will clash
with other nationai and ministerial objectives. Notable amongst these will
be the expanding gtnger industry, which to a maior extent is based on
unsustainable farming practices.
One of the most disaPPointing lack of uses of appropriate legislation is that
by the NLTB whose leases require the lessee' to farm and manage the land
in such a way as to preserve its fertiliry...' The NLTB as custodian of the
land for future genelations needs to ensute practice of sound agricultural
management on its leases. The NLTB can be seen to be abrogating its
responsibility if lessees are allowed to drain a lease of all its natural
productivity and soil resources, before abandoning it and moving on to

inother new lease, as is reported to be almost commonplace in the ginger
industry.
19.3

LAWS OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Fiji's marine environment is better served by laws and regulations than any
other sector. The most recent to be passed, the Ports Authority of Fiji
Regulations 1990, may help to clean up some of the blatant acts of pollution
in Fiii's ports.
Of all the conservation laws, the fisheries regulations are the most consPicu-

ously enforced. clampdowns on the sale of undersized produce and
prosecution of users of dynamite, for example, are regularly rePortd.
irlonetheless although Fisheries Department personnel believe these efforts
should be greatly increased, they lack the necessary resources.
Some of the stiffest penalties are to be found in fisheries associated legislation (Table 19.1). It is of interest to note that whilst a foreign fishing vessel
fishing without a license in Fiji waters may be fined $100,000 (large though
it may seem it is small by comparison to the Potential profits of some of the

foreigrr company running a polluting industry in
Fiji, maywithdifficultybe prosecuted under the Public Health Actand fined
a maximum of $20.

modern fishing boats),

19.4

a

LAWS OF CONSERVATION AND
QUARANTINE

Traditionally,legislation worldwide to Protect wildlife relied on listingthe
species to be protected while the remainder enpyed no protection. such
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legislation needsconstant updatingand changingas more and more species
become threatened. Modern legislation takes the opposite approach, all
species are protected except those specifically listed and rnany cormtries in
the world are attempting to change to this approach. With remarkable
foresight, Fiji adopted just this approach when it passed the Birds and Game
Protection Act in 1923. It remains a remarkable piece of legislation under
which, for instance, all native birds are completely protected (except certain
pigeons in 'season').

Box 19.1 - FULL PROTECTION FOR

FI/AN

PARROTS

Fiji has five species of parrot, all of which are of great cultural and scientific
value. The kula and the kadavu parrot are perhaps the best known. All
Fiiian parrots (and all native birds) are fully protectd by law and their
capturg confinement and export is prohibited.

"ldb.
--..,
,fr-

C -.l-

No parrot rnay be held in captivity without a permit, a law which is
conspicuously fl ou ted. This practice encourages the robbing of parro t nests
for their you ng, many of which d ie long before they reach urban areas where
the maprity of captive parrots are kept in poor conditions with an inadequate diet.

Unfortunately the reptiles were ignored and while the turtles are now
afforded some protection under the Fisheries Act, the internationally renowned crested iguana has no legal protection.
For the conservation of historical artifacts of any nature the National Trust
of Fiii Act 1970 and the Preservation of Archaeological and Palaeontological
Interest Act 1940 have very wide powers and possibilities. However, only
one National Monument, Wasavulu near Labasa, has ever been declared
(Box 20.3). Recent moves by the Department of Town and Country Planning

llo

p"rrrot rnr-rv'L-rt irciiJ
in captivitv n itirolrt a
;-lerrnit, a lart' $'Iricir is

ci-!n sp icrlL!

usl V f lo u t cri

haveinitiated protection of historicbuildingsthroughplanningregulations,
(20.s).

A Plant Quarantine Act was passed in 1982 to replace the Noxious Weeds,
Pests and Diseases of Plants Act of 1964. The legislation controls, through a
system of import permits, inspection and treatment, the importation of
plants and anything that might harbour Plant pests and diseases' The

Animal ImportationsActwaspassed in 1970and all theregulationsupdated
in 1985, the legislation strictly controls the importation of all animals and
animal producB into the country.

L9.5

LAWS OF FRESHWATER USAGE AND ITS
POLLUTION

Legislation controlling freshwater usage - from rivers or streams dates back
to the Rivers and Streams Ordinance of 1882 with only minor amendments.
It has been the subiect of several reviews and it is regarded as being full of
ambigui ties wi th the ownersh i p o f the rivers and the river bed s vested in the
Crown/State but nonetheless stating certain public rights. New legislation
was drafted in 7976 but has yet to be passed. Fiji has no gtoundwater

legislation or laws.
Sound water legislation is essential if watershed management programmes
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are to be effectively implemented. While this has not hitherto been an issue
of concern, modern requirements for water diversion or consumption are
increasing rapidly, not just in number but in scale.

19.6

LAWS OF POLLUTION

Pollution has many origins and the laws dealing with them in Fiii are
perhaps the least effective of all the environmental laws. Prosecution of
anyone causing pollution is practically impossible and has never been
carried through. Thus, some of the most blatant offenders, such as the
Bandag car battery plant at Walu Bay, the Fiji Industries cement factory at
Lami, garage and bus ownersdumpingoil directly into drainsetc. continue
to operate effectively uncontrolled, despite many years of muted public
concern.

Nonetheless offenders causing some of the most corunon and offensive
forms of pollution such as smoky vehicle exhausts could be prosecuted,
given sufficient political directive and resolve.

All petrol sold in Fiii contains lead additives and there is no programme in
place for gradual conversion to lead-free petrol, despite the fact that unleaded petrol is widely available elsewhere in the world.
In essence theonlyformof pollution control currentlybeingexercised is not
through legislation resulting in prosecution of offenders, but in the Government and Local Authority licensing and development consent of new
industriesand plants. Effectively this means that existingpolluters continue
unhindered although there are a few who have exercised some form of selfimposed control.

An Anti-litter Decree has recentlv been introduced.

19.7

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
FUNCTIONS WITHIN GOVERNMENT

Development of a specific environmental planning and management function has taken place within the Department of Town and Country Planning
of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development. An inter-ministerial
Environmental Management Committee (EMC) has been operating since
1980. It was established with the aim of developing a co-ordinated crosssectoral approach to environmental planning and ranagement issues.
However, the EMC has developed primarily into an advisory and coordi-

nating role with the main function of advising on the environmental
implications of development proposals. Accordingly, one of the major tasks
of the EMC is the assessment of environmental impact of development
projects. A significant gap in current legislation is that Govemment agencies do not have to comply with the stahrtory development approval
process. The recent voluntary undertaking of EIAs and environmental
reviews by the Ministry for Primary Industries for some of its projects is a
notable, and encouraging exception.

One of the primary objectives of the EMC is to provide advice to the Director
of Town and Country Planning in the a*sessment of the ElAs. Not all EIAs
are referred to the EMC given the increasingly large number of such reports
being handled by the Environmental Management Unit. However, 'significant' issues are referred to the EMC for advice. Notable examples include:
the Tropik Woods timbermill -Drasa, Saweni Beach Resort, Denarau Island
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tourism development, Bua rice irrigation project, and so on. Unfortunately,
the inadequacies of the present legislative and administrative system are
highlighted by the inability of the EMC to control existing environmental
problems, such as the Lami Cement Works pollution.
Other issues referred to the EMC include the activities of the South Pacific
Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) as they relate to Fiji and the
region. This includes: reports on intergovernmental meetings, review of the
SPREP Action Plan, and review of bi-annual SPREP projects for Fiji. The
EMC is also used as a forum for deciding appropriate representation to
various conferences and training activities. During 1989-90 the EMC also
played a mapr role in the development of the framework for the National
Environment Strategy. Representation on the EMC includes: MPI (Land
Use, Drainage and lrrigation, Fisheries), Forestry, lands and Mineral Resources, Health, NLTB, USP, Bureau of Meteorolory, National Trust, and
Fiji Museum. Representatives tend to be at senior technical level within the
agencies.

In 1982 the Department of Town and Country Planning obtained approval
to establish an Environmental Management Unit (EMU) to formalise the
environment function within Government. It was not until 1987 that the
Public Service Commission approved three positions for the Unit at principal, senior and officer level. However, the Unit was not staffed with a
principal environmental specialist until 1989. This principal position (occupied by an expartriate expert in the absence of suitable local expertise) is still
the only professional position, and the Unit has not received any budgetary
allocation within the Ministry since its establishment. In October 1991, the
Unit was established as a separate entity within the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Development. The main roles of the EMU can be summarised as:

providing a secretariat to the EMC;
acting as the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
national focal poin[
developing national environmental policy;

coordinating environmental impact assessment of development
projects;
developing environmental education and awareness Programmes;
and

o

providing project management to the National Environment
Management Proiect.

In 1983 the Departrnent of Lands and Surveys established an inter-ministerial

Mangrove Management Committee. The Committee meets on a 'needs
basis' to consider proposals which affect the mangrove resources of the
country, such as reclamation, dredging and timber felling. The MMC and
the EMC collaborate in the evaluation of mapr developrnent proiects
affecting mangroves, (most recently in 1989 to evaluate the proposed
dredging of 140 ha of mangroves in the Nadi River delta by EIE Corporation
for the Denarau Island tourism development).
The Land Conservation Board has already been refened to in 19.2. ln the last

two years the number of ad hoc committees dealing with environment
issues has multiplied crcnsiderably (Box 19.2).
The formation of these committees largely reflects the sectoral nature of

environmental responsibilities. It also indicates growing recognition of
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environmental problems and issues. Although there is an obvious need for
specific commi ttees to resolve these issues or problems there is a danger that,

without overall coordination, their formation will continue to support
through inaction, the countr/s compartmentalised approach to environmental management.

Box 19.2

.

G O YERNMENT CO MMITTEES CONCERNED WTITT
ENIIIR OMt4f ENTA L MAN AG EMENT

I"and Conservation Board (MPD Est.1953.

For many years inactive, this Board has recently been revived. The Board
has wide powers to prevent poor agricultural practices.

o

Envirorunential Management Committee

MHUD)

Est. 1980

Provides an advisory and coordinating role on the environmental implications of developnrent proposals.

.

MangroveManagementCommittee(ML&MruEst.1983

Advises Drector of Lands on development proposals which affect mangloves.

.

Nation Oil Pollution Committee (Marine Departnent)

Formed in furn 1991 as a merging of the Ports Authority Spills Steering
Committee and the Oil Pollution Committee. Its purpose is to coordinate the
preparations and implementation of a national pollution response plan.
Private and public sector representation.

e

Rubbish Durnp Committee (MHUD)

In operation on an ad hoc basis since 1989. Its purpose is to locate an
alternative solid waste disposal site so that the existing Lami dump can be
closed. Government and local authority representation.

.

NLTB SteeringCommittee

The development of the landowner tourism forest parks at Waikatakata and

Bouma necessitated formation of cornmittees to oversee the successful
implementation of the proiects. Government and landowner representation.

o

National Environment Steering Committee (MHUD)

This committee was established to oversee the National Environment
Management Proiect, as well as coordinating Fiii's involvement in the UN
Conferenceon Environmentand Development in 1992 and participation in
the World Heritage Convention. High level (Permanent Secretary/ Director) Government and statutory authority representation.

.

Consultative Committee on Ozone Depleting Substances (MHUD)

This Committee has been established to oversee implementation of the
Governmen(s commitment under the Montreal ProtocolJo phase out the
use of CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) in Fiji. Public and private sector repre
sentation.
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There is a clear need for effective central coordination of national environment initiatives. Although the EMC originally had this task it has proved
ineffective, although it has operated well as a technical advisory committee

on environmental management and development issues. The current
National Environment Steering Committee has been established to provide
this essential coordinating policy level role for the important national and
international environment initiatives of NEMP, UNCED and World Heritage. However, there are already indications it will be viewed as yet another
ad hoc Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (and therefore largely
sectoral) committee by other line ministries. This will tend to provide
representation at senior technical level rather than at policy/decision making level.
The answer may be the establishment of a Cabinet appointed National
Environment Council, with high level public and (appropriate) private
sector representation. Such a NEC would act as a coordinating and formulating interface between the range of sectoral activities with environmental
implications undertaken by government and non-govemment agencies and
Cabinet (and Parliament in the future). The maior task of such a Council
would be to develop a national, cross-sectoral approach to environmental
planning and management, and thus free it from its cunent sectoral
compartmental isa tion.

L9.8

CONCLUSION

One of the great ironies concerning laws and administration for the protection of the environment is that theyare seldom if everpassed orsetupbefore
the resources they are designed to protect are already seriously depleted.
I-aws do not automatically solve problems. While there is much scope for
legal reform to promote environmental management, it will only be effective if there is better environmental education for the population as a whole,
and firm direction on the part of the Govemment to ensure that laws are
enforced.

In summary, the critical issues related to the present legal and administrative svstem are:
the use of old, ineffective laws;

uncoordinated and often 'half-hearted' approach to the application
of laws which, despite shortcomings, could be used to enforce
environmental standards;
lack of effective funding and technical resources, and trained staff
to undertake environmental planning, management and enforce.

ment;

poorly coordinated sectoral approaches to administration of environment related issues; and
of major conoern, is the non-applicability of existing legislation to
Government agencies <ompliance with environmental planning
and management guidelines is voluntary or coerced through environment conditions attached to develop aid funding or interna-

tional loans.
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20

PROTECTED AREAS

AND NATIONALPARKS
20.1

SIGNIFICANCE

While neighbouring Pacific nations such as Tong4 Vanuatu, Papua New
Guinea, the Cook Islands and the Solomons have internationally recognised
national parks, Fiii has none. In this aspect of development, Fiii far from
being a leader in the Pacific, is demonstrably a laggard and this is particularly surprising when the link between Fiji's maior industry, tourism, and
national parks is so well known worldwide.
The reason for the absence of national parks or equivalent areas is in no way
because of a lack of suiable sites.

Apart from the link with tourism, there is an obligation to the nation and
future generations to preserve rcpresentative areas of original habitats, as
well as examples of the cultural and constructed heritage. Fiii can also be
seen to have an international rcsponsibility to conserve representative areas
of rain forest.
Unlessa system of national parks and reservesorequivalentprotected areas
is accomplished quickly, the forest resourc€ is likely to become too fragmentd and degraded to be conserved as viable ecological units.
faces a formidable problem in setting up a protected area system
principally because it lacks all but a rudimentary system at present and one
which was not selected on ecological grounds and whose legislative backing
is insufficient to ensure long term security.

Fiii

20.2

m.2.1

THE DOSTING RESERVES AND PROTECTED
AREAS
Sigatoka Sand Dunes National Park

In early 1988, the Cabinet of the Fiji Government decreed the Sigatoka Sand
Dunes as Fiii's first National Park. An area of outstanding landscape and
biological interest, the Sand Dunes also contain one of the most important
archaeological sites in the Pacific, a burial ground of more than 100 people
dating back nearly 2000 years. Administration of the Park has been del-

egated to the National Trust for Fiii, but to date there has been no
infrastructural development, and limited control of critical management
issues such as grazing firewood collection and sand removal. Without any
form of management the Sigatoka Sand Dunes does not qualify under the
international definition of a National Park.

2022 Resenres

of the Ministry of Forestry

Three reserve categories are institutionalised in the Forestry Act. In sum-

mary:
Nature Resenres

At present there are 5 nature reserves totalling 5,719 ha.
Protected Forest
At present there is a single protected forest at Batiwai.
Reserve Forest
There are 24 reserve forests totalling approximately 33,200 ha.
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Together these reserves consti tu te approximately 5 zo of the na tive forest
bu t
the distribution between forest types and islands was unplanned.

BOx2O.1. BATIWAIPROTECTEDFoREST
The Ba tiwai Protected Forest was proclaimed in 1 956. wi th an area of 1 5,280
ha of rugged lowland rainforest, it would be an ideal conservation area for
this threatened forest type. In addition it encompasses the world's entire
range of the li ttle known palm Gulubia mioocarpa.

However, nearly the entire Protected Forest has been given out in a logging
concession and the logging is almost complete.

The Ministry of Forests also recognises an additional management classif!
cation of relevance but without legal foundation:

Protection Forest
Following the original resource survey, approximately
resource was designated as Protection Forest.

a

third of the forest

Al though both the Ministry of Forestry and the N LTB support this designation, logging and clearance occurs very commonly in protection Forests and
it isclearthat NLTBand MoFappear to have little ultimatecontrol orability
to ensure its long, even medium, term protection.

20.23

Other protected areas

Sev.eral other categories of protected areas exist (Table 20.1). Of maior
ecological significance are the Garrick Memorial park (400 ha) which has
b,een extensively logged (see Box 20.2), and the yadua Taba wildlife sanc-

tuary (50 ha), set up to protect the world famous Crested lguana. A
management plan for the Garrick Park has been prepared but there is
effective'ly no management. Yadua Taba has no rnnagement plan but a
warden has been appointed and international funds have been aiquired to
assist in caretaker ranagement. Both are administered by the National
Trust for Fiji. Namenalala Island Reserve (43 ha) is reased by the NLTB to
a private operator who runs the vast maiority of the island as a nature
res€rve, and who is currently attempting to lease the reef surrounding the
island in order to extend the nature reserve concept into the marine environment.

Box 20-2 THE GAKRICK PARK DEBACLE

In a mag4ificent gesture of philanthropy, the Ganick family
tractof land containingsome of the finesttree
species of the native formt to the National Trust to be used as
a ParkReserve...... the Garrick family'sdecision was motivated

-'

has given a vast

by ryo considerations. One was theirconcern at thedepletion
and ravaging of native forests by logging companies ..... ttte
otherconsideration was the Garrick family memberd genuine
desire to do something meaningful for the country which has
given them the opportunity to live, work and prosper,.

lFtji Times - Editortal - g/8/84t
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Five years later, massive logging of long-standing was discovered within
the Garrick Park - The Ministry of Forests and Native land Trust Board
immediately and publicly denied that any illegal logging had taken place.
An independent surveyor verified the logging incursion but he was not
believed.

Two years later the boundary of the Park, which was fully and professionally surveyed but whose boundary had been allowed to become overgrown,
was again demarcated this time by a Covemment surveyor, and the original
claim of the logging incursion found to be correct.
The incursion appears to have never been officially investigated, nobody
held responsible, and no oompensation sought or paid. Not even the
National Trust reported to the nation.
But the debacle continued .......
The Garrick Park is part of a watercatchment of a $5 million dam and rice
irrigation xheme. Hydrological data showed that the scheme would be
short of water during dry spells, so water supply was vital hence full
protection of the catchment essential. A management plan for the Garrick
Park had identified this and proposd an extension of the Garick Park for
the dual purpose of protecting the wa ter supply and providing a na ture and

amenity park.
A year after the plan was published, the catchment was being logged with
acce*s to the site through the Garrick Park being condoned by the National
Trust for Fiii.
Given this course of events it is, perhaps, not surprising that the Fiii public
still has no opportunity to enpy the fruits of the philanthropic gesture of the
Garrick family. There are no public amenities or provisions for easy access.
There are, however, a few bees left and the Park remains a Potentially
important conservation area, though a mere shadow of its former maje'sty.

Of major significance is the recent opening of the Tavoro Forest Park at
Bouma on Taveuni which is administered by the landowners with assistance from the Ministry of Forestry and bilateral aid finance. It is an
initiative, which if successful, has major positiveimplications for the conservation of native forests in Fiji. Additional recent initiatives of the same type
but in an earlier stage of planning and development are the Tavuni Hill Fort
in theSigatoka Valley and theWaikatakata Forest and Archaeological Park
on the Coral Coast.
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Table 20.1

Protected Area
Status

Fiji's Protected Areas

Yearof

Location

Type ol Feaure

Tenure

Area

Adminis0ation

(ha)

Establishment

National Parks

2Q

National Trust

South West

Sand Dunes,

State

Dunes National

Coast Viti

Beaoh Forest

Nalive and

Park

Levu

Archaeological Site

Freehold

Taveuni

Rain Forest

Govemment

4O2O Ministry of Forestry

?79

Sigatoka Sand

1988

for Fiji (Slate
Land Only)

Nalurs-BeseIvss

Ravilew

1959

lsland

Minisfy ot Forestry

Naqarabuluti

1958

Viti Lew

Rain Forest

Govermenl

Draunibota

1959

Suva Harbour

Recreation

Govemment 2.16

Ministry ol

Govemment

Forestry

and Labiko

Viti

Lew

Viti

Lew

lslands
Nadarivatu

r956

Dakua Forest

Govemmenl

93

Ministry of
Forestry

Tomaniivi

t958

Viti Lew

Rain Foresl

Govemmenl

1322

MinisFy of
Forestry

Vuo lslands

1960

Suva Harbour
Viti

J H Ganiqk

1986

Southem
Viti

Memorial

Low

1.2

Coastal

Forest

Ministry of
Forestry

lslet
Freehold

428

National Trust

for Fiji

Lew

Forest Reserve
Namenalala

Sea Bird Colony
Banier Reefs

Native

43

Lesee/NLTB

Suva, Viti

ForesU

Native

91

Ministy of

Lew

Stream

Eady

Wesbm

ForesV

1970's

Viti

Lew

Str€am

Early
1970's

Westem
Viti Levu

lStream

1991

North

Wabrfallg

Taveuni

Rainforest

1984

South ol

Vanua Lew

lsland Nature
Reserve
Forest Park and
Amenity Areas

Colo-i€uva

Lololo

Tavakubu

Bouma Forest

1952

Park

Pine/Forest

Forostry
Native

0.5

FijiPine
Commission

Native

Fiji Pine

Commission
Native

Landowners with
Ministry ot

Foresry/NLTB
Wail€takata

(in

South

RainloresU

Forest Park

process)

VitiLew

Archaeology

Native

Landowners with
Minislry of
Tourism/NLTB
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Tavuni Hill

(in process)

Saweni Beach

Lomolomo

Nukulau

South Viti

Archaeology

Native

Landowners with
Minislry of
Foresny/NLTB

LeVu

Fort

Early

Western

1970's

Viti Lew

Eariy

Western

1970's

Viti Lew

Early
'1970's

Oft Suva
Viti Levu

1981

Beach

Native

Ministry of
Forestry

Beach

Native

Ministry of
Forestry

lsland and

Govemment

Deparlment ot
Lands

Reef

Wildlite Sancftrary
Yadua Taba lsland

Westem

lsland

Crested

Coast of

Sanctuary

lguana Reserve

Vanua Lew

Native

National Trust

for Fiji

For crested
iguana

National Archaeological Monument
Wasavulu

Near Labasa,

Cultural

National Trust

Vanua Levu

Site

for Fiji and/or
Fiji Museum

Source: NLTB with additions by NEMP

20.2.4 Findings on the existing resenes and protected areas
The present system is seriously inadequate for the following reasons:

.
.
o
.
.
.

20.3

No ecological or heritage considerations were involved in the
selection of all but one or two.
Protection forests, given their present legal status and management, have no long term conservation value.
Forest and Nature Reserves are departmental rather than national
institutions. They have inadequate legislative and institutional
support to counter the inevitable, political and social pressures
which will increasingly involve them.
Dereservation of Reserves has increased in recent years and it
needs only ministerial approval.
Without landowner approval and economic involvement, the
present reserves on native land have no long term security. Even
those on State [:nd will be subject to increasing piecemeal loss and
degradation.
Planning and the limited attempts at implementation of reserve
establishment are being undertaken by at least four different institutions with inadequate obiectives and coordination.

SETTING UP A NATIONAL PARKS AND
RESERVIS SYSTEM.

The National Trust for Fiji drew up a major report in 1980 which identifies
National Park and Reserve system. This is a significan t contribution which
identified the maiority of the most important sites but there has been no
implementation in the decade since its publication. Recently,a New Zealand
based conservation group made further recommendations but these also
app€ar to have no befter prospect for implementation.
a
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A mapr drawback is the lack of a designated agenry or Department to
undertake the task of identifying, institutionalising and administering a
Parks and Reserves system. Whilst it may have once been envisaged that the
National Trust for Fiii should undertake this task, it has clearly failed. And
following the Garrick Memorial Park debacle (see Box 20.2) other
organi sa tions su ch as the NLTB, MOF and MOT are taking the ini tia ti ve and
acting independently.

Box 203

GOMPE]ISATIO]I FOR
FORECO]IE ROYALTIE$:

A TRUST FU]ID

A clear national directive is urgently needed with respect to this issue.
Any future systemwill morelikelybe selected on thegroundsof whatisleft
rather than by ecological and heritage values. Nonetheless, several outstanding forest areas have been identified which are already known to have
mapr ecological significance and in which no logging has yet taken place.
Important among these are:
oWabu Creek, Viti Levu;
oSovi Basin, Viti Levu.
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COMPENSATION FOR LANDOWNERS WHOSE
FORESTS ARE RESERVED OR PROTECTED IN
THE NATIONAL INTEREST.
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Reservation or protection of forest (and marine) areas in the national rather
than the landowner interest, are needed for a variety of reasons including:

o
o
.

effective watershed management and flood conhol;
the provision of recreation areas and amenities for the public; and
protection of representative habitats, biodiversity atFibutes, etc.

TRUSI FUNO
tAlftGE{EMr

IH'SIEE

-

mrscEn

-

Given the existing communal land tenure system, the setting aside of forest
areas as reserves would require permission and co-operation from their
native landowners, who will rightly expect not to be financially disadvantaged. This will no doubt involve considerable short term and long term
financial resourc€s.
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mairr role to play in tNs respect as is currently being initiated
at the Bouma Forest Park and proposed Waikatakata Forest Park. However,
tourism will notbe able to financeall sites and altemative sources will need
to be found. International finance is an obvious source, but there is need as
well for a national contribution which can cater for all requirements. A Trust
Fund ad ministered by the Reserve Bank of Fiji has been widely mooted, (see

Tourism has

a

nND0||GF
HYTEil FOIIIIIA:

Box 20.3).

20.5

A^ ,

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HERITAGE SITES

20.5.1 Archaeological and historic sites of cultural importance.

l-i!rr)-N
rhore,

Fiii has a sole declarcd National Archamlogical Monument -Wasavulu in
Vanua Levu, (Box 20.4). This site is under no formal nunagement and has
recently been damaged.
There is no National Register of archaeological or cultural sites of historic
interest. At present the Fiii Museum holds files on different sites in conjunction with marked up 1:50,000 nnps on which the known sites are located.
This coverage is highly localised and even in areas apparently quite well
covered a large number of the existing sites are not included. For instance in
79E7, a

I
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Ihe scopc of thr fund could be
rithned to includc desineble
d?urlopmnts in pursuit of pnts.n,etion, co0soNrtion 0n l{etional
Pul:s.

brief survey of the lower and middle Sigatoka Valley (an arca
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comparatively well researchd according to Museum files), revealed that 19
of the 40 sites surveyed were not recorded in the Museum's files.
The most significant work in identifying and collating information on such
sites has been that of |ohn Parry based on photo-interpretion. To date his
work has covered the Rewa and Navua Deltas, the Sigatoka Valley and (as

yet unpublished) west and north Viti Levu.

Box20.4

wAsAwILU,

FrI I S S O LE NATIONAT
ARCHAE O L O G I C AL MONUMENT

Fiji has only one declared National Archaeological Monument, Wasavulu
near l"abasa. A site of unknown significance or original function, Wasavulu
ties sadly neglected. In the absence of any protective management, indeed
it is even unclear which is the rnanaging'authority - the Fiii Museum or the
National Trust for Fiii, and despite the presence of traditional custodians
who are living adjacent to the site, the central monolith was broken 'during
land clearing' by a falling coconut palm and other stones on the site 'were re
arranged'.

The absence of a National Register of Historic and Archaeological Sites is of

mairr concern. Such sites are regularly being lost to developments and
agriculture through oversight and lack of appreciation of their significance
- an example being the mapr'Linked Mound' site at Vatumali in the upper
Sigatoka Valley, built over during the construction of a rhool, (Figure 20. 1 )'
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20.5.2 Preservation of historic buildings
Recently, considerable interest has been generated in the Protechon of
buildings of Fiji's post-European period and this is being gradually reflected
in regrrlations and development approvals.

capital. Undet the provision
of the approved Town Planning Scheme, Levuka is declared an historic
town with special provisions covering the demolition of existing buildings

The best example of this is Levuka, the former

and the erection of new ones.

Another area where these provisions have been used is in the recently
approved Nausori Town Planning Scheme. It includes five different areas
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of buildings generally belonging to the Methodist church and the early
sugar indristry stating that their demolition should be discouraged. Th9
uJmi Gunsiti has been restored, as a tourist attraction, by the National
Trust of Fiji.
The City of suva has recently requested an amendment to its Planning
Schemeio protect some 50 historicbuildings and this amendment should be

exhibited shortly.

With increasing interest in Fiji's historic environment it is anticipated that
similar amendments to that proposed for the City of Suva may be initiated
for other Planning Schemes in the near future.
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STATE OF THE NATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT
2l.L

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

As any perceptive tourist will readily tell you, Fiii is a lvond_e1ful country,
',,Abundant sunshine, beautiful scenery, a smiling people", all attributes of
unspoilt environment. But the comment of a local would more likely be
dismissiveof this, "That'siusta veneer,scratch thesurface,and you will see

therealFiii." Bothperspectivescontainanelementof truth,buttouristshave
theadvantageof experiencesin differing countries and first impressions are
very often significant.
Fiii has many positive qualities derived from the natural environment:

.
.
.
.

a mild climate with plenty of sun and rain

.
'
.

hydro-electricity and other Potential renewable energy sourc€s
virtual absence of heary and high-pollution risk industry virtual absence of poverty and a good education provision
history of easygoing lifestyle and harmonious living

a small population

with a moderate growth rate

the absence of many pests and diseases
Some malor natural regources - land, forests, Seas, minerals, landscapes and scenerY.

Fiii also has what can be termed environmental liabilities:

.
o
.

isolation, small sizeand geological youth, henceecological fragility
which is wlnerable to violation and abuse
r€gular expozure to devastating cyclones
of steeplands, scarcity of arable land and an

PtePondeiance

imbalanced distribution of landholdings
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lack of natural oil deposits
economic and agricultural specialisation

mapr dependence on the coastal zone and consequent vulnerability
to rising sea levels
undercurrents of social tension along racial and economic tines
encroaching urgency to hasten the pace of lifestyles

Iriji's considerable
[i ntlrer,
laeld and marine

res$l.r trcrs

products
in
-have
rrcent l'ears Lre*n
'n'rined' for quick
econo:nic return
r+'if hout regarcl for the
f

uture.

There is no doubt that Fiji still retains a largely unspoilt environment
although the vegetation outside of forest areas has undergone almost total
conversion from its original condition. we will never fully understand
exactly what has been lost in this process. Fiji lacks the demographic,
economic and industrial pressures from which the maiority of serious
environmental problems originate in other countries. conversely, its small
size, young landscape and evolutionary isolation make its environmental
resources very vulnerable to loss or degradation. In addition, the vast

maprity of the population, industry, important infrastructure and

eco-

nomic activity is located in the coastal zone, which is ecologically complex
and highly susceptible to both natural hazards and human violation. This
zone will receive the most conspicuous/impacts of global warming.

21,.2

ISSUES OF CONCERN

27.2.1 Unsustainable resource use
Fiji is fortunate in having considerable resources, timber, land, marine
products and some minerals. But in recent years their exploitation has not

been sustainable; in effect they have been 'mined' for quick economic return

without effective environmental and social consideritions and regard for
the. future. Nothing exemplifies this more succinctly than the rise and
collapse of the bechedemer and clam meat industries (Fig 10.3). But this
trend is not confined to marine products, it is currently hippening in the
forests and in agriculture -poor logging and forest *"igu*unt is ,irining,
the timber and water catchment resources, the ginger in-dustry is ,minin[,
soil resources, so to is sugar cane on the marginil foothills. over the y"uri,

many development assistance agencies have encouraged this short-sighted

approach through their focus on narrow economic targets. This is now
but its legacy are Government ministries and lepartmerrts that
:h:"F"q
indulge in the same blinkered approach. Fiji's tsorr.ces are not large
enough to absorb such treatment indefinitely, yet each year technotofo
advances are available to more young pmple suctr that our ability to disnfrt
and destroy natural ecosystems increasingly outstrips our understandingbr
these ecosystems and their importance forthe nation's future survival.
The ability to allocate, control and manage resource use in the long-term
national interest appears to be slipping slowly but resolutely from G6vernment. Private and sectoral interests are prevailing, in the main generated by
short term economic considerations. The new Govemment economic policies and strategies will tend to reinforce this trend.

2122

Pollution and the urban environment

The urban environurent

Manyof theFiji'smore seriousenvironmental problems, some of which are
highly visible, occur in urban areas or in their immediate vicinity. Fiji,s
population growth rate is moderate, but the urban and peri-urbangrowth
rate is high, and is clearly outstripping infrastructural planning and development. Thus it is primarily responsible for the important social issues of
environmental concern, such as housing, water and sanitation.

In peri-urban areas agricultural developments which supply urban needs
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are also producing some of Fiji's worst examples of land degtadation.

Pollution
Pollution is an issue of grave concern, not so much because levels are
suspected to be dangerously high, but because there is no monitoring in
place for the nation to learn whether there is a danger. While there is some
control on potential new polluters in the form of planning restrictions,
established polluters continue effectively unconstrained by any Government intervention or focussed public concern.
Waste disposal

Wastedisposal isa national dilemma; thelocation and management of every
municipal tip in Fiji indicates a total disregard for internationally acceptable
standards.
For this reason, Fiji is clearly at a critical juncture. Unless Government can
establish meaningful environmental direction, control and management,
there isa real possibilityof a rapid and perhapsirreversibledeterioration in
resource us€ and an increase in general pollution. Environmental problems
tend to be inconspicuous and insidious. Deterioration can continue for
many years with little visible change, but when the threshold is reached,

deterioration is rapid. It can then be too late to act. As in medicine the
preventitive rather than the curative approach is the sensible one.
The gravity of Fiji's environmental problems is not to be measured by their

severity or extent, rather by the levity and ineffediveness with which
serious, albeit incipient problems, are being treated. Fiji is too small, too
vulnerable, to ignore such problems for any length of time.

21.2.3

Genetic and biodiversity resources

Fi ji's vegetation and wildlife is inconspicuous and generally lacks species of
popular appeal, nonetheless the genetic and biodiversity resources they
contain are of global significance. Their cultural, national and tourism

significance is vastly underva lued, wei ghed

d

own by a widespread miscon-

ception that anything imported is better. The current protected areas are
totally inadequate in number, size, choice of location and management
tomake any meaningful commitment to the long-term conservation of Fiii's
natural heritage.
Green bans
Fiji cannot afford to becomplacent with respectof international'green'bans
which could damagecertain exports of national significance, notably native

timbers, grnger and sugar. A ban on Pacific island hardwoods has already
been proposed by Australian and Ncw Zealand environmental groups
because of the perceived exploitation of landowners, poor logging practices
and unsustainable nature of the industry. With further lobbying this ban
could very easily materialise.

The curent unsustainable agricultural practices in the glnger industry
could certainly attract a 'green' ban. But of greater significance is 'green'
scrutiny of the sugar industry. Pressure could be brought to bear on the EEC
by the sophisticated European environmental lobby to reduce or cease the
current preferential rates for Fijian sugar, if it could be shown that by so
doing the lower yielding sugar farms of marginal cane lands where
unsustainable agricultural practices are comrnonplace, would be forced out
of productioru This needs very active consideration by Government and the
sugar industry because development aid and subsidy rhemes are prime
targets for the environmental lobby. And the EEC would be in an increasingly untenable position if it had to iustify subsidies of any sort which were
encouraging unsustainable agriculture, especially in the absence of any
obvious attempts at control by the host country.
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In comparison, an effective re-introduction of the vetiver grass bunding
progranune would be a small price to pay.

2L.3
"The Fijian term, vanuar
has physical, social ane*
cultural dinlensions
wlr ich are inter-rel.rtcd.
trt r'loes not nlean only
tht' land area ancl the
vegct,,rtion an d a nitnnl
lifc... it *{so includes the
social and cultural

systenr."

Asesela
Ravuvn - The Vanua

{frorn 'Vaki i Taukei',
Tfue Fiiian \,V.ry)

COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND
PARTICIPATION, THE KEY TO THE FUTURE

Fiiian landownership and customary rights and their future management
are central to sustainable development and sound environmental manage'
ment. The Government clearly accepts these rights as expressions of social
structure and cohesion and fundamental to the continuing welfare of Fiiian
society. Yet Government feels obliged to promote and implement develop
ments which appear not to be fully accepted by landowners. While resource

with traditional rights, foreshore reclamation,
rivers and streams, agricultural land practices, land use etc, are being
ignored or treated superficially forpolitical fearof confrontingthelandown-

use problems associated

ers.

Resolution of this dilemma is one of the primary challenges that must be
met. The problems of Papua New Guinea's troubled island of Bougainville
are a classic, if extreme, example of the cons€quences of failing to effectively
involve local people and landholding groups in development decisions on
resources over which they have traditional rights.

An approach to resolving this will require at least three major components:

r

a national land use plan which is derived not solely through a
technical land-capability assessment but which is reached through
consensus based on full community participation.

.

a major effort to provide a special form of comnrunity educatiotr
required to give traditional community dccision nrakers the technical and other knowledge they would need to manage the environment and resources in a modern devlopmcut context,

.

an accurate determination of Fiji's natural resources, for without
this knowledge there can be no effective planning or education.

The successful approach to conservalion and development should aim to
use the best modern resource management practice in coniunction with the
traditional to obtain a trome-grown'style of sustainable development. This
will notbe easy, for youth, the heirs to customary land and sea areasare now
the target of formal education. This prepares them for roles outside of their
traditional communities so they face a growing problem of alienation; this
could have serious implications for sustainable development in the future.

21.4

FUTURE DIRECTIONS - THE ROLE OF THE

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
PROJECT
Government's intentions are evident in numerous policy statements and
there have been some notable initiatives, but it is currently very far from
being able to exercise the control that is needed. The setting up of an
Environment Unit is a maior step forward, while the two year National
Environmental Management Proiect, funded through a grant from the
Asian Development Bank, will draw up a National Environment Strategy
covering all aspects of the Government's environmental management and
control into the next century.
By establishing the Environment Unit within the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Development, Government has moved to initiate environmental
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control through the planning process for new proiects and developments,
but very little has been achieved in tackling existing problems and abuses.
This aspect is basically being left to the appropriate ministeries and departments. However, therecan be little future in thisalone. Even if the legislation
was appropriate, and it is lacking in many important instances, it has been
demonstrated in many Governments and is obvious in Fiji too, that within
a resou rce managing ministry, issues of prod uction, d evelopment, revenue
and cost considerations will always prevail over environmental concerns.

while it is envisaged that environmental management itself will always be
undertaken-by ministeries, statutory bodies and other government agencies, it needs to be directed in coordination with overall environmental
policy, by a centralised Govemment capability. This will need to be resolute
and powerful to ensure national goals dominate short-term sectoral objectives and professionally staffed and resourced to ensure that the correct
decisions are rnade as quickly as possible.

"A !and without people
is likened to a person
without soul. TXre
people are t}-ce souls of
the physical
enviro$ment ".. it is a
s$r-{rce wf Iife; it
pro vi cles nclur; shlnent,
shelter and prctection
...and the nraterial basis

for belonging."
Asesela Ravuvu
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1.

Government Printer, Suva,

Scientific names of species mentioned in the text

Vegetation
Kuhl's palm
Mahogany
Vetiver grass
Seaweed (cultured)

African tulip tree
Mangrove hybrid

Pimngakuhlii
Swietenia macrophylla
Vetiaeria zizanioides
Kappaphy ca ala ar ezii v ar tambalang

Spathodu cmnpanulata
Rhizopho r a s tylw a x smo etais

Mammals
Fiji flying fox

Pteralopex acrodonta

Mongoose

Hetpata aurupunctatus

Black rat

Raltus rattus
Rattus nontegicus

Brown rat
Birds
Fiji petrel
Silktail
Kadavu parrot
Kula or collared lory
long-legged warbler
Barred-wing rail
Pink-billed parrot-finch
Red-throated lorikeet
Mynah - Common
Mynah - Jungle
Bulbul

P s eu d ob ulw e ria mac

gill ia r ayi

Iamprolia uictorine
ein t ab uensis spl end ms
Phygrs solitarius

P r osop

Trichocichla rut'a
N e s o cl op eu s p o ecil op t n us
Erythrura kl einschmid ti
Charmosyna amabilis

Acidotheres

tistis

A. fuscus
Pycnonotus cafer

Reptiles and amphibians
Bufo mainus

Cane toad

Fiji

burowing

snake

Insects
Dalo beetle

Spiralling whitefly
Pine'engraver beetle

Tip-shoot borer
Psyllid hopper

Ogmodonuitianus

Papuana spp.
Aleurodicus dispersus
Orthodomicus erosus
Hysylk grandella
Heteropsylla cubana

Fish
Skipjack tuna
Yellowfin tuna
Bigeye tuna
Spanish mackerel

Katsuwonus pelamis
Thumnus albacares
Thunus obaus
S comb eronorus comm erson

Trevally
Emperors
Marbled cod
Chub Indian mackerel

Caranx spp.
kthinus spp.
Lethinus spp.

Seaperch

Lutjanus spp.
Scaridae
Valnmugil seheli

Parrotfish
Bluetail mullet
Tilapia
Grass carp

Rast r elli ger br achy s cma

O r eochro mis mos smbians I nil o ticus
Ctenopharygodon idella

Aquatic invertebrates
Kai or freshwater mussel
Clam (cultured)

Batbsaoiolacu
Tridacna derusa
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A PRELIMINARY REGISTER OF SITES OF NATIONAL

SIGNIFICANCE
The register consists solely of 'natural'sites which includes those of biological, ecological, geological, geomorphological,
and landscape interest. It also includes some sites currently used for reseition. Cuttural ana
t
sites are not

"t "*togcal

included.
This register is by no means complete.

MAP

SITE

DIVISION

SIGNIFICANCE
Coastal eco'system, recreation
Coastal eccystem, recrea tion
National Park, sand dune ecoswtem
Umestone cave
Limestone ecosystem
Limestone cave system
Limestone ecosystem and cave
Dry zone mountain rainforest

NUMBER

I

CWU BEACH

Western

2

NATADOI"A

J
4

SICATOKA SAND DUNES

Westem
Westem

5

6
7
8

9

l0

ll

12

l5

l4
IJ
15
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

)h

Western

NAQALI

Central
Western

WAINISAVULEVU FALIS
RAIRAIMATUKU PLATEAU
MONASAVU
NAKOROTUBU V/THICKET
NAKAUVADRA RANCE

Westem

MALAMALAISLAND
VATIA VINE 1T1ICKET
WABU CREEK
DREKM INLET
Mt EVANS MNCE
WHITEROCK
MACUATA ISLAND

NADI BAY

REEFS

VATURU DAM CATCHMENT

KADOMOISLAND
MAMANUCA GROUP
VOMO6EWA

MONURIKI ISLAND
MONASAVUSWAMP

5U

SAVURA CREEK

JI

SOVI GORGE

32
33
34
35

Mt KOROBABA
NAULU LOKIA SWAMP
NASINU CAVE
VATU.I-RA

36

VATU.I.LAMI

3t

MTJBULAU
SUVA REEF
BATIWAIFOREST
SOVI BASIN
KOROBASABASAGA RANGE

40
41

42
43

M
45

46
47
48
49
50

5t
52

J5
54
55

56
57
58
59

Central

CORAL COAST REEFS

27

SY

Western
Western
Western

TATUBA CAVE
WAILOruA LIMESTONE
NAUSORI HIGHLANDS

28
29

38

LOWERNAVUAGORGE
UPPERNAVUA GORCE
QARANIBULUTI NAT. REs.
MAKALUVA ISLAND
MATAGI ISLAND
WAISALI
ROKOSALASE

KIOA ISLAND
NASELESELE FALTS

SALT LAKE
VUNIVIA CATCHMENT
VUNIVIA MANGROVES
RAVILEVU NATURE RES.
COBIA ISLAND

TAVEUNI ISLAND
QELELEVUATOLL

NAMENA BARRIER REEF
NAMENALALA ISLAND

Western
Western

Westem
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

Westem
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

Central
Central
Central
Central
Central

Western

Central

Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern

Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern

62
63

DUFF REEF

Eastem

RAINBOWREEF

Northern

CAKAULEKALEKA REEF

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

FULAGA BAYOFISLANDS

NANUKU ISLAND

Cave system
Sea

GREATSEA REEF

67

White-browed rail habitat

Sea
Sea

TUNULOA FOREST

6

Reefs, recreation
Catchment protection; dry zone rainforest
Shearwater nesting colony
Coastal /marine ecosystem, recreation
Flying fox camp; island vegetation
Iguana habitat, seabird nesting colony,vegetation
Rare montane swamp community
Catchment protection, rainforest
River gorge of high scenic value
Rainforesl 5 endemic plant species, recreation

Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central

ffi

YABU ISLAND

Nmr-tchin storckii palm habitat
Marine ecosystem, recreation
Waterfall
Mountain rainforest
Dam, Hydro catchnent protection, rainforest
Unique tropical vine thicket community
Dry zone rainlorest
Marine ecosystem
Unique hopical vine thicket community
Inbct Fiji dakua montane rainforet
Coastal environment, mangrove
Intact dry zone montane rainforest
S€abird nesting colony
Creted lguana habitat

Western

6l

&
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SAUTABUCAVE
NAQALIMARE LIMESTONE

bird nesting colony
bird nesting colony
bird nesting colony

Marine habitat and recreational area
Gulubia miuocnrpe palm habitat; Forest Reserve
Rainforest, wilderness area, high scenic value
High renic value
High scenic value
Spectacular scenery; geological formation
RainforesL Forest Reserve
Sand cay and reef systan; recreation
Beach forest; flooded volcanic caldera
Dakua rainforest; Amenity Reserve
Buabua Foret (Ftagraca grecipilla)
Island environment
Waterfall system
Unique formation
Lowland dry zone forest
lntact mangrove system
Wet rainforest habitat; mongoose free
Beach forest; geological formation
Potential World Heritage nomination
Atoll habitat
Barrier Reef; marine ecosystem
Sea bird nesting colony; beach forest
Barrier Reef; marine ecosystem
Rainforest; Vanua Levu silktail habitat
Turtle nesting site
Patdr Reef / marine ecooystem

Marine eosystem
S@bird nesting colony
Spectacular lagoon; geological formations
Turtle nesting area

MAP

SITE

DIVISION

SIGNIFICANCE

SOVU ISI.-AND

Eastem

7A

NUKI.]TOLU ISLAND
OGEALEVU

71

ruBOUCAVE

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

Seabird nesting colony
Turtle nesting area
Makatea Forest; Ogea flycatcher habitat
Island cave system

72
73
74

GAU

Eastem

QILAQILA BAYOFISLANDS
MASOMOBAY
WAILAGILALA ATOLL

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

NIJMBER

6
69

75
76

n
78
79

80
81
E2

6J
E4

GARRICKPARK

Cmhal

TAQUA ISLAND

Eastem

MTWASHINGTON
NADARIVATU NAT. RES
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Northern
Northern
Northern
Northern
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Central
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Endangered Fiji Pehel nesting habitat
Coastal formations/marine ecosystem
Coastal environment
Atoll, seabird nesting colony; marine ecosystem
Rainforest
Seabird nesting colony
Petrel breeding site; unique landscape
Dakua dominated rainforest
Marine lagoon eosystem
Marine lagoon ecosystern
landscape; gealogical fea ture
Beach forest, cycad dominated; coastal/marine

eclsystem
Marine eosystem
Coastal,/marine
Feeding site for
Feeding site for
Ceological site
Limestone cave

ecosystem

migratory waders
migratory waders

marine
-syStem

notch

Andrialine habitat red prawn pool
Geological site
marine notch
Anchialine habitat
red prawn pool
Veitchia johannis Palm Forest
Geological site-sea stack
Geological site-river process
Ceological site-rock type
Ceological site-rock type
Geological site.rock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological siterock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological site..rock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological site-rock type
Ceological site-rock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological siterock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological site-rock type
Geological sit+rock type
Geological sit+rock type
Geological site.rock type
Geological site-rock type
Seabird nesting colony
S€abird neting colony
s€abird nesting colony
S€abird nesting colony
Seabird nesting colony
S€abird nesting colony
Seabird nesting colony
Seabird nesting colony
S€abird nesting colony
S€abird nesting colony
S€abird nesting colony
Seabird nesting colony
Habitat of errdemiclziloVknn alaan skink
Unique island; geological feature
Seabird nesting colony
Seabird nesting colony
Geological features, Beach forest
Rainforest; Foreshy Reserve
Rainforesf Forestry Reserve
Bay of Islands, Forestry Reserve
Bay of Islands, recreation; Foretry Resewe
Bay of Islands, recreation; Foretry Reserve
Turtle nesting areas, seabird nesting area
Seabird nestingarea
Seabird neting colony and hrrtle nesting area
9eabird nestingcolony
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